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Abstract 
 Over the past decade the synthesis of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals of diverse 
shapes and sizes has sparked tremendous interest in both the industrial and scientific 
communities.  Much of the work thus far has been done by extensive trial-and-error optimization 
of the chemistry to produce the desired nanocrystalline product.  However, despite a tremendous 
effort in developing adaptable chemistries, the underlying mechanisms leading to nucleation and 
crystal growth in these systems are still not well understood.  This thesis aims to address this 
challenge by utilizing first principles calculations and mathematical modeling to study the 
formation of cadmium selenide nanocrystals, the most frequently studied and best characterized 
nanocrystal system.  In the first part of this thesis we investigate the elementary reaction steps 
that occur in the organic medium during early stages of particle nucleation.  In particular, using 
density functional theory calculations, we probe the mechanism of formation of active growth 
species and small molecular clusters.  We further explore the effect of ligand stabilization on 
cluster formation.  In the second part, we explore reactions occurring on various surfaces of 
CdSe at later stages of crystal growth using periodic density functional theory calculations.  
Homoepitaxy and heteroepitaxy reactions on several relaxed and reconstructed wurtzite CdSe 
surfaces are investigated.  Furthermore, the effect of ligand binding on crystal growth is 
examined using several model ligands.  We show that ligands exhibit a range of affinities and 
selectivities for different facets of CdSe.  We relate our findings to experimental observations, in 
particular, nanocrystal morphology and shape anisotropy.  Finally, utilizing experimental and 
computational insights, we develop a mathematical model that explains both nucleation and 
growth in the formation of nanocrystals.  Cluster formation is modeled using a population 
balance approach combining discrete and continuous Fokker-Planck rate equations for small- 
and large-sized clusters, respectively.  The model explores the relative importance of factors 
such as temperature, additives, and reaction versus diffusion control on the formation of 
nanocrystals.   
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 Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1. Semiconductor Nanocrystals 
 Semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots constitute a unique class of materials that 
are intermediate between molecular clusters and bulk solids.  The length scale of these materials 
typically ranges between 1 to 20 nm, containing anywhere between 100 to 100,000 atoms.  What 
sets nanocrystals apart from the analogous clusters is the extent of order in the semiconductor 
core.  For example, due to the small number of atoms in clusters, the relaxed equilibrium 
structure varies significantly from that of the bulk material.  On the other hand the nanocrystal 
cores are fully crystalline, with the lattice parameters approximately equal to those of the bulk 
material.  Nevertheless, in the size regime of the nanocrystals, where the size approaches the 
exciton Bohr radius, the bulk semiconductor band structure with a continuum of energy states 
evolves into a set of discrete atomic-like energy states (Figure 1-1).  Therefore, simply by 
changing the nanocrystal size, the optical properties of the material can be tuned. 
 
 
 
Figure 1-1.  Schematic of the quantum confinement.  The band structure for a 
bulk semiconductor with a continuum of valance and conduction energy states.  
Discrete energy states in a semiconductor nanocrystal.  The effect of size on the 
effective band gap.   
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 1.1.1. Structure of Nanocrystals 
 Colloidally grown quantum dots consist of a semiconductor core surrounded by a shell of 
capping groups that serve a dual role of preventing the nanocrystals from aggregating in solution 
and chemically and electronically passivating the surface of the dot.  A schematic of the 
colloidally grown quantum dot is shown in Figure 1-2 (a).  By far, one of the most frequently 
studied and well-characterized colloidal II-VI semiconductor systems is cadmium selenide, 
which consists of a wurtzite single crystal core surrounded by a series of capping agents.  CdSe 
nanocrystals of various sizes and shapes have been synthesized ranging from spherical dots and 
nanorods to more exotically shaped tetrapods1-3.  Most of the CdSe nanocrystals have a 
hexagonal wurtzite structure, with an exception of the tetrapods that contain a cubic zinc blende 
center and four wurtzite arms.  Both wurtzite and zinc blende crystal structures are characterized 
by tetrahedrally coordinated atomic sites, with either an eclipsed or staggered dihedral angle, 
respectively.  Note that in general for the II-VI compound semiconductors, the wurtzite structure 
is favorable in compounds with larger atomic electronegativity differences4.  For bulk CdSe, the 
wurtzite crystal structure is preferred at lower temperatures, while the zinc blende structure can 
be achieved during rapid nucleation and growth at higher temperatures.  Schematic of the 
wurtzite CdSe quantum dot is shown in Figure 1-2 (b).  Based on high resolution electron 
microscopy5, several exposed facets for the larger sized nanocrystals are labeled: the top Cd 
terminated polar ( )0001  surface, the bottom Se terminated polar ( )0001  surface, and the side 
non-polar ( )1120  surface.     
 As evident from Figure 1-2 (b), a large fraction of the atoms in a small nanocrystal are 
located on the surface, therefore leaving many of the atomic bonds unpassivated.  These dangling 
bonds give rise to surface states with energies that lie within the effective band gap, leading to 
non-radiative relaxation pathways for the electron hole recombination which can significantly 
diminish the quantum yields (optical properties of nanocrystals are described in more detail in 
Section 1.1.2).   The nanocrystal termination facets described above are low index surface planes 
that contain the smallest number of unpassivated bonds, leaving only a single dangling bond per 
surface Cd or Se atoms.  Adding stabilizing ligands to the nanocrystal surfaces can eliminate 
many of the electronic surface states enhancing the quantum yields.  Some of the ligands 
frequently used include tri-alkyl phosphines and phosphine oxides, long chain carboxylic acids, 
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 and long chain primary amines.  These ligands, can not only serve to electronically passivate the 
surface, but they also have a tremendous impact on controlling nanocrystal growth which will be 
discussed in Section 1.2.  The second option for passivating the surface of a nanocrystal is 
addition of an epitaxially grown secondary semiconductor shell, which overcomes the problem 
with organic ligand lability in solution.  It has been shown that adding a higher band gap material 
can significantly enhance the quantum yields6-9.  In addition, the presence of a secondary 
semiconductor shell makes the nanocrystals more chemically robust and less prone to surface 
degradation.   
 
 
 
Figure 1-2.  Schematic of a nanocrystal.  (a) Semiconductor core passivated by a 
secondary semiconductor shell and organic coordinating ligands.  (b) Atomic 
model of the CdSe wurtzite nanocrystal with the three main exposed surfaces: the 
top Cd terminated polar ( )0001  surface, the bottom Se terminated polar ( )0001  
surface, and the side non-polar ( )1120  surface. 
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 1.1.2. Optical Properties of Nanocrystals 
 Photoexcitation or electrical excitation of the quantum dots leads to a creation of an 
electron-hole pair that is physically confined to the dimensions of the nanocrystal.  As the size of 
the nanocrystal decreases and approaches the exciton Bohr radius, the bulk band structure of the 
semiconductor evolves into distinct energy levels, such that the HOMO-LUMO gap increases 
with decreasing nanocrystal size as shown in Figure 1-1.  The electronic structure of nanocrystals 
has been the subject of many studies10-12 and it will not be extensively discussed in this thesis.  
Most notably, the optical absorption and photoluminescence spectra can be tuned by varying the 
nanocrystal size.  In the case of CdSe, with a bulk band gap of 1.73 eV (716 nm), the peak in the 
optical absorption and photoluminescence spectra can be tuned almost over the entire visible 
spectra.  This tunability is illustrated in Figure 1-3, which shows the absorption spectra for a size 
series of CdSe nanocrystals ranging from 1.7 to 15 nm in diameter.  The position of the first 
absorption peak can be correlated with the average size of the nanocrystals using transmission 
electron microscopy and small-angle X-ray scattering.  The sizing curve for CdSe quantum dots 
is shown in Figure 1-4 both as a function of the mean diameter and the number of Cd/Se atoms.  
Similar to absorption, narrow emission spectra can be tuned as a function of the nanocrystal size.  
This is evident from Figure 1-5, which shows the range of visible colors that can be observed for 
suspended CdSe nanocrystals from blue to red for 2 to 8 nm sized nanocrystals.    One interesting 
feature of the nanocrystal absorption curves (Figure 1-3) is that unlike molecular fluorophores, 
nanocrystals absorb strongly in the wavelengths shorter than the first absorption peak, and as a 
result excitation of different sized nanocrystals can be achieved at a single wavelength.  Much 
research has been done on utilizing the unique size dependent optical properties of nanocrystals 
for applications ranging from electroluminescent devices13-18 and lasers19-22 to biological 
imaging23-25.  
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Figure 1-3.  Absorbance spectra of CdSe nanocrystals ranging in size from 1.7 nm 
to 15 nm in diameter.  Reproduced from Murray, C.B. Ph.D. Thesis, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA, 1995. 
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Figure 1-4.  Relationship between the mean diameter or mean number of Cd/Se 
atoms in a CdSe nanocrystal and the position of the first absorption peak. The 
number of Cd/Se atoms was calculated based on the CdSe number density of  
17.8 nm-3.  Adapted from Kuno, M. K. Ph.D. Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, MA 1998.   
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Figure 1-5.  Vials of different sized CdSe nanocrystals ranging in diameter from  
2 nm on the left to 8 nm on the right.  Nanocrystals fluorescence at different 
wavelengths due to variation in size.   
 
1.2. Synthesis of II-VI Quantum Dots 
 Most of the applications of nanocrystals mentioned in the previous section require 
monodisperse (σ < 10%) highly crystalline samples with high quantum efficiencies that can be 
easily manipulated in solution.  Some of the first synthetic routes for producing quantum dots 
involved precipitation of dissolved semiconductor materials by rapid cooling of high temperature 
glass melts26-28.  Nanocrystals produced via this method have relatively narrow size distributions; 
however, the major drawback is that they cannot be manipulated post-synthesis.  Concurrently, 
solution based low temperature routes have also been developed, including precipitation of 
nanocrystals from aqueous solutions29, surfactant stabilized inverse micelles30, 31, and 
biosynthesis32.  However, the problem with these routes is that the nanocrystals exhibit poor 
crystallinity of the semiconductor core and broad size distributions due to low temperature 
synthesis, leading to poor optical properties.   
 A better strategy for generating monodisperse nanocrystal samples of high crystallinity is 
an effective temporal separation of nucleation and growth, with high temperature nucleation 
followed by a slow lower temperature controlled growth.  The first synthetic route for the II-VI 
semiconductor nanocrystals based on this principle was developed by Murray et al. in 19931.  A 
schematic of this method is shown in Figure 1-6.  In this route, cadmium chalcogenide 
nanocrystals were prepared by injecting precursors into a high temperature solvent and allowing 
the nanocrystals to grow at a reduced temperature.  In particular, dimethylcadmium was used as 
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 a group II precursor and tri-n-octylphosphine selenide or telluride or bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide 
were used as group VI precursors.  The solvent consisted of coordinating ligands including tri-n-
octylphospine (TOP) and tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) that served to both block reaction 
sites on the nanocrystals, thus controlling the growth kinetics, and to sterically passivate 
nanocrystals preventing aggregation.  This technique resulted in production of size tunable, high 
quality nanocrystals with narrow size distributions and good optical properties.     
  
 
Precursors
Solvent
Coordinating 
Ligands
(CH3)2Cd + TOPSe
TOP/TOPO
Inject ∼360 oC
Grow ∼280 oC
CdSe
 
Figure 1-6.  Schematic of the typical setup for a batch synthesis of nanocrystals.  
Temperature probe is depicted as a thermometer.  High temperature injection 
organometallic route for synthesis of CdSe1 in tri-n-octyl phosphine(TOP) and  
tri-n-octyl phosphine oxide (TOPO).   
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 Since the first demonstration, the technique of rapid precursor injection at high 
temperature has become almost ubiquitous in nanocrystal synthesis.  Many different II-VI33, 34, 
IV-VI35, 36, and III-V37-39 compound semiconductor nanocrystals have been synthesized with 
narrow size distributions and high quantum yields.  It is worth to note that organometallic 
compounds which are pyrophoric, toxic, and are difficult to work with have been slowly replaced 
with less hazardous and more stable metal salt precursors40, 41.  Furthermore, much work has 
been done on modifying the synthesis to not only control the size, but also the shape of the 
resulting nanocrystals2, 3, 42, 43.   This control can be achieved by modifying the injection and 
growth temperatures, the duration of growth, and the concentrations of the ligands and 
precursors.  Furthermore, the type of the precursors and ligands used, and as a result their 
reactivity and binding strengths, can significantly alter the nucleation and growth processes.  
Much of the work in this area required extensive experimental trial-and-error optimization and 
despite tremendous effort, little is still understood about the reaction mechanisms leading to 
formation of nanocrystals.  Thus, developing a more comprehensive understanding of the entire 
process could lead to advances in nanocrystal growth, which is one of the aims of this thesis. 
 
1.3. Classical Models of Nucleation and Crystal Growth 
 To design nanocrystals of a particular shape and size for a given application, it is 
important to understand what parameters can be changed to manipulate the nucleation and 
crystal growth.  Primarily classical models of homogeneous nucleation and spherical particle 
growth under reaction and diffusion limitations have been used to describe formation of 
nanocrystals38, 44, 45.  However, these models function by qualitatively explaining experimental 
data rather than rigorously reflecting the underlying chemistry of the process.  As a result, they 
fail to give predictive results if the chemistry of the system is modified.  The next two sections 
describe the classical nucleation and the first order reaction/diffusion models in more detail. 
1.3.1. Classical Homogeneous Nucleation 
 The rate of homogeneous nucleation of a spherical particle can be expressed classically in 
the form of the Arrhenius equation: 
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where J is the number of nuclei formed per unit of time per unit of volume, ∆Gcrit is the 
activation energy of nucleation, and A is the pre-exponential factor.  In general: 
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where γ is the interfacial tension, R is the radius, and ∆Gv is the free energy change of the 
transformation per unit volume.  Assuming that the Gibbs free energy is maximized at the critical 
nucleus radius and utilizing the Gibbs-Thomson expression for nuclei radius (Equation 1.4) one 
can derive the classical rate of homogeneous nucleation46: 
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The aforementioned Gibbs-Thomson expression used in the derivation of Equation 1.3 is given 
by: 
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where S is the supersaturation, Ceq is the solubility concentration, C∞ is the solubility of a solid 
with infinite dimensions, and Vm is the molar volume.  The classical expression for nucleation 
rate has been utilized extensively as a result of its simplicity; however, even for the simplest 
precipitations it fails to give quantitative predictions.   
 
1.3.2. Growth of a Spherical Particle 
 In the simplest model of nanocrystal growth, monomers diffuse from the bulk to the 
surface of the growing spherical nanocrystal, where they incorporate into the crystal via a pseudo 
first order reaction.  Assuming that the diffusion layer is thicker than the radius of the particles, 
the net flux of monomers to the nanocrystal interface is equal to: 
 ( )*4dJ DR C Cπ= −  1.5 
where D is the monomer diffusivity and C and C* are the bulk and the interfacial concentrations.  
Similarly, the net flux from the interface due to reaction and dissociation is equal to: 
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  ( )2 *4r r dissJ R k C kπ= −  1.6 
where kr is the first order reaction constant and kdiss is the dissociation constant.  Note that at 
equilibrium, when C* equals to Ceq, the rate of reaction must equal to the rate of dissociation, 
such that: 
 diss r eqk k C=  1.7 
 Assuming that the monomer concentration at the interface is at a pseudo steady state: 
 
*
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Substituting Equation 1.7 into Equation 1.6, equating the reaction and diffusion fluxes, and 
solving for C* leads to: 
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 The radial growth rate can be obtained from the monomer flux: 
 ( )*24 m r m r eqVdR J V k C Cdt Rπ= = −  1.10 
Substituting Equation 1.9 into Equation 1.10: 
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 Using the Gibbs-Thomson expression for the equilibrium concentration (Equation 1.4) 
leads to: 
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where the critical radius (R*) is defined as: 
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  Furthermore, assuming that 2 1m
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γ   and performing a Taylor series expansion on the 
exponential terms, Equation 1.12 reduces to: 
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 There are two limiting cases of this behavior: (1) diffusion control, kr>>D, for which the 
interfacial concentration is equal to the equilibrium solubility value, Ceq and (2) reaction control, 
kr<<D, where the interfacial concentration is equal to that in the bulk, Cbulk.  The limiting forms 
of Equation 1.14 are shown below.   
Diffusion control: 
 
2
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Reaction control: 
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 The growth curves for diffusion and reaction control are plotted in Figure 1-7.  In both 
cases, if the radius of the particle is smaller than the critical value, dR
dt
 is negative and the 
particle will dissolve.  In the case of reaction control, the growth curve is a monotonically 
increasing function, such that larger particles always grow faster than smaller ones, leading to 
broadening of the size distribution.  On the other hand, in the case of diffusion control, the 
growth curve reaches a maximum at *2R R= , such that for *2R R<  the larger particles grow 
faster than the smaller ones leading to broadening of the size distribution and for *2R R>  the 
smaller particles grow faster than the larger ones leading to narrowing of the size distribution.  
Based on this simple model, many theoretical and experimental studies have inferred that to 
achieve size focusing, the nanocrystal synthesis must occur under a diffusion limittation38, 44, 47, 
48.   However, estimates of the growth rate via diffusion control are several orders of magnitude 
higher than the experimentally observed values, as we will show in Chapter 6 and pure reaction 
control can exhibit focusing.   
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Figure 1-7.  Radial growth rate as a function of radius under reaction (upper) and 
diffusion (lower) control based on the spherical particle growth model and Gibbs-
Thomson expression for the interfacial monomer concentration.     
 
1.4. Thesis Objectives and Overview 
 This thesis aims to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the nucleation and 
crystal growth processes occurring during synthesis of the II-VI semiconductor nanocrystals.  
Using CdSe nanocrystals as the model system, we apply computational tools ranging from first 
principles calculations to kinetic modeling to both understand the chemistry and the overall 
kinetics of the nanocrystal formation.  A schematic of the range of topics considered in this 
thesis is shown in Figure 1-8.   
 Using first-principles calculations, Chapter 2 investigates the elementary reaction steps 
that occur in the organic medium during early stages of nanocrystal nucleation.  Specifically, it 
explores the mechanism of formation of the active growth species via reduction of the cadmium 
salt precursor in the presence of organo-phosphines.  Second, it examines the nature of the 
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 monomeric species that would be active in the nucleation and growth processes.  Lastly, it 
investigates clustering of the CdSe monomers and the effect ligands have on the process.  
 
Solution Phase Chemistry
Surface Chemistry
ClustersPrecursors Active Growth 
Species
Ligand Binding Homoepitaxy
Kinetic Model of Nucleation and Growth
Heteroepitaxy
P
n n + 1
2/3
1αn c⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
2/3( 1)nβ←⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯+
1
1
 
Figure 1-8.  Thesis progression.  Solution phase chemistry: Chapter 2.  Surface 
chemistry: Chapters 3 – 5.  Kinetic model of nucleation and growth – Chapter 6. 
 
 Chapters 3, 4, and 5 examine the fundamental reactions that occur at the exposed CdSe 
surfaces at later stages of nanocrystal growth using periodic density functional theory 
calculations.  Chapter 3 examines the intrinsic stability of the surfaces and the effect of surface 
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 relaxation and reconstruction.  Furthermore, it explores homoepitaxial growth via addition of the 
Cd and Se atoms and addition and dissociation of the CdSe molecules.  Chapter 4 investigates 
the effect of ligands on nanocrystal growth.  In particular, it explores the binding affinity and 
surface specificity of several model ligands that mimic those frequently employed in 
experiments.  Chapter 5 explores the energetics of the heteroepitaxial growth of ZnS, ZnSe, and 
CdS on the exposed CdSe surfaces that would lead to formation of the core/shell nanocrystal 
heterostructures.  
 In Chapter 6 we develop a kinetic model to describe the unified phenomena of 
nanocrystal nucleation and growth.  The model considers formation of the monomeric species 
via activation of precursors and clustering of the monomers via addition and dissociation.  It 
applies discrete and continuous Fokker-Planck rate equations to model the temporal evolution of 
the small and large clusters, respectively.  Furthermore, it explores the role of diffusion on 
focusing and the effect of temperature and additives on the reaction kinetics.   
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 Chapter 2 Solution Phase Chemistry 
2.1. Introduction 
 As described in Chapter 1, many routes have been developed for the synthesis of 
compound semiconductor nanocrystals.  In most methods, a solution of precursors is rapidly 
injected into a heated mixture of ligands and solvents1, 38, 42, 48, 49, with ligand mixtures typically 
consisting of alkyl-phosphines, alkyl-phosphine oxides, carboxylic acids, alkyl amines, and 
alkyl-phosphinic or phosphonic acids.  Precursors and ligands react to form monomeric species, 
and monomers combine to form larger and larger clusters.  Information about the average size of 
the nanocrystals can be obtained off line from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or 
optical absorption measurements if a calibration curve based on TEM images and the position of 
the band-edge absorbance peak is available (for CdSe see Figure 1-4).  Furthermore, information 
on the number of nanocrystals formed and the reaction yield in the case of CdSe can be obtained 
based on optical density and absorbance cross section at 350 nm50.  However, these experimental 
tools for monitoring the reaction progress are limited to later stages of growth where 
nanocrystals are large enough to have well-defined optical properties.  As a result, little is known 
about the actual mechanism of nanocrystal formation. 
 Most experimental studies to date have focused on the kinetics of nanocrystal growth.  
For example, nanocrystal sizes and size distributions have been measured at several time points 
during the reaction for different concentrations of ligands and precursors and at different 
temperatures38, 47-49, 51.  However, these studies cannot capture any information about reactions 
occurring in solution during early stages of nucleation.  Alternatively, Steckel et al. have 
conducted 31P NMR experiments to gains a better understanding of the mechanism of monomer 
formation in the synthesis of PbSe nanocrystals in the presence of organo-phosphines52.  They 
considered two competing mechanisms for the reduction of the Pb precursor from the Pb 
carboxylate salt to form nanocrystalline species.  Some work has also been done on applying 
electrospray mass spectroscopy for the characterization of small clusters of CdS53-55, CdSe55, and 
ZnS55.  However, while this technique is promising for studying the evolution of cluster sizes 
along the reaction path, it has thus far been limited to samples containing only pure clusters of a 
single kind or specifically prepared mixtures55.   
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  Given the limitations of the experimental methods, theoretical and computational 
methods can be employed to gain a better understanding of the reaction mechanisms in the 
formation of nanocrystals.  Several first principles studies have been conducted to determine the 
structural and optical properties of zinc and cadmium chalcogenite clusters56-60.  For example, 
using density functional theory methods, Deglemann et al. have carried out a systematic study on 
the optimal structure for small bare clusters of ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe and their 
corresponding electronic density of states56.    While these calculations offer insight into the 
energetics of clustering in these systems, they lack information about the mechanism of 
precursor conversion to monomers and the effect of ligands on cluster formation.   
 In this chapter, we employ density functional theory calculations to gain a better 
understanding of the solution phase reactions occurring during the early stages of CdSe 
nanocrystal synthesis.  First, we investigate the energetics of the reaction mechanism leading to 
the generation of monomeric species: in particular, the reduction of the cadmium salt precursor 
in the presence of organo-phosphines.  Second, we examine the nature of the monomeric species 
and the energetics of phosphine coordination.  Third, we explore clustering of CdSe either in the 
bare or phosphine-stabilized form.  Lastly, we consider the effect different ligands have on 
cluster formation.  This approach allows us to develop a more comprehensive understanding of 
the nucleation of CdSe nanocrystals.   
 
2.2. Methods 
2.2.1. Computational Details   
 All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 98 software package61.  The 
LANL2DZ basis set was used to describe core and valance electrons.  The basis set consisted of 
the Dunning/Huzinaga valence double-zeta basis set (D95V)62 for small atoms, including H, C, 
N, and O.  The core electrons of the heavy atoms, including Cd, Se, and P, were treated using 
Los Alamos National Lab effective core potentials (ECP) in combination with the double zeta 
basis set for the valance electrons63-65.  All calculations were performed using density functional 
theory method with the exchange-correlation energy and potential described by the PW91 
functional66, 67.     Since the synthesis of nanocrystals is typically conducted in a high boiling 
point non-polar alkane solvent, the surrounding medium was approximated as vacuum.  All 
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 atoms were allowed to relax until the energy minimum was reached using the Berny algorithm 
within Gaussian for geometry optimization.  Several initial configurations were considered at 
each cluster size and composition both bare and ligand coordinated clusters.  
2.2.2. Thermodynamic Considerations 
 Total electronic energies for all species were obtained using density functional theory 
calculations as described in the previous section.  The energy of reaction was computed for 
several reaction steps in the reduction mechanism of Cd2+ in the presence of phosphines.  In 
general, the energy of reaction for each step was defined as: 
 products reactantsE E E∆ = −  2.1 
 The length of the alkyl chain was varied from hydrogen to methyl, and then ethyl.  In the case of 
reduction by di- and mono-alkyl phosphines, the energy of formation of phosphinic and 
phosphonic acids, respectively, was calculated by:  
 ,
1 1
2 2f DMPOOH TMP DMPOOH TMPO DMP
E E E E E= + − −  2.2 
 ( ) ( )2 2,
1 1
3 3TMP TMPO MPf MPO OH MPO OH
E E E E E= + − −  2.3 
where TMP stands for tri-methyl phosphine, TMPO for tri-methyl phosphine oxide, DMP for di-
methyl phosphine, DMPOOH for methyl phosphinic acid, MP for methyl phosphine, and 
MPO(OH)2 for methyl phosphonic acid.  The overall energy of reduction in the presence of DMP 
and MP was evaluated by the following relations: 
 , , ,red DMP red TMP f DMPOOHE E E∆ = ∆ +  2.4 
 ( )2, , ,red MP red TMP f MPO OHE E E∆ = ∆ +  2.5 
 Stability of several possible monomeric species was considered relative to Se-TMP and 
Cd-TMP: 
  [ ] [ ] [ ] ( )[ ]n m km Se TMP n Cd TMP Cd Se TMP k n m TMP− + − → + − −  2.6 
with the relative energy calculated by: 
 ( )rel species TMP Se TMP Cd TMPE E k n m E mE nE− −= + − − − −  2.7 
Formation of either bare or ligand stabilized clusters was considered relative to Se-TMP and 
SeCd-TMP2: 
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[ ] ( )[ ] [ ]
[ ] ( )[ ]
2
m n k
n SeCd TMP m n Se TMP k L
Se Cd L n m TMP
− + − − +
→ + +  2.8 
with the energy of formation computed by: 
 ( ) ( )
2f species TMP SeCd TMP Se TMP L
E E n m E nE m n E kE− −= + + − − − −  2.9 
In the special case of clusters with equal number of Cd and Se atoms, Equation 2.9 reduces to: 
 
2
2f species TMP SeCd TMP LE E nE nE kE−= + − −  2.10 
Similarly, in the special case of TMP stabilized clusters, Equation 2.9 reduces to: 
 ( ) ( )
2f species TMP SeCd TMP Se TMP
E E n m k E nE m n E− −= + + − − − −  2.11 
The stabilization energy per ligand was defined relative to the bare cluster of the same size: 
 ( ) ( ), ,kn nf SeCd L f SeCdL
E E
E
k
−∆ =  2.12 
For each ligand, the average value was determined for clusters of size n < 4.   
 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
2.3.1. Mechanism of Monomer Formation 
 Typical synthetic routes for CdSe nanocrystals involve a rapid injection of cadmium 
carboxylate, tri-alkyl-phosphine selenide, and tri-alkyl-phosphine into a hot mixture of ligands 
and solvents as initially demonstrated by Qu et al.41.  In this case the Se precursor can be 
regarded as a source of Se0, while the cadmium precursor is a source of Cd2+.  Thus, for 
formation of a charge neutral crystal, the cadmium precursor must be reduced.  In all synthetic 
routes, a large quantity of either free or selenium bound organo-phosphine is used, which has 
been previously shown to act as a reducing agent to form zero valent palladium from Pd(OAc)2 
complexes68, 69.  We postulate that the reaction between the Cd carboxylate and the organo-
phosphine or organo-phosphine selenide leads to formation of an organo-phosphine oxide, an 
anhydride, and organo-phosphine coordinated Cd or CdSe.  In the presence of amines, the 
anhydride can further react to form an amide and an acid.   Two proposed schemes for the 
reaction, in the presence and absence of Se, are shown in Figure 2-1.  Reaction (1-A, B) shows 
the formation of phosphine carboxylate.  Reaction (2) shows the formation of an anhydride and a 
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 phosphine oxide.  Reaction (4-A, B) shows further phosphine coordination of the Cd or CdSe 
species.    
 
 
Figure 2-1.  Proposed mechanism for Cd2+ reduction in the presence of tri-alkyl 
phosphine (A) and tri-alkyl phosphine selenide (B).   
 
 The energetics of the proposed reaction mechanism (Figure 2-1) in the presence and 
absence of the Se precursor are summarized in Figure 2-2 (a).  In general, the energy of reaction 
is given relative to the reactant species consisting of the Cd(OAc)2 and tri-methyl phosphine 
(TMP) or TMPSe.  For simplicity, methyl was used to represent the alkyl groups.  In both cases, 
the first reaction is endothermic, with the energy cost for formation of the TMP-(OAc)2 on the 
order of 60 kcal/mol.  Formation of an anhydride is almost thermo-neutral, while formation of an 
n-methylacetamide and acetic acid reduces the overall energy cost to about 50 kcal/mol.  TMP 
complexation diminishes the energy cost to 41 and 46 kcal/mol in the presence and absence of 
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 Se, respectively.  To test whether the nature of the alkyl group has an effect, we compared the 
reaction of scheme A, for R, R’, and R” equal to hydrogen, methyl, or ethyl or mixed groups 
with R’ and R” equal to methyl and R equal to hydrogen (Figure 2-2 (b)).  Replacing the methyl 
groups with hydrogen on the phosphine was energetically unfavorable, especially in reaction (2) 
leading to the formation of OPH3.  On the other hand, replacing the methyl with an ethyl group 
did not significantly change the reaction energetics, thus making the methyl group sufficient for 
accurate energetics while sufficiently small for faster calculations.      
 
 
Figure 2-2.  The energy of the overall reaction for the proposed mechanism in 
Figure 2-1.  (a) Comparison between Scheme (A) in the absence of Se and 
scheme (B) in the presence of Se.  In both cases, R=R’=R”=Me.  (b)  Effect of the 
chain length on the energy of reaction presented for Scheme (A). 
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Figure 2-3.  (a) Comparison in the strength of the reducing agent for tri-, di-, and 
mono-alkyl phosphine.  The energy gain per oxygen is given for R=Me.   (b)  The 
energy of reaction for different final products in the proposed reduction 
mechanism in Figure 2-1 in the presence of tri-, di-, or mono-methyl phosphines.  
 
 Thus far we have considered reduction by tri-alkyl phosphine.  However, di- or mono-
alkyl phosphines can act as much stronger reducing agents.  These species might either be 
present as impurities in the technical grade tri-alkyl phosphines or generated in situ at high 
temperatures via a β-hydride elimination.  To compare the reducing strength of tri-, di-, and 
mono-alkyl phosphines, we calculated the energy for the conversion of TMPO to DMPOOH and 
MPO(OH)2 (Figure 2-3 (a)), using Equations 2.2 and 2.3.  The resulting energy gain per oxygen 
is equal to -11.5 and -13.7 kcal/mol for di- and mono-methyl phosphine, respectively.  The 
corresponding overall energy of reaction from Cd(OAc)2 to several final products, Cd-TMP, Cd-
TMP3, and SeCd-TMP2, in the presence of mono-, di-, and tri-methyl phosphine (Equations 2.4 
and 2.5) are shown in Figure 2-3 (b).  Note that even for stronger reducing agents, the generation 
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 of the monomeric SeCd-TMP2 is still endothermic, at 29 kcal/mol, using DMP.  Therefore, 
monomer formation does not drive the formation of CdSe nanocrystals. 
2.3.2. Monomeric Species 
 It is difficult to say whether there is a single monomeric species.  Most likely, the 
monomer is a transient species made of a CdSe1 center with different numbers of coordinating 
ligands.  For example, a comparison of the relative stability of CdSe1 coordinated by 1, 2, or 3 
TMP, as calculated based on Equation 2.7, is shown in Figure 2-4.  In general, at least dual 
coordination is required for the species to be more stable than Cd and Se individually 
coordinated by TMP.  Note that for dual coordination, both phosphines preferentially bind to the 
Cd site.  This suggests that there is a significant electron transfer from Cd to Se, with TMP 
coordinating to the electron-poor site on Cd.  Furthermore, triple coordination of CdSe1 by TMP 
is energetically stabilizing.  However since in experimental settings, a bulky tri-octyl-phosphine 
is used instead of the model TMP ligand, this species would likely be too sterically hindered to 
significantly participate in growth.    
 Note that monomers can also be coordinated by other ligands that are present.  For 
example, amines, carboxylic acids, phosphine oxides, and phosphinic or phosphonic acids can all 
bind to CdSe1.  Relative stabilities of SeCd-L2 relative to the same species with TMP are shown 
in Figure 2-5.  The order of ligands from the most to the least stable is: 
OPM2OH>TMPO>MCOOH>NH2M>TMP>PH3.  Note that strongly binding ligands can 
potentially reduce the concentration of the available monomers for nanocrystal formation.  
Therefore, we would expect the phosphonic and phosphinic acid type ligands to inhibit formation 
of the nanocrystals.  On the other hand, the primary amines have a binding strength only a few 
kcal/mol higher than that of TMP, but by having only a single alkyl group they are less sterically 
hindering, and as a result, we would expect the presence of amines to enhance the rate at which 
monomers further react to form clusters.  This has been observed experimentally: Qu et al. report 
that the use of amines required reduction in temperature to slow the growth kinetics41.  
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Figure 2-4.  Stability of Cd or CdSe monomeric species with different 
coordination by tri-methyl phosphine.  Values are given relative to Se-TMP,  
Cd-TMP, and TMP.   
 
 
Figure 2-5.  Stability of CdSe monomeric species coordinated by two ligands 
(SeCd-L2) relative to SeCd-TMP2.   
 
2.3.3. Cluster Formation 
 The next step in the nucleation process is the reaction of CdSe monomers (surrounded by 
a series of capping ligands) with one another to form dimers, then trimers, and so on.  The most 
stable structures of (CdSe)n bare clusters with n < 6 are shown in Figure 2-6.  The dimer prefers a 
rhombus structure, the trimer prefers a planar six membered ring structure, the tetramer forms a 
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 cube-like structure, the pentamer forms a boat-like six-membered ring coupled with a rhomb-like 
four membered ring, and the hexamer forms a set of two nested chair-like six membered rings.  
In all cases the Cd bond angle is maximized.  Energies of formation of clusters relative to the 
SeCd-TMP2, Se-TMP, and TMP were computed using Equation 2.9 and are presented in  
Figure 2-7 (a).  In addition to the bare (CdSe)n clusters described in Figure 2-6, bare Cd-rich and 
Se-rich  clusters were also considered.  Note that several initial configurations where optimized 
for different clusters, however, the values are shown only for the most stable ones.  Furthermore, 
Figure 2-7 (b) shows the energy of formation for the lowest energy PH3 coordinated clusters.  
PH3 was chosen to minimize the computational time.  For both bare and phosphine passivated 
clusters, the data show that clusters that are rich in Se or contain equal ratios of Cd:Se atoms are 
more stable than those that are Cd rich.  Furthermore, the energy of cluster formation is linear 
with the number of CdSe units.  For bare clusters the energy decrease per unit is -45 kcal/mol 
and -50 kcal/mol for bare and PH3 stabilized clusters, respectively.  These values are almost 
equivalent to the energy cost to form a single unit of SeCd-TMP2, equal to 41 kcal/mol in the 
presence of TMP; therefore the overall ligand-free clustering is almost thermo-neutral.  As a 
result, either ligand stabilization or the presence of di-alkyl phosphines is necessary to drive the 
overall process of nanocrystal formation.  
 
 
Figure 2-6.  Most stable structures of (CdSe)n clusters. 
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Figure 2-7.  Energy of formation as defined in Equation 2.9 of (a) bare and (b) 
phosphine passivated clusters.  Values are given as a function of the number of 
Cd atoms in a cluster.  At a given size, only the value for the most stable cluster is 
shown.  The slope is the energy gain due to incorporation of a single monomeric 
unit.     
 
2.3.4. Ligand Stabilization 
 Ligands can not only bind to monomers, but they can also stabilize larger clusters.  We 
calculated optimal structures for (CdSe)nLn dimers, trimers, and tetramers.  Similar ligands as 
those for monomer stabilization where considered: methylamine (NH2M), acetic acid (MCOOH), 
tri-methyl-phosphine oxide (TMPO), and di-methyl-phopshinic acid (OPM2OH).  For a given 
cluster size and ligand, to decrease the computational intensity, first an optimal geometry was 
determined for clusters coordinated by the non-methyl containing model ligands: NH3, HCOOH, 
OPH3, and OPH2OH.  Then, using those structures with hydrogen replaced by a methyl group as 
an initial guess, the structures were again optimized.  The energy of formation of each ligand 
stabilized cluster was calculated relative to SeCd-TMP2 using Equation 2.10.  The resulting 
values are shown in Figure 2-8.  The average values for energy of stabilization per ligand were 
calculated using Equation 2.12, and are shown in Table 2-1.  The values range between about 20 
and 40 kcal/mol, with the order of strongest to weakest binding ligands as follows: OPM2OH> 
TMPO> MCOOH~ NH2M>TMP.  In general, the presence of the methyl groups only 
significantly changes the binding of TMP, TMPO, and OPM2OH by approximately 7, 5, and  
2 kcal/mol, respectively.    
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Figure 2-8.  Stabilization of clusters due to ligand binding.  Several model ligands 
are presented.  R represents a generic ligand. 
 
Table 2-1.  Stabilization energy due to ligand binding to clusters   
Ligand Estabilization/Ligand (kcal/mol) 
TMP -19 ± 2 
NH2M -26 ± 2 
MCOOH -28 ± 4 
TMPO -35 ± 4 
OPM2OH -38 ± 5 
Bare - 
 
 
 Similar to monomeric species, if ligands bind too strongly to clusters, they can potentially 
block the reaction sites for addition of the monomeric units, consequently decreasing the rate of 
addition.  Furthermore, non-bulky species can pack much closer on the surface of the cluster 
without sterically crowding each other.  As a result, we would expect the non-bulky phosphonic 
and phosphinic acids that bind strongly to the clusters to decrease the growth rate, thus acting as 
growth inhibitors.  The frequently used TOPO, on the other hand, is a bulky ligand, and even 
though it binds strongly to the cluster, we would expect this type of ligand to have a similar 
crowding effect to TOP, thus having a similar number of sites available for monomer addition.  
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 On the contrary, the non-bulky primary amines and carboxylic acids are likely to pack loosely on 
the cluster surface relative to the TOP, which has a slightly lower binding energy but is bulky, 
and as a result we would expect the amines and carboxylic acids to enhance the growth of 
nanocrystals, thus acting as growth accelerators.   
 
2.4. Conclusions  
 In summary, we have conducted a systematic study to gain a better understanding of the 
nucleation chemistry of CdSe nanocrystals using density functional theory calculations.  First, 
we explored the mechanism of formation of monomeric species.  In particular, we investigated 
two possible mechanisms for the reduction of the Cd(II) precursor in the presence of organo-
phosphines and organo-phosphine selenide.  We established that in both cases the overall 
reaction is endothermic, and thus monomer formation does not drive the process of nanocrystal 
nucleation.  We also show that di- and mono- alkyl phosphines reduce the energy cost of the 
reaction.  Therefore, we expect that the presence of di-alkyl phosphines as impurities in tri-alkyl 
phosphine or formed in situ can significantly enhance the rate of nanocrystal formation.   
 Second, we explored the nature of the monomeric species that is active during 
nanocrystal formation.  We show that coordination of the monomeric unit with at least two 
phosphines is required to make it more stable than Cd and Se individually coordinated by the 
phosphines.  Additional coordination by the phopshines is energetically favorable, however 
monomers coordinated by three phosphines are likely to be too sterically hindered to participate 
in growth.  We also show that phosphonic acid type ligands bind strongly to the monomers, thus 
reducing the available concentration of monomers for growth.  On the other hand, primary 
amines, which have a similar binding strength to tri-alkyl phosphine but are non-bulky, can 
enhance the rate of addition of monomers to clusters.   
 Lastly, we explore the monomeric clustering process both in the absence and presence of 
ligands.  We show that clusters that have an equal ratio of cadmium and selenium atoms or are 
slightly selenium-rich are preferable to those that are rich in cadmium.  Furthermore, we show 
that the energy gain per monomeric unit in bare cluster formation is approximately equal to the 
energy cost of the Cd(II) reduction in the presence of tri-alkyl phosphines, and as a result the 
combination of the two processes would not be sufficient to drive the nanocrystal formation 
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 reaction.  However, in the presence of ligands or di-alkyl phosphine, either the energy gain due 
to clustering is increased or the energy cost of monomer generation is reduced, thus driving the 
overall process of nanocrystal formation.  In addition, we show how different types of ligands 
can either enhance or diminish the rate of formation of nanocrystals.  We show that the non-
bulky phosphonic acid ligands act as growth inhibitors, since they bind strongly and pack closely 
on the cluster, therefore reducing the number of available sites for growth.   On the other hand, 
primary amines act as growth accelerators, since they bind weakly and thus pack loosely on the 
cluster, thus enhancing the number of available sites for growth. 
 In Chapter 6, we apply the insights gained from the density functional theory calculations 
described in this chapter to develop a continuum-level model of nanocrystal formation.  One 
important finding is that ligand additives, such as di-alkyl phosphine, can enhance the rate of 
monomer formation from precursors.  Also, the concept of site availability is extremely useful 
for developing expressions that describe the rates of monomer addition and cluster dissociation.  
The binding energies for ligands to clusters can be used to estimate the number of sites available 
for growth or the number of sites that are occupied by ligands and can lead to dissociation.  
Furthermore, the finding that the energy gain due to the incorporation of monomeric units into 
clusters varies linearly with size suggests that the rate constant for cluster dissociation is also size 
independent.    
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 Chapter 3 Surface Properties and Homoepitaxy‡ 
3.1. Introduction 
 Experimental methods to study reactive processes occurring during growth at the surface 
of a nanocrystal are limited by the inability to isolate elementary reaction steps.  As a result 
several theoretical studies have been aimed at studying the crystal growth of CdSe.  For example, 
simple models of first order reaction and diffusion processes have been applied to examine the 
evolution of an ensemble of nanoparticles44.  Similarly, a classical model of nucleation and first 
order growth was used to fit experimental nanocrystal growth data45.  However, these models 
only give qualitative understanding of crystal growth and fail to predict observed results when 
chemistry is slightly altered or when considering anisotropic growth.  Other theoretical studies 
have been carried out to investigate specifically the nanocrystal surfaces.  Simple force field 
calculations have been applied to study the structures of the trioctylphosphine oxide passivated 
nanocrystal surfaces70.  A tight-binding model has also been used to study surface properties of 
the non-polar facets of CdSe71.  A DFT-LDA study was performed by Manna et al., investigating 
unpassivated and methylamine and methylphosphonic acid passivated surfaces of CdSe72.  In this 
chapter, we explore the fundamental surface reactions that occur during crystal growth, 
specifically, the homoepitaxy via addition of the Cd and Se atoms and CdSe molecules on the 
various facets of CdSe.   
 In particular, we focus on the polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces and the non-polar 
( )1120  surface of CdSe that have been shown to correspond to the top, bottom, and sides of 
quantum dots and quantum rods5.  First, we explore the intrinsic stability of the surfaces and the 
effect of surface relaxation and compare our results to previous calculations.  Second, we 
consider several possible reconstructions of the polar surfaces that can alter the growth 
dynamics.  Emphasis is placed on the vacancy and ad-atom reconstructions that have been shown 
prevalent in other II-VI and III-V semiconductors73, 74.  Next we study the addition of the growth 
                                                 
‡ Much of this chapter has appeared in print in: Rempel, J. Y.; Trout, B. L.; Bawendi, M. G.; Jensen, K. F., 
Properties of the CdSe(0001), (0001), and (1120) single crystal surfaces: relaxation, reconstruction, and ad-atom and 
ad-molecule adsorption. J. Phys. Chem. B 2005, 109, (41), 19320-19328.  
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 species: Cd and Se atoms and CdSe molecules and map out the stable binding sites and binding 
energetics on the relaxed and reconstructed surfaces.  And last, we compare the binding and 
dissociation energetics of the CdSe molecule and relate these findings to available experimental 
observations of anisotropic growth.  The computational method of choice for this work is 
periodic density functional theory (DFT-GGA) that has been extensively applied in the past to 
study reactive processes occurring on semiconductor surfaces75-77.    
 
3.2. Methods 
3.2.1. DFT Calculations 
 All of the calculations were performed using DACAPO78, a periodic total energy density 
functional theory code.  Cadmium and selenium core electrons were described by ultrasoft 
pseudopotentials79, with the base configuration of Cd (4d105s25p0) and Se (4s24p4) for the 12 
cadmium and 6 selenium valence electrons.  The Kohn-Sham one-electron valence states were 
expanded using a basis set of plane waves with a kinetic energy cutoff of 25 Ry.  The exchange-
correlation energy and potential were described self-consistently with a generalized gradient 
approximation using GGA-PW91 functional67, 80.  The density was determined by iterative 
diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, Fermi population of the Kohn-Sham states (kBT  
= 0.1eV), and Pulay mixing of the resulting electronic density81.   All total energies were 
extrapolated to kBT = 0 eV.  In order to speed up the calculations, a 2 x 2 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack82 
k-point set was used in all the surface energy and surface adsorption calculations.  Convergence 
of the total energy and binding energies was checked by increasing the k-point set to 4 x 4 x 1 
and to 8 x 8 x 1 and increasing the cutoff energy to 35 Ry.  The values were converged to 0.1 eV 
and 0.01 eV for the total energy and binding energies respectively.  To verify the accuracy of the 
pseudopotentials, bulk lattice parameters were calculated for the wurtzite and zincblende 
structures of CdSe.  The calculated wurtzite lattice parameter of 4.38 Å is within 1.9%83 of the 
experimental value and zincblende lattice parameter of 6.19 Å is within 2.3%83.   All the bulk 
calculations were performed using 8 x 8 x 8 Monkhorst-Pack82 k-point set with the convergence 
rigorously verified by varying the k-point set between 2 x 2 x 2 and 10 x 10 x 10  and increasing 
the plane wave energy cutoff to 40 Ry.  
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 3.2.2. Description of the Surfaces 
 All surfaces were described using a slab model containing four CdSe bilayers as defined 
in Figure 3-1.  The two polar facets were described by a 2 x 2 lateral supercell with 4 Cd and 4 
Se atoms per bilayer (single unit cells of the ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces are highlighted in 
Figure 3-1).  The exposed surfaces contained either 4 Cd or 4 Se atoms bound to 3 atoms of the 
opposite type in the second topmost layer, ( )0001  and ( )0001  surface respectively. This 
supercell geometry is equivalent to a 0.25 ML surface coverage which minimizes the interaction 
of the neighboring adsorbates.   Due to the symmetry of the ( )1120  surface, the smallest possible 
unit cell contained 4 Cd and 4 Se atoms per bilayer, with two Cd and two Se atoms in the 
topmost layer.  In all cases the top two bilayers were allowed to relax while the bottom two 
bilayers were fixed in the bulk truncated geometry with a lattice parameter of 4.38 Å.   A 
vacuum of approximately 12 Å was placed above the slabs.  Adsorption was only allowed on one 
of the two exposed surfaces.  Furthermore, the electrostatic potential was adjusted84 in order to 
decouple dipole interaction of the neighboring slabs: either an intrinsic dipole associated with the 
( )0001  or ( )0001  surface models or a dipole generated as a result of ad-species adsorption on 
the ( )1120  surface. 
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Figure 3-1.  Top and side view of the polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  surface and of the 
non-polar ( )1120  surface of CdSe.  All three surfaces are shown with and without 
the relaxation of the top two Cd (large spheres) and top two Se (small spheres) 
layers.  In the case of ( )0001  surface contraction relaxation and surface buckling 
relaxation are shown.  
 
3.2.3. Thermodynamic Considerations 
Surface Energies 
 Surface energies were determined using two different methods.  The first was the slab 
method in which the surface energy is obtained by:   
  
 ( ) AEnE bulkCdSeslabbottomtop /−=+ σσ  3.1  
(c) (1120) (b) (0001) 
static relaxed static relaxed 
(a) (0001) 
static relaxed relaxed 
Cd 
Se 
CdSe  
bilayer 
CdSe 
bilayer
buckling 
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 where Eslab is the total energy of the slab, nCdSe is the number of CdSe units in the slab, and A is 
the area of the supercell.  Furthermore, if we introduce surface relaxation, the energy of the 
relaxed surface can be obtained by: 
 ( ) bottombulkCdSerelaxedslabrelaxedtop AEnE σσ −−= /,,  3.2 
where Eslab,relaxed is the total energy of the slab with the top two bilayers relaxed.  The second 
method relies on calculating the surface energy from a series of different size slabs.  For this 
method, we rearrange Equation 3.1: 
 CdSebottomtopbulkCdSeslab nAEnE /)(/ σσ ++=  3.3 
and plot the left hand side as a function of 1/nCdSe and calculate a value of the sum of the surface 
energies from the slope.  The value obtained by the slab method (three to six bilayers thick) for 
the sum of the top and bottom surface energies of the bulk truncated ( )0001  surface was 
compared to the value obtained from the slope method and was shown to be within 3 eV/Å2 or 
approximately 3%.  Unless stated otherwise, the surface energies presented in the paper always 
refer to the values obtained with the simpler slab method for a slab thickness of four bilayers.    
 The individual surface energies of the top and bottom surfaces can be easily computed for 
the ( )1120  surface, which has identical termination on the two sides of the slab (σtop = σbottom).  
On the other hand, due to the lack of inversion symmetry in the wurtzite crystal structure, the 
( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces can not be isolated independently using a slab geometry.  A similar 
problem arises for the polar (111) and (111) surfaces of the zincblende structure.  For this crystal 
structure, a method of direct calculation of the surface energies was developed by Zhang and 
Wei85 and later applied to CdSe72.  Instead of the slab geometry, they constructed an infinite 
wedge with a triangular cross section with sides corresponding to (001), (111), and (111) 
surfaces, where the last two are equivalent to each other.  They then compared two successive 
size wedges to determine the surface energy of the (111) surface.  The main shortcoming of this 
approach is that the total energies of different size wedges are compared and as a result the 
calculated surface energy greatly depends on the total energy convergence.  We propose a 
modification based on energy differences of two structures of the same size, thus relying only on 
convergence of the energy differences.   
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  If we consider a wedge shape structure, as described by Zhang and Wei85 with two 
equivalent sides made up of n unit cells of Se terminated (111) and (111) facets and the bottom 
made up of n-1/2 unit cells of the Cd terminated (001) facet, then the total energy of the wedge 
is: 
 ∑+−+++= 1,),001()001()111()111(1, )2/1(22 )1( edgesCdbulkwedge EAnnAEnnE σσ  3.4 
where 4/32)111( aA = , 2/2)001( aA = , and a is the lattice constant of the zinc blende structure.  
Now, instead of considering a larger size structure, we use the same size structure but 
interchange the position of the Cd and Se atoms; thus, we rely only on the convergence of the 
energy differences, which is achieved much faster than the total energy convergence.  This 
second wedge structure contains two equivalent Cd terminated (111) and (111) sides and Se 
terminated (001) bottom, with the total energy of the wedge: 
 ∑+−+++= 2,),001()001()111()111(2, )2/1(22 )1( edgesSebulkwedge EAnnAEnnE σσ  3.5 
Assuming that the surface energies and the edge energies are not a function of size and plotting 
the difference, Ewedge,1-Ewedge,2, as a function of n for several different sizes of wedge geometries 
we obtain: 
 ( ) ( )SeCdAASlope ),001(),001()001()111()111()111(2 σσσσ −+−=  3.6 
 If we know the difference of the (001) surface energies and since the sum, )111()111( σσ + , 
can be calculated using a slab method on the zinc blende structure, we can calculate the surface 
energies of the polar surfaces independently.  Furthermore, since at the surface the nearest 
neighbor and the next nearest neighbor geometry of the zincblende and the wurtzite structures 
are equivalent, the two should have comparable surface energies, and, as a result, we can utilize 
the surface energy difference that we calculate for the zincblende structure using our modified 
method to determine the surface energies of the ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces.  To verify this 
assumption, we compared the sums of the surface energies for the polar facets of the zincblende 
and wurtzite structures computed using a slab geometry of equal sizes were within 1.2% of each 
other. 
 A problem arises when we try to calculate surface energies of the (001)Cd and (001)Se 
surfaces, since the slab geometry for these structures contains unequal ratio of the Cd and Se 
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 atoms, and, therefore, Equation 3.1 does not apply.  In this case we can use a more general 
approach, described in detail by Kresse et al.74 and also applied by Manna et al.72: 
 ( ) AnnE CdCdSeSeslabbottomtop /µµσσ −−=+  3.7 
where µSe and µCd are chemical potentials of the two particle reservoirs.  If we assume that the 
particle reservoirs are in thermal equilibrium with the bulk CdSe, i.e. there is no growth or 
decomposition, then: 
 bulkSeCd E=+ µµ  3.8 
Substituting Equation 3.8 into Equation 3.7: 
 ( )( ) AnnEnE CdCdSebulkSeslabbottomtop /µσσ −+−=+  3.9 
 For a slab with equal ratio of Cd and Se atoms, we recover back Equation 3.1.  We can 
place further limits on the chemical potentials: 
 CdbulkCd E ,<µ  3.10 
 SebulkSe E ,<µ  3.11 
If either inequality is not satisfied, then either Se or Cd would flow to the respective particle 
reservoirs leaving behind bulk Cd or bulk Se respectively.  Furthermore, if we define the 
enthalpy of formation as: 
 SebulkCdbulkbulkCdSef EEEH ,,, −−=∆  3.12 
we can determine the limits for the chemical potential of Cd to be used in Equation 3.9: 
 CdbulkCdCdSefCdbulk EHE ,,, <<∆+ µ  3.13 
The lower limit corresponds to Cd poor and the upper limit to the Cd rich conditions.  We 
calculated the heat of formation to be -1.43eV, which is in close agreement with DFT-LDA 
results72.  Using this scheme, we calculated the limit values of the surface energies of the (001)Se 
and (001)Cd surfaces and hence the limit surface energies of the polar facets. 
Relaxation and Reconstruction Energies 
 The energy of relaxation was defined as: 
 slabrelaxedslabrel EEE −=∆ ,  3.14 
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 Note that for the reconstruction containing an ad-atom, the energy of the slab is calculated for the 
surface atoms in the bulk truncated positions and the ad-atom relaxed to the most stable 
configuration. 
 Gas phase energies of the Cd and Se atoms were used as reference states in calculating 
the energies of reconstruction, such that the energy of vacancy reconstruction was defined as: 
 phasegasSeorCdrelaxedslabtedreconstrucslabrec EEEE +−=∆ ,,  3.15 
 Similarly, the energy of ad-atom reconstructions was defined as: 
 phasegasSeorCdrelaxedslabtedreconstrucslabrec EEEE −−=∆ ,,  3.16 
Binding Energies 
Similar to calculating the energy of reconstruction, gas phase energies of the Cd and Se atoms 
and the CdSe molecule were chosen as reference states in calculating the binding energy.  In 
general, the binding energy for any adsorbate (A) was defined as: 
 gasArelaxedslabAslab EEEBE ,, −−= +  3.17 
where Eslab+A is the energy of the slab and the adsorbate and EA, gas is the energy of the adsorbate 
in the gas phase.   
 Frequencies of the adsorbate normal modes of vibration were determined from 
eigenvalues of the mass weighted Hessian matrix, which was obtained using a second order 
finite difference method of calculating force derivates.  Aside from a few exceptions, the slab 
atoms were fixed in their relaxed positions and the adsorbate atom(s) was(were) displaced by 
0.01 Å in all directions.  Increasing the displacement to 0.04 Å did not significantly alter the 
vibrational frequencies.  The binding energies were then corrected by the zero-point energies 
(ZPE): 
 slabgasAAslabc ZPEZPEZPEZPE −−= + ,  3.18 
ZPEslab was calculated only for surfaces with one of the surface atoms protruding out of the 
surface plane, such that the protruding atom was moved, while the remaining slab atoms were 
fixed in their relaxed positions. 
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 3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1. CdSe Surfaces: Relaxation 
 Images of the top and side views of the three static bulk terminated and relaxed ( )0001 , 
( )0001 , and ( )1120  surfaces are shown in Figure 3-1.  The polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  facets 
consist of a 2 x 2 supercell with one of the unit cells highlighted for reference.  The non-polar 
( )1120  surface consists of a single irreducible unit cell with an equal number of atoms as in the 2 
x 2 polar supercells.  In the relaxed geometries, atoms in the top two bilayers, as defined in 
Figure 3-1, are allowed to move until the total energy is minimized.  Surface energies of both 
static and relaxed surfaces and the energy gain due to relaxation for the three surfaces are 
presented in Table 3-1. 
 
Table 3-1.  Surface properties of the various CdSe surfaces. 
(1120)
Cd poor Cd rich Cd poor Cd rich
σst (meV/Å
2) 66.1 44.6 34.0 55.5 32.0
σrel (meV/Å
2) 55.8* 34.3* 30.9 52.4 15.4
49.7** 28.2**
∆Erel (eV) -0.90
∆Erec,V (eV) -
∆Erel,V (eV) -
∆Erec,A (eV) -
∆Erel,A (eV) -
*Compression relaxation
**Buckling relaxation
2.50
-2.09
-1.17
0.33
-3.59
-1.73
-1.15
(0001) (0001)
-0.68*
-1.09**
-0.20
-0.34
 
 
  Relaxation of the polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  facets leads to contraction of the top bilayer, 
with the effect significantly more pronounced on the Cd terminated ( )0001  surface with a 
spacing change of 0.5 Å versus 0.1 Å on the ( )0001  surface.  Such a relaxation corresponds to a 
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 shift in the orbital hybridization from sp3 to sp2 of the top most atomic layer.  Not surprisingly 
the energy decrease due to relaxation, as defined in Equation 3.14,  is higher for the ( )0001  
surface than for the ( )0001  surface, -0.68 eV and -0.20 eV per 2 x 2 supercell, respectively 
(Table 3-1).  We also observe further relaxation of the ( )0001  facet by buckling, expulsion of 
one of every four surface Cd atoms (Figure 3-1 (a)).  Buckling leads to an energy decrease of -
0.41 eV (Table 3-1) relative to the contracted surface and a decrease in the dipole moment of the 
slab from 1.25 eÅ to 0.82 eÅ, which is not achieved via surface compression.  Furthermore, 
relaxation of the surface atoms is observed, such that the atoms in the top CdSe bilayer become 
co-planar, with neighboring Se atoms shifting towards the buckling site.   Note that if we had 
chosen a 1 x 1 unit cell to model the surface, it would have been impossible to observe buckling.  
Buckling relaxation is not stable on the ( )0001  surface, where the protruding atom relaxes back 
to the contracted geometry.  Manna et al. have attributed buckling of the ( )0001  surface due to 
adsorbate binding72; however, we find that buckling is a stable relaxation pathway even in the 
absence of adsorbates.   
 Images of the non-polar ( )1120  surface are presented in Figure 3-1 (c).  Comparison of 
the static and relaxed structures shows that relaxation leads to tilting of the CdSe bond relative to 
the horizontal, with Se coming out of the surface plane.  This relaxation is consistent with a 
transfer of half of an electron from each Cd to each Se, with the shift in Cd orbital hybridization 
from sp3 to sp2, making the local geometry around each surface Cd atom almost planar.  The 
relaxation of the ( )1120  surface leads to an energy decrease of 0.90 eV (Table 3-1) and a small 
dipole moment change from 0 to -0.12 eÅ, per unit cell.  Similar relaxation has been previously 
shown using tight-binding calculations on the ( )1120  CdSe and CdS surfaces71 and DFT-LDA 
calculations on CdSe72.   
 As described earlier, the sum of the top and bottom surface energies of a slab are 
calculated using either the slab or the slope method, while the difference of the two for the polar 
facets is obtained using the modified infinite wedge method (see Section 0).  The surface 
energies obtained for the polar facets are given in Table 3-1 at the two limiting values of the Cd 
chemical potential, corresponding to a Cd poor and Cd rich case.  Note that the surface energy of 
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 the non-polar ( )1120  surface is independent of the Cd chemical potential, and as a result, only a 
single value is presented in Table 3-1.  Comparison of the surface energies shows that ( )1120  is 
the most thermodynamically stable surface in the relevant window of Cd chemical potentials, 
and as a result we would expect this surface to be less reactive under growth conditions.  On the 
other hand, ( )0001  surface is more stable under Cd poor and ( )0001  under Cd rich conditions.  
This finding is consistent with the fact that ( )0001  surface is Se terminated and ( )0001  surface 
is Cd terminated; hence, under Cd poor conditions, a Se rich surface would be more stable.  Note 
that without apriori knowledge of the Cd chemical potential, the relative stability of the two polar 
surfaces cannot be determined.  The values we obtain for surface energies are lower than those 
obtained using DFT-LDA calculations72.  This can be attributed to the difference in 
computational methods, for example LDA versus GGA, and the difference in the backside 
termination methods, pseudo hydrogen termination versus electrostatic potential correction.   
3.3.2. CdSe Surfaces: Reconstruction 
 In general, the bulk truncated polar surfaces contain 0.5 e- per unpassivated Cd bond and 
1.5 e- per unpassivated Se bond on the ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces respectively.  Reconstruction 
of these surfaces either by vacancy formation or ad-atom addition allows for the relaxation of the 
partially filled unpassivated bonds to become either empty or filled.  Note that care must be 
taken in selection of the supercell to make surface reconstructions possible; in particular, the 
supercell must be selected such that the total number of the electrons in the unpassivated surface 
bonds must be an even number.  As a result, we choose a 2 x 2 supercell for the ( )0001  and 
( )0001  surface that would each contain 6 or 2 surface electrons in the case of vacancy and ad-
atom reconstructions, respectively.       
 Reconstruction via vacancy formation, removing one Cd atom from a 2 x 2 ( )0001  
surface supercell, allows for half an electron transfer from each of the three surface Cd atoms to 
the three subsurface Se atoms coordinating the vacancy site, leading to a shift in the Cd orbital 
hybridization from sp3 to sp2, with an empty p orbital, and 2 e- per unpassivated subsurface Se 
sp3 orbital.  Comparison of the static and the relaxed vacancy structures (Figure 3-2 (a)) shows 
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 planarization around surface Cd atoms and an inward shift in the subsurface Se atoms toward the 
vacancy site, which is consistent with the electron transfer model.  Alternatively, addition of a Se 
atom to the ( )0001  surface, would allow for half an electron transfer from the non-coordinating 
Cd atom to the adsorbed Se, leaving behind an empty p orbital on the Cd atom and a filled sp3 
orbital on the Se ad-atom.  Again, comparing the static and the relaxed structures (Figure 3-2 (b)) 
we observe planarization around the non-coordinating surface Cd atom which is also consistent 
with the shift in orbital hybridization.   
 
 
Figure 3-2.  Surface reconstructions of the 2 x 2 supercell of the polar ( )0001  and 
( )0001  CdSe surfaces: one vacancy or one ad-atom per unit cell.  Highlighted is a 
quadrant of the 2 x 2 unit cell. 
 
vacancy 
vacancy 
(c) Se vacancy on (0001)  (d) Cd ad-atom on (0001)  
(a) Cd vacancy on (0001)  (b) Se ad-atom on (0001)  
static relaxed static relaxed 
static relaxed static relaxed 
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  Applying the same analysis for vacancy and ad-atom reconstructions of the Se terminated 
( )0001  surface we would expect half of an electron transfer from each of the unpassivated 
orbitals of the three subsurface Cd atoms to the three surface Se atoms for the vacancy 
reconstruction and half an electron transfer from the Cd ad-atom to the non-coordinating surface 
Se atom for the ad-atom reconstruction.  Comparing surface structures of the vacancy 
reconstruction of the ( )0001  surface (Figure 3-2 (c)), we observe an outward shift of the 
subsurface Cd atoms away from the vacancy site, leading to an approximately planarized 
coordination, which is again consistent with the electron transfer hypothesis.  On the other hand 
the Cd ad-atom (Figure 3-2d) binds close to the surface, but does not achieve a fully planar 
geometry; hence it is difficult to access the extent of electron transfer.  
 The energies of vacancy and ad-atom reconstructions of the ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces 
(Equations 3.15and 3.16) and energies of relaxation of these reconstructed surfaces (Equation 
3.14) are presented in Table 3-1.  Comparing the energies of relaxation, we see that a significant 
decrease in energy is obtained as a result of relaxation of the vacancy reconstructions.  On the 
other hand relaxation of an ad-atom reconstruction shows a significant energy decrease only on 
the ( )0001  surface, which is consistent with the observation that planarization around the Cd ad-
atom is not achieved on the ( )0001  surface.  The energies of reconstruction (Table 3-1) show 
that in general vacancy formation, removing one of four surface atoms into vacuum, is an 
endothermic process.  However, the energy cost of vacancy formation is much lower on the 
( )0001  surface than on the ( )0001  surface, 0.33 eV versus 2.50 eV, and as a result we would 
expect vacancy formation to be more likely to occur on the former of the two.  Similarly, 
addition of an ad-atom from vacuum is an exothermic process that is more preferable on the 
( )0001  surface, with an energy gain of -3.59 eV and -2.09 eV on ( )0001  and ( )0001  surface, 
respectively (Table 3-1).  Note that in calculating the energy of reconstruction, we use atoms in 
vacuum as a consistent reference state, such that in an actual system atoms would be further 
stabilized, decreasing the energy cost of vacancy formation and energy gain of ad-atom addition.  
As a result, in all adsorption calculations we choose to include only the most stable ( )0001  
surface vacancy and ad-atom reconstructions. 
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 3.3.3. Adsorption on Polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  Surfaces 
 Schematic representations of the polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces with the high 
symmetry binding sites labeled are given in Figure 3-3 (a) and (b).  To make the notation clear:  
top is a one-fold atop site, B2 is a two-fold bridge site, H3 is a hollow three-fold site, and T4 is a 
tetrahedral four-fold site.  Binding energies of the Cd and Se ad-atoms and the CdSe molecule at 
the various sites, as defined in Equation 3.17, are presented in Table 3-2 with the schematics of 
the most stable binding configurations shown in Figure 3-4.  For the molecular CdSe adsorbate 
with dual coordination, the sites for both Cd and Se atoms are listed with Cd atom coordination 
first.  The estimated diffusion barriers are also presented in Table 3-2.   
 
 
Figure 3-3. Top view of the three relaxed and two reconstructed CdSe surfaces 
with the high symmetry sites labeled. 
 
(a) (0001) (b) (0001) (c) (1120) 
top 
H3 
T4 
T1Cd  T1Se 
BU║  
B2 
BU┴   
BL║  BL┴   
top 
H3 
T4 
B2 
HU 
HL 
top 
H3 
T4A 
B2 top 
H3V
T4V 
topV
H3 
T4 
B2 
T4
topA
B2A
B2V 
(d) (0001)V (d) (0001)A
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Figure 3-4. Most stable binding configurations of the Cd and Se atoms and the 
CdSe molecule on the two polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  surface.  For simplicity, 
periodic copies of the adsorbate species are not shown in the images. 
 
 The Se atom binds strongly on both the ( )0001  facet and the ( )0001  facet.  The H3 (-
3.59 eV) and the B2 (-2.90 eV) are the preferred binding sites on the two surfaces, respectively.  
These binding configurations are consistent with the electron transfer surface stabilization model, 
such that, on the ( )0001  surface, half an electron is transferred from the non-coordinating Cd to 
the bound Se atom, and, on the ( )0001  surface, half an electron is transferred from each of the 
two coordinating Se atoms to the two non-coordinating ones, thus leading to either empty or 
filled surface states.  The estimated lower bounds on the Se diffusion barrier are 0.17 eV through 
the B2 site on ( )0001  surface and 0.41 eV through the top site on ( )0001  surface (Table 3-2).  It 
(0001) 
(0001) 
Cd Se CdSe 
top  H3 
H3  B2 [T4-B2] [H3-B2] 
[T4-B2] [H3-B2]  
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 is not surprising that the diffusion barrier is lower on the ( )0001  surface, since the corresponding 
intermediate B2 state does not contain any partially occupied electronic states, while the top site 
coordination on ( )0001  surface does.  
 
Table 3-2.  Binding energy of Cd and Se atoms and CdSe molecule on various 
sites of the fully relaxed polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  surface of CdSe.  Site labels 
correspond to Figure 3-3 (a) and (b). 
BE (eV) (0001) (0001)
site Se Cd CdSe Se Cd CdSe
top -2.64 -0.35 - -2.48 -0.95 -2.46
B2 -3.43 -0.13 - -2.90 → H3 -
H3 -3.59 unstable -2.78 -2.38 -2.08 -2.54
T4 -3.47 -0.27 - -2.57 -1.88 -2.48
[H3-T4] - - -2.95 - - → [H3-B2]
[T4-H3] - - -3.19 - - → [T4-B2]
[H3-B2] - - -3.25 - - -2.63
[T4-B2] - - -3.27 - - -2.58
Ed 0.17 - 0.32 0.41 - 0.16
 
 The Cd atom is only weakly bound on the Cd terminated ( )0001  surface but is strongly 
bound on the ( )0001  surface, with the top (-0.35 eV) and H3 (-2.08 eV) being the preferred 
binding sites.  On the buckling ( )0001  surface, half an electron is transferred from the three 
surface Cd atoms to the buckling one.  Thus, we would expect the surface to be electron deficient 
with the buckling atom being the most electron donating, and, hence, it is not surprising to find 
the top site is the most stable binding site for Cd.  Similarly, on the Se terminated ( )0001  
surface, binding in a three-fold site allows for half an electron being transferred from the Cd to 
the non-coordinating Se atom, thus stabilizing the bound geometry.  Since the B2 site on ( )0001  
can either be near a surface or a buckling atom and the B2 site on ( )0001  is unstable, it is 
impossible to estimate the Cd diffusion barrier on either of the polar surfaces. 
 There are several effectively degenerate binding sites for the CdSe molecule on the two 
polar surfaces, in particular, the T4-B2 (-3.27 eV) and H3-B2 (-3.25 eV) sites on the ( )0001  
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 surface and H3-B2 (-2.63 eV) and T4-B2 (-2.58 eV) sites on the ( )0001  surface.  On the ( )0001  
surface, the adsorbed molecule is parallel to the surface coordinating through both Cd and Se 
atoms, while on the ( )0001  surface, the CdSe molecule binds at an angle to the surface (61o and 
71o from the vertical for the two configurations).  The latter leads to only weak coordination 
through the Se atom, and consequently, it is not surprising to find that the CdSe molecule binds 
more strongly to the ( )0001  surface.  Furthermore, the estimated lower bound for the diffusion 
barrier is lower on the ( )0001  surface, with diffusion occurring through the H3-T4 site (0.32 eV) 
and through the top site (0.16 eV) on ( )0001  and ( )0001  surface, respectively.  Following the 
same reasoning for the electron transfer we see that on all surfaces the initial binding 
configurations allow for electron transfer to eliminate partially filled states, while only the 
intermediate state for diffusion on the ( )0001  surface does, which explains the lower diffusion 
barrier.    
3.3.4. Adsorption on the Non-polar ( )1120  Surface 
 A schematic of the high symmetry sites on the non-polar ( )1120  surface is presented in 
Figure 3-3 (c), with the notation as follows: T1 is a tetrahedral one-fold site with coordination to 
either surface Cd or Se, BL and BU are a two-fold bridge sites either above the lower(L) or 
upper(U) surface layers running either parallel or perpendicular to the surface CdSe chains, and 
HL and HU are hollow four-fold sites.  Binding energies of the Cd and Se ad-atoms and the 
CdSe molecule at the various sites of the ( )1120  surface are presented in Table 3-3, with the 
schematics of the most stable binding configurations shown in Figure 3-5.  The estimated 
diffusion barriers are also presented in Table 3-3. 
 There are a multitude of almost degenerate (-2.07 to -2.03 eV) stable binding sites for Se 
atom on the ( )1120  surface, with only the three most stable ones shown in Figure 3-5.  In 
particular, Se prefers to coordinate to both surface Cd and surface Se atoms, either in between 
the two neighboring sites or by inserting into a CdSe surface bond at a bridge position.  Since Se 
is only coordinated by one Cd and one Se atom, it is not surprising that it binds more weakly on 
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 the ( )1120  surface than on either of the two polar surfaces.  On the ( )1120  surface there are two 
distinct diffusion pathways, either parallel to the surface CdSe chains in the <0001> direction or 
perpendicular in the <1010> direction.   We estimate that the <0001> axis is the easier axis and 
the <1010> axis is the harder axis for diffusion, with a barrier of at least 0.04 eV and 0.17 eV 
over HU and BL┴ sites, respectively.   
 
Table 3-3.  Binding energy of the Cd and Se atoms and the CdSe molecule on 
various sites of the fully relaxed non-polar CdSe ( )1120  surface.  Site labels 
correspond to Figure 3-3 (c). 
BE (eV) BE (eV)
site Se Cd CdSe site
T1Se - -0.07 -2.39 [BL┴ -T1Cd]
T1Cd → BL║ - -1.85 [BL║ -BU║ ]
HL -2.03 -0.25 -2.59 [T1Se-T1Cd]║
BL║ -2.07 -0.27 → [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ [T1Se-BL║]
BL┴  -1.90 -0.30 -2.66 [T1Se-T1Cd]┴  
BU║ -2.05 -0.14
BU┴  -2.05 -0.10
HU -2.03 -0.25
Ed <0001> 0.04 0.06 -
Ed <1010> 0.17 0.21 -
(1120)
 
 
 The Cd atom, on the other hand, is weakly bound to the ( )1120  surface, with several 
almost degenerate binding sites, with binding energies ranging between -0.30 eV to -0.25 eV.  
Like Se atoms, Cd atoms also prefer dual coordination to both Cd and Se surface atoms, but 
insertion of the Cd at the bridge sites of the top most surface layer is not favored.  Again, we 
estimate the diffusion to be easier along the <0001> axis than along the <1010> axis, with the 
barrier of at least 0.06 eV and 0.21 eV over HL and BU┴ sites, respectively.  The weak binding 
of Cd on the ( )1120  is similar to that on the polar ( )0001  surface, with low coordination favored 
for the bound atom. 
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Figure 3-5. Most stable binding configurations of the Cd and Se atoms and the 
CdSe molecule on the non-polar ( )1120  surface.  
 
 The binding energy of the CdSe molecule, -2.66 eV on the [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ and -2.59 eV on 
the [T1Se-T1Cd]||, is similar to the binding energy of CdSe on the polar Se terminated ( )0001  
surface, where, in both cases, the molecule is bound primarily through Cd and to a lesser degree 
through Se.  It is also worth pointing out that CdSe prefers to bind in positions that are similar to 
the position of the next layer of the bulk truncated structure.  In particular, the structure with the 
adsorbed molecule bridging the surface CdSe chains is slightly preferred relative to the molecule 
directed parallel to the <0001> direction along the chains.  Since we only obtain a few stable 
binding states for the CdSe molecule, we cannot estimate the diffusion barrier.        
Cd CdSe 
Se 
BU║ 
BL║ BU┴ 
BL║ BL┴   [T1Se-T1Cd]║ [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ 
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 3.3.5. Adsorption on Reconstructed ( )0001 V  and ( )0001 A  Surfaces 
 Schematic representations of high symmetry binding sites on the vacancy(V) and ad-
atom(A) reconstructions of the ( )0001  surface are presented in Figure 3-3 (d) and (e).  All sites 
on the reconstructed surfaces are either analogous to the sites on the ( )0001  surface or are 
adjacent to the vacancy or the ad-atom site.  As a result, we modify the notation for the later ones 
to include specification V or A to represent a site that is neighboring the vacancy or ad-atom 
respectively.  Binding energies of the Cd and Se ad-atoms and the CdSe molecule at the various 
sites on the two reconstructed surfaces are presented in Table 3-4, with the schematics of the 
most stable binding configurations shown in Figure 3-6. 
 On both of the reconstructed surfaces, the preferred binding geometry for the Se atom is 
in the vicinity of the reconstruction, in particular, the T4V site(-1.42 eV) and the topA site(-3.07 
eV) on the ( )0001 V  and the ( )0001 A  surfaces respectively.  Comparing these binding energies to 
the binding energy of Se on the ( )0001  surface reveals that, in the presence of a reconstruction, 
the binding energy of Se is decreased significantly on the ( )0001 V  surface and to a lesser extent 
on the ( )0001 A  surface.  This is not surprising, since the vacancy stabilizes the ( )0001  surface, 
making it less reactive.  On the other hand, on the ( )0001 A  surface, the Se atom can interact with 
the surface ad-atom, as evidenced by a shift of the Se ad-atom from the H3 to the B2 site (Figure 
3-6), thus stabilizing adsorption.  A similar effect is observed as a result of adsorption of the Cd 
atom and the CdSe molecule.  In particular, the Cd atom binds more strongly on the ( )0001 A  
surface (-0.75 eV) than on either the ( )0001  or the ( )0001 V  surface.  Binding of the CdSe 
molecule at the topV-H3V site (-2.85 eV) and the T4A-top site (-3.40 eV) on the ( )0001 V  and 
( )0001 A  surfaces respectively is destabilized by a vacancy and enhanced by the ad-atom.  In 
both cases, the surface ad-atom shifts from the H3 to the B2 surface site.  Since the diffusion of 
the ad-atom and the adsorbate would likely occur in unison, the barrier for diffusion cannot be 
easily estimated. 
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Figure 3-6. Most stable binding configurations of the Cd and Se atoms and CdSe 
molecule on the two reconstructed surfaces: ( )0001 V  and ( )0001 A .   
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Cd vacancy 
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Cd Se 
topV  T4V  
T4A  topA [T4A-top]  
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 Table 3-4.  Binding energy of the Cd and Se atoms and the CdSe molecule on 
various sites of the reconstructed CdSe ( )0001 V  and CdSe ( )0001 A  surfaces.  Site 
labels correspond to Figure 3-3 (d) and (e). 
BE (eV) (0001)V,(X→V) (0001)A, (X→A)
site Se Cd* CdSe** Se Cd^ CdSe
top - - - -0.78 - -
topX - -0.33 - -3.07 - -
B2 - - - -2.78 - -
B2X → T4X - - → topA - -
H3 -0.89 - - -1.30 - -
H3X -0.57 - - - - -
T4 - - - -1.79 - -
T4X -1.42 - - -2.99 -0.75 -
[topX-H3X] - - -2.85 - - -
[T4X-top] - - - - - -3.40
[T4X-H3] - - - - - → [T4X-top]
[T4-H3] - - - - - → [T4X-top]
*Same as buckling (0001), **Same as Se on H3 site of (0001) ^Same as CdSe on [T4-B2] site of (0001)
 
 
3.3.6. Dissociation Thermodynamics 
 Vibrational frequencies of adsorbates (Se, Cd, and CdSe) in their most stable binding 
configurations on the three relaxed and two reconstructed surfaces are presented in Table 3-5, 
along with the binding energies corrected for the ZPE and the dissociation energies of the 
adsorbed CdSe molecule.  In general, the adsorbates undergo low energy vibrations, and, as a 
result, the ZPE correction is small in comparison to the binding energy, on the order of only a 
tenth of an eV.  As schematic of the thermochemistry of the CdSe binding and dissociation 
reaction (CdSeg → CdSea → Cda + Sea) on the five surfaces is presented in Figure 3-7.  
Comparison of the energetics of the first reaction step shows that CdSe binding is strongest on 
the relaxed and ad-atom reconstructed ( )0001  surface, and, in particular, the presence of a Se ad-
atom on the surface enhances subsequent adsorption of the CdSe molecule.  Furthermore, 
comparison of the energetics of the dissociation step shows that on the relaxed and reconstructed 
( )0001  surface and on the ( )1120  surface, dissociation is endothermic, while still preferable to 
desorption.  On the other hand, on the ( )0001  surface, dissociation is exothermic, which is 
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 attributed to strong binding of the Cd atom on that surface relative to all the other surfaces.  
Comparing the adsorption and dissociation reaction thermodynamics in Figure 3-7 we see that 
the overall reaction is favored on the ( )0001  surface via formation of Cda and Sea.  Furthermore, 
in analogy to the ad-atom reconstruction of the ( )0001  surface, we expect that the presence of 
the bound Cd and Se atoms will enhance subsequent adsorption on the ( )0001  surface, and, as a 
result, we would expect the ( )0001  to be, in general, the preferred facet for epitaxial growth.  
 
 
Table 3-5. Vibrational frequencies of the most stable adsorbed species on the 
three relaxed and two reconstructed surfaces of CdSe.  Binding energy is 
corrected for the ZPE, shown in the brackets.  Dissociation energy of CdSe 
molecule on the surface is also presented (∆Edis = 1.07eV in the gas phase). 
Surface Species Site Frequency* (cm-1)
Vacuum CdSe - 192.3
clean, buckle - -
Se H3 151.9, 104.5, 104.5 -3.59 [ -3.57 ]
Cd top - -0.35 [ -0.35 ]
CdSe [H3-B2] 183.6, 148.9 -3.27 [ -3.26 ] 0.41 [ 0.42 ]
Se B2 186.3, 133.8 -2.90 [ -2.88 ]
Cd H3 105.4, 105.1 -2.09 [ -2.08 ]
CdSe [H3-B2] 246.4, 106.2 -2.63 [ -2.62 ] -1.29 [ -1.27 ]
Se BL║ 185.4, 161.9 -2.07 [ -2.05 ]
Cd BL┴  - -0.30 [ -0.30 ]
CdSe T1Se-T1Cd 265.0, 147.2, 114.8 -2.66 [ -2.64 ] 1.36 [ 1.36 ]
Se T4V 214.8 -1.42 [ -1.41 ]
Cd topV - -0.33 [ -0.33 ]
CdSe [topV-H3V] 170.5, 119.3, 110.1 -2.85 [ -2.84 ] 2.17 [ 2.17 ]
clean - 151.9, 104.5, 104.5
Se topA 265.3, 148.6, 125.1 -3.07 [ -3.06 ]
Cd T4A 183.6 -0.75 [ -0.75 ]
CdSe [T4A-top] 274.4, 188.4, 155.2, 144.7 -3.40 [ -3.39 ] 0.65 [ 0.65 ]
*Only frequencies > 100 cm-1 are listed
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Figure 3-7. Schematic of the adsorption and dissociation thermodynamics of the 
CdSe molecule on the three relaxed and two reconstructed surfaces of CdSe.  
Energies are given relative to the CdSe molecule infinitely separated from the 
surface. 
 
3.4. Conclusions 
 In order to obtain a better understanding of the crystal growth processes that occur at 
nanocrystal surfaces, we have performed a comprehensive study of the polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  
facets and the non-polar ( )1120  facet of the wurtzite CdSe using periodic DFT-GGA 
calculations and thereon, chemical reactions that are relevant to growth.  In particular, we 
investigated possible mechanisms for surface relaxations and surface reconstructions and related 
the energies of the two to the ability of the partially filled electronic surface states to become 
either empty or full via electron transfer.  We developed a modified infinite wedge method to 
determine independently surface energies of the polar facets and compared them to the surface 
energy of the non-polar facet.  Furthermore, we explored the key elementary reaction steps 
occurring during crystal growth on the relaxed and the reconstructed surfaces that include 
adsorption and diffusion of the Cd and Se atoms and adsorption, diffusion, and dissociation of 
Ø 
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 the CdSe molecule.  We determined the preferred binding geometries and binding energetics for 
the atomic and molecular species along with dissociation thermochemistry of the CdSe molecule 
on the relaxed and reconstructed surfaces.  Moreover, we linked all of our findings to the crystal 
growth of CdSe nanocrystals. 
 We find that the ( )1120  nanocrystal side surface is overall the most thermodynamically 
stable surface, while, between the top and bottom polar surfaces, the ( )0001  surface is more 
stable under Cd poor conditions, and the ( )0001  surface is more stable under Cd rich conditions.  
This would seem to imply that the two polar surfaces would undergo growth at higher rates.  
Relaxation significantly stabilizes the ( )0001  and ( )1120  surfaces and, to a lesser degree, the 
( )0001  surface, due to a shift in the hybridization of the surface Cd atoms from sp3 to sp2 on the 
former.  Reconstructions of the polar surfaces, via either vacancy formation or ad-atom 
adsorption, are preferred on the ( )0001  surface over the ( )0001  surface, and, as a result, we 
would expect the ( )0001  facet to be present in the reconstructed form during nanocrystalline 
growth. 
 Binding of the atomic adsorbates is strongest on the ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces for the 
Se and Cd atom respectively.  In both cases, three-fold coordination of the adsorbates is 
preferred.  On the other hand, binding of the CdSe molecule is favored on the ( )0001  surface, 
with the CdSe molecule parallel to the surface.  Reconstruction of the ( )0001  surface upon 
adsorption of ad-atoms enhances binding of the Cd atom and the CdSe molecule and only 
slightly hinders binding of the Se atom.  On the other hand, a vacancy on the ( )0001  surface 
does not influence Cd atom binding but does hinder binding of the Se atom and the CdSe 
molecule.  Therefore, we would expect growth on the ( )0001  surface to be enhanced upon 
adsorption of ad-atoms and hindered in the presence of vacancies.  Dissociation of the CdSe 
molecule is endothermic on all but the ( )0001  surface, while still preferable to desorption.  
Furthermore, overall binding or binding and dissociation on the relaxed and reconstructed 
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 surfaces considered here is thermodynamically favored on the ( )0001  surface, which suggests 
that between the two polar facets, homoepitaxial growth would be favored on the ( )0001  Se 
terminated facet of the nanocrystal. 
 In summary, the key finding of this chapter is that under reaction controlled regime we 
would expect the rate of homoepitaxy to vary between the side, top, and bottom surfaces of the 
nanocrystal, with the rate on: ( )1120  < ( )0001  < ( )0001  surface.  Thus, making the Se 
terminated polar ( )0001  surface the primary direction of growth.  Moreover, using the formalism 
developed in this chapter we are now able to approach more complicated problems associated 
with crystal growth of CdSe nanocrystals.  For example, we can begin to understand why adding 
certain ligands to growth solution lead to the formation of quantum dots while others lead to the 
formation of anisotropic rod structures as will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
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 Chapter 4 The Role of Ligands ‡ 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 As mentioned in Chapter 1 many synthetic routes have been developed to achieve size 
and shape selective preparation of high quality nanocrystals using batch1, 86 and continuous 
flow87 processing.  Specifically CdSe nanocrystals of various sizes and shapes have been 
successfully synthesized ranging from geometrically simple shapes such as spherical dots1 and 
nanorods2 to more exotically shaped arrows and tetrapods2.  Modification of the synthetic routes 
by varying the relative ligand and precursor concentrations has yielded tunability of the resultant 
shape, size, and quality of the final nanocrystalline product2, 43.  Most notably ligand selection 
plays an important role in controlling the morphology of the nanocrystals, therefore gaining a 
thorough understanding of the ligand-nanocrystal interactions is vital for improved 
understanding of the crystal growth phenomena.      
 Several experimental studies have been aimed at identifying specific ligand interactions 
with the surfaces of the CdSe nanocrystals.  For example, phosphorus nuclear magnetic 
resonance (31P-NMR)88, 89  experiments have been performed to identify the number of 
phosphine groups present on the surface of the nanocrystal.  Band edge photoluminescence 
studies have been carried out to investigate the interaction of TOPO with CdSe single crystal 
surfaces90.  A few computational studies have also been performed.  Tight binding91, force-
field70, and density functional theory (DFT)92 calculations were utilized to explore the 
passivation effects on small CdSe clusters.  A DFT-LDA study was performed by Manna et al. 
investigating methylamine and methylphosphonic acid interaction effects on CdSe surfaces72.  
The goal of the present work is to utilize first principles calculations to gain a fundamental 
understanding at the influence organic ligands have on crystal growth on different facets of a 
wurtzite CdSe crystal. 
                                                 
‡ Much of this chapter has appeared in print in: Rempel, J.; Trout, B. L,; Bawendi, M. G.; Jensen, K. F., Density 
functional theory study of ligand binding on CdSe (0001), (0001), and (1120) single crystal relaxed and 
reconstructed surfaces: implications for nanocrystalline growth. J. Phys. Chem. B 2005, 110, (36), 18007-18016.  
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  Model ligands utilized in this study mimic those that are frequently employed in real 
experimental systems.  To make the problem computationally tractable, the PH3, NH3, OPH3, 
HCOOH, and OPH2OH ligands have been selected as model compounds for the actual ligand 
species (see Table 4-1).  Since ligands play an important role in determining the final nanocrystal 
shape, the morphology of the final products of the synthetic routes for each ligand are also 
summarized in Table 4-1.  There are several important parameters that determine the influence of 
a ligand on crystal growth.  Ligand affinity determines the strength of ligand binding to a given 
surface, and, therefore, how well the ligand blocks binding sites for addition of the growth 
species.  Specificity determines the difference between the binding strengths on two different 
surfaces, thus predicting if a particular ligand binding is likely to assist in growth anisotropy.  
And lastly steric hindrance determines both the packing efficiency of ligands on the surface and 
the ability of the ligand to sterically block binding sites for growth species adsorption.  The first 
two parameters are directly computed in this work using density functional theory (DFT-GGA), 
a method that has been utilized extensively in the past to study reactive processes on 
semiconductor surfaces75-77.  The third parameter is described qualitatively using heuristic 
arguments to relate the steric behavior of a model ligand to its actual counterpart. 
 
Table 4-1.  Comparison of model and actual ligands utilized in the synthesis of 
CdSe nanocrystals. 
Model  Ligand Shape Precursor 
Concentration 
Ref. 
PH3 
Tri-n-octylphosphine  
Tri-n-butylphosphine 
Spheres 
Rods 
low 
high 
[1, 87] 
[3] 
NH3 Oleyl amine Spheres low [87] 
OPH3 
Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide 
Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide 
Spheres 
Rods 
low 
high 
[1] 
[3] 
HCOOH Oleic acid Spheres low [87] 
OPH2OH 
Hexylphosphonic acid (high concentration) 
Hexylphosphonic acid (low concentration) 
Rods 
Spheres 
high 
high 
[3, 2] 
[2] 
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  Surfaces of the wurtzite CdSe explored include the non-polar ( )1120  surface and the two 
polar ( )0001  Se terminated and ( )0001  Cd terminated surfaces, corresponding to the sides, top, 
and bottom of the nanocrystals5 (Figure 1-2).  We also explore possible reconstructions of the 
polar surfaces, including vacancy formation and ad-atom adsorption.  Chemisorption behavior of 
the model ligands is considered in detail on both relaxed and reconstructed surfaces.  In 
particular, we determine the preferred binding sites and binding geometries along with binding 
energetics of the model ligands on the relaxed and reconstructed surfaces.  We also consider 
competitive binding of the ligands and the growth species, CdSe molecule and Cd and Se atoms, 
and the ability of the ligands to block growth sites.  Furthermore, we relate our findings to the 
experimental observation of growth anisotropy and provide insight into why some ligands are 
better than others at achieving particular nanocrystalline morphologies.   
 
4.2. Methods 
4.2.1. Computational Details 
 All first-principles calculations were performed using a periodic total energy density 
functional theory (DFT) code, DACAPO78.  Ultrasoft pseudopotentials79 were utilized to 
describe atomic core electrons, while a plane wave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 25 Ry 
was utilized to expand the Kohn-Sham one-electron valence states.  The Se pseudopotential was 
generated in-house with the base configuration of Se (4s24p4) for the six selenium valence 
electrons.  The density was determined by iterative diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham 
Hamiltonian, Fermi population of the Kohn-Sham states (kBT  = 0.1eV), and Pulay mixing of the 
resulting electronic density81.  All total energies were extrapolated to kBT = 0 eV.  The exchange-
correlation energy and potential were described self-consistently with a generalized gradient 
approximation using GGA-PW91 functional67, 80.  An 8 x 8 x 8 and a 2 x 2 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack82 
k-point sets were employed for bulk crystal and exposed surface calculations respectively.  
Convergence with respect to the k-point set and the plane wave energy cutoff was rigorously 
verified, such that the total energy was converged to at most 0.1 eV and difference in energies 
was converged to at most 0.01 eV.  The calculated lattice parameter for a wurtzite structure of 
CdSe of 4.38 Å is within 1.9%83 of the experimental value. 
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  Surfaces of the wurtzite CdSe were described using a slab model that contained four 
CdSe bilayers, each with a layer of Cd and a layer of Se atoms, and approximately 12 Å of 
vacuum.   The non-polar ( )1120  surface (Figure 4-1 (a)) was modeled with an irreducible unit 
cell that contained 4 Cd and 4 Se atoms per bilayer.  Since each unit cell contained two, not 
related by symmetry, but chemically equivalent, binding sites, introduction of one ligand 
corresponded to 0.5 ML surface coverage.  Decreasing the surface coverage by a factor of two, 
in a test case of the NH3 model ligand, led to a change of the binding energy of -0.04 eV (less 
than 5%), which is sufficiently small to insure that neighboring ligands are minimally interactive.  
The polar Se terminated ( )0001  and Cd terminated ( )0001  surfaces (Figure 4-1 (b-d)) were 
modeled by a 2 x 2 lateral supercell that also contained 4 Cd and 4 Se atoms per bilayer.  In this 
geometry, introduction of one ligand per supercell was equivalent to a 0.25 ML surface coverage 
that would minimize lateral ligand interactions.  Reconstruction of the polar surfaces via vacancy 
formation or ad-atom adsorption was modeled either by removing one of four surface atoms or 
by addition of one atom of opposite type per 2 x 2 supercell (Figure 4-1 (e) and (f)).  In all cases 
the top two surface bilayers were allowed to relax while the bottom two bilayers were fixed in 
the bulk truncated geometry.  Ligand adsorption was only allowed on one of the two exposed 
surfaces, while the electrostatic potential was adjusted84 in order to decouple dipole interactions 
of the neighboring slabs.  To verify that the neighboring slabs were sufficiently isolated, first, 
vacuum thickness was increased by one unit vector leading to a total energy change of less then 
0.01 eV; and second, the number of bilayers was increased to either five or six, with variation in 
the surface energy not exceeding 2%.     
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Figure 4-1. Top and side view of the non-polar ( )1120  and polar ( )0001  and 
( )0001  CdSe surfaces and the vacancy and ad-atom surface reconstructions of the 
2 x 2 supercell of the polar ( )0001  CdSe surface.  Unit cell vectors are labeled 
along with the sites for ad-species and ligand adsorption.  Top two surface 
bilayers, containing two Cd (larger spheres) and two Se (smaller spheres) layers, 
are relaxed.    
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 4.2.2. Thermodynamics 
 For all of the unreconstructed surfaces, the surface energy of a relaxed surface was 
determined using a simple slab method:   
 ( ) bottombulkCdSerelaxedslabrelaxedtop AEnE σσ −−= /,,  4.1 
where Eslab,relaxed is the total energy of the slab with the top two bilayers relaxed, nCdSe is the 
number of CdSe units in the slab, and A is the area of the supercell.  The surface energy of the 
bottom surface for the non-polar ( )1120  surface, that has identical termination on both sides of 
the slab (σtop = σbottom), was calculated using a slab without surface relaxation.  In the case of the 
polar surfaces, where the top and bottom surfaces can not be isolated independently in a slab 
geometry, we utilized a modified infinite wedge method that has been described in detail 
earlier93.  It is important to note that the surface energy of the polar surfaces depends on the 
relative chemical potentials of the Cd and Se particle reservoirs.  Assuming that the particle 
reservoirs are in thermal equilibrium with the bulk CdSe and there is no flow of particles from 
the bulk CdSe to either one of the reservoirs, two limiting values can be placed on the chemical 
potential of cadmium93: 
 CdbulkCdCdSefCdbulk EHE ,,, <<∆+ µ  4.2 
The lower limit corresponds to the Cd poor and the upper limit to the Cd rich regime.  The 
enthalpy of formation is defined as: 
 SebulkCdbulkbulkCdSef EEEH ,,, −−=∆  4.3 
We calculated the heat of formation to be -1.43eV, which is in close agreement with DFT-LDA 
results72.  The limits on the chemical potential of selenium can be determined from that of 
cadmium, since, in thermal equilibrium, the sum of the two is equal to the energy of the bulk 
CdSe. 
 Gas phase energies of the Cd and Se atoms were used as reference states in calculating 
the energies of reconstruction, such that the energy of vacancy reconstruction was defined as: 
 phasegasSeorCdrelaxedslabtedreconstrucslabrec EEEE +−=∆ ,,  4.4 
Similarly, the energy of ad-atom reconstruction was defined as: 
 phasegasSeorCdrelaxedslabtedreconstrucslabrec EEEE −−=∆ ,,  4.5 
 In general, the binding energy for any adsorbate (A) was defined as: 
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  gasArelaxedslabAslab EEEBE ,, −−= +  4.6 
where Eslab+A is the energy of the slab and the adsorbate and EA, gas is the energy of the adsorbate 
in the reference vacuum state.  Frequencies of the ligand normal modes of vibration were 
determined from eigen values of the mass weighted Hessian matrix, obtained by displacing 
adsorbate atoms by 0.01 Å and calculating force derivates using second order finite difference 
method.  The binding energies of ligands were then corrected by the zero-point energies (ZPE): 
 slabgasAAslabc ZPEZPEZPEZPE −−= + ,  4.7 
ZPEslab was calculated only for surfaces with one of the surface atoms protruding out of the 
surface plane, such that the protruding atom was moved, while the remaining slab atoms were 
fixed in their relaxed positions.  Including motion of the protruding atom resulted in emergence 
of a new mode with only small changes in the frequencies of other adsorbate modes, leading to a 
change in ZPE correction not exceeding 0.005 eV. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
 Images of the top and side views of the non-polar ( )1120  and the polar Se terminated 
( )0001  and Cd terminated ( )0001  surfaces are presented in Figure 4-1 (a-d).  In all cases the top 
two surface bilayers are relaxed to an energy minimum.  Images of the two stable relaxations, 
surface contraction and surface buckling, of the Cd terminated ( )0001  facet are included.  Since 
detailed descriptions of the surface relaxation and reconstruction have been described 
previously93, we only include values for the properties that are key in describing nanocrystalline 
growth of CdSe.  In particular, Table 4-2 contains the surface energy ranges, between the Cd 
poor and Cd rich limits, and also the energies for the vacancy and ad-atom reconstructions of the 
polar facets.  In general, based on the surface energies the equilibrium shape of the nanoparticle 
can be estimated by minimizing energy at constant volume.  For a hexagonal barrel the aspect 
ratio is equal to:  
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 Comparison of the surface energies in Table 4-2 reveals that the non-polar ( )1120  surface is 
thermodynamically more stable than the polar counterparts in the entire range of the Cd chemical 
potentials, and, as a result, we would expect this surface to grow at a slower rate.  When 
comparing the two polar surfaces, the Se terminated ( )0001  surface is more stable under Cd poor 
conditions, while the Cd terminated ( )0001  surface is more stable under Cd rich conditions.  
Comparison of the vacancy formation and ad-atom reconstruction energies, as defined in 
Equations 4.4 and 4.5, between the two polar surfaces (Table 4-2) reveals that the former is an 
endothermic process with lower energy cost on the ( )0001  surface and the later is an exothermic 
process with higher energy gain also on the ( )0001  surface.  As a result, in all subsequent ligand 
binding calculations we chose to include only the stable reconstructions of the ( )0001  surface, 
images of which can be found in Figure 4-1 (e, f). 
 
Table 4-2.  Surface properties of the polar and non-polar CdSe surfaces 
 ( )1120  ( )0001  ( )0001  
σ (meV/Å2), Cd poor 30.9 55.8a, 49.7b 
σ (meV/Å2), Cd rich 
15.4 
52.4 34.3a, 28.2b 
∆Erec,V (eV) - 2.5 0.3 
∆Erec,A (eV) - -2.1 -3.6 
arelaxed and bbuckled surface  
 
 
 The following sections contain a description of the chemisorption properties of the model 
phosphine, amine, phosphine oxide, carboxylic and phosphinic acid ligands (Table 4-1) on the 
non-polar ( )1120  surface, the polar Se terminated ( )0001  and Cd terminated ( )0001  surfaces, 
and the vacancy and ad-atom reconstructed ( )0001  surface.  In particular, binding energetics, 
binding geometries, and surface relaxations are described.  Binding energies are corrected for the 
zero point vibrational energy.  The thermochemistry of ligand adsorption is then compared 
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 among ligands and across surfaces and related to the experimental observation of growth 
anisotropy.  Furthermore, influence of ligand binding on homoepitaxy is examined by comparing 
energetics of ligand binding to the thermochemistry of binding and dissociation of the CdSe 
molecule on the relaxed and reconstructed surfaces of interest.  Note that a detailed description 
of the atomic and molecular adsorption is covered in a separate publication93. 
4.3.1. Non-polar ( )1120  Surface 
 Several possible binding states of the five model ligands on the relaxed non-polar ( )1120  
surface were considered, however, only the most energetically stable configurations were 
explored in detail.  Schematics of the five ligands in the lowest energy binding sites are 
presented in Figure 4-2, with the corresponding binding energies, geometric parameters, and 
normal vibrational mode frequencies listed in Table 4-3.  The binding site labels are equivalent 
to those in Figure 4-1 a, where T1 is a tetrahedral one-fold site and BL is a two-fold bridge site.  
Frequencies of the normal modes of vibration for the ligands in the gas phase are also included in 
Table 4-3 along with the zero point energy corrections.  To clearly relate the competitive binding 
of ligands to the thermochemistry of ad-species adsorption, the chemisorption properties of the 
CdSe molecule and the Cd and Se atoms93 are also listed in Table 4-3. 
 
 
PH3 NH3 OPH3 HCOOH OPH2OH
(1120)
 
Figure 4-2. Most stable binding configurations of the five model ligands on the 
non-polar CdSe ( )1120  surface. Top two surface bilayers are relaxed.   
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 Table 4-3.  Vibrational frequencies, binding energy, and distances of the ad-
species and the five model ligands in the most stable sites on the non-polar ( )1120  CdSe surface.  Binding energy is corrected for the ZPE, shown in the 
brackets.  Distance, d, is defined as the bond length from the main adsorbate atom 
to the nearest surface atom.  For acidic species, distance to the hydroxyl oxygen 
and hydrogen are also included in that order.  Vibrational frequencies of the CdSe 
molecule and the five ligands in vacuum are also presented. 
 Species Site Frequencya (cm-1) BE (eV) [BE+ZPEc] 
d (Å) 
CdSe  192   
PH3  
2341, 2340, 2328, 1095, 1093, 
978   
NH3  
3598, 3592, 3455, 1607, 1604, 
973, 120   
OPH3  
2334, 2323, 2320, 1217, 1100, 
1077, 1074, 802, 802, 797, 110   
HCOOH  3713, 3024, 1816, 1333, 1249, 1082, 990, 675, 675, 590, 102   
V
ac
uu
m
 
OPH2OH  
3835, 2375, 2335, 1243, 1117, 
1039, 958, 852, 852, 825, 741, 
390, 227 
  
Se93 BL║ 185, 162 -2.07 [-2.05] 2.63, 2.40b
Cd93 BL┴ - -0.30 [-0.30] 2.91, 3.13b
CdSe93 T1Se-T1Cd 265, 147, 115 -2.66 [-2.64] 2.52, 2.59 
PH3 T1Cd 
2389, 2379, 2359, 1082, 1067, 
939, 234, 230, 230, 111 -0.32 [-0.29] 2.83 
NH3 T1Cd 
3579, 3552, 3427, 1589, 1576, 
1096, 497, 460, 460, 247 -0.72 [-0.66] 2.39 
OPH3 T1Cd 
2403, 2386, 2287, 1156, 1078, 
1030, 936, 785, 785, 762, 174, 
101 
-0.51 [-0.51] 2.37 
HCOOH [T1Cd-T1Se] 
3042, 3006, 1744, 1356, 1313, 
1175, 1007, 840, 840, 624, 176, 
148 
-0.53 [-0.54] 2.40, 3.23, 2.22 
(1
12
0)
 
OPH2OH [T1Cd-T1Se] 
2895, 2401, 2345, 1183, 1108, 
1098, 1016, 914, 914, 876, 753, 
693, 386, 188, 168, 102 
-0.81 [-0.80] 2.33, 3.16, 2.14 
aOnly frequencies above 100 cm-1 are included; bDistance to the surface Se atom 
 
 All ligands considered in this study can be divided into two types: those that bind through 
one atomic center (monodentate) and those that bind through two (bidentate).  Phosphines, 
amines, and phosphine oxides belong to the first group, while carboxylic and phosphinic acids 
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 belong to the second.  All monodentate ligands on the non-polar ( )1120  surface prefer to bind to 
the surface Cd atom in the T1Cd site, while the bidentate acidic ligands prefer to coordinate to the 
surface Cd atom through the oxygen atom and to the surface Se atom through the hydroxyl 
hydrogen in the T1Cd-T1Se site (Figure 4-2).  This is consistent with the electron donating atomic 
centers (P, N, O) binding to the electron poor Cd site, and the electron withdrawing hydroxyl 
hydrogen binding to the electron rich Se site.  Comparison of the binding geometries in Figure 
4-2 to the relaxed surface in the absence of ligands (Figure 4-1 a) reveals that introducing a 
ligand alters the relaxation geometry of the surface.  In particular, the geometry around the 
coordinating Cd atom changes from nearly planar to approximately tetrahedral, which can be 
observed by examining the out of plane tilt of the coordinating Cd to the surface Se bond.  This 
geometry change is especially significant for NH3, HCOOH, and OPH2OH.  Comparison of the 
normal mode vibrational frequencies of the ligands on the surface to the ligands in the reference 
state (Table 4-3) shows small changes for the monodentate ligands and only considerable 
damping of the highest frequency OH stretching mode for the bidentate acidic ligands.  The 
change in vibrational frequencies leads to a small ZPE correction of the binding energies of up to 
0.06 eV.  Note that in general the ZPE correction to the binding energy is positive; however, if 
the decrease in the OH stretching frequency is large, the correction can be slightly negative.  On 
the ( )1120  surface, the ZPE corrected binding energies vary between -0.29 and -0.80 eV with 
the ligands arranged from the weakest to the strongest binding: PH3 < OPH3 ~ HCOOH < NH3 < 
OPH2OH.  The trend in the binding energies is similar to the trend in the extent of change in the 
surface relaxation. 
 If we now consider binding preferences of the atomic and molecular ad-species, Table 
4-3, we see that the CdSe molecule and Cd and Se atoms prefer to coordinate to both surface Cd 
and surface Se.  In particular, CdSe molecule prefers the T1Se-T1Cd binding site, while atomic Cd 
and Se prefer the BL┴ and BL║ sites respectively.  Note that the T1Cd site is also the preferred 
site for the adsorption of monodentate ligands and both the T1Cd and T1Se are important for the 
adsorption of bidentate ligands.  Therefore, we would expect ligands to competitively bind on the 
( )1120  surface and hinder growth by blocking the binding sites for the addition of the growth 
species.  
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 4.3.2. Polar ( )0001  and ( )0001  Surfaces 
Figure 4-3 contains schematics of the five ligands in the lowest energy binding sites on the polar 
Se terminated ( )0001  and Cd terminated ( )0001  surfaces.  Several initial ligand configurations 
were considered on these surfaces, however, only the most stable binding geometries were 
explored in detail.  The corresponding binding energies, geometric parameters, and normal 
vibrational mode frequencies are listed in Table 4-4.  Site labels in Table 4-4  are described in 
Figure 4-1 b-d, where top is a one-fold atop site, B2 is a two-fold bridge site, H3 is a hollow 
three-fold site, and T4 is a tetrahedral four-fold site.  Similar to the comparison performed on the 
( )1120  surface, the chemisorption properties of the CdSe molecule and the Cd and Se atoms93 
are also listed in Table 4-4. 
 
(0001)
(0001)
PH3 NH3 OPH3 OPH2OH
*** *
HCOOH
*
 
Figure 4-3. Most stable binding configurations of the five model ligands on the 
polar contracted CdSe ( )0001  and buckling CdSe ( )0001  surfaces. Top two 
surface bilayers are relaxed.  Buckling sites are labeled(*).  For simplicity, 
periodic copies of the ligands are not shown. 
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 Table 4-4.  Vibrational frequencies, binding energy, and distances of the ad-
species and the five model ligands in the most stable sites on the polar ( )0001  
and ( )0001  CdSe surfaces.  Binding energy is corrected for the ZPE, shown in the 
brackets. Distance definition follows that in Table 4-3. 
 Species Site Frequency
a (cm-1) BE (eV) 
[BE+ZPEc] 
d (Å) 
Se93 B2 186, 134 -2.90 [-2.88] 2.44 
Cd93 H3 105, 105 -2.09 [-2.08] 2.76 
CdSe93 [H3-B2] 246, 106 -2.63 [-2.62] 2.53, 3.32 
PH3 top 2407, 2405, 2384, 1036, 1033, 
960, 593, 592, 592, 338 
-0.98 [-0.88] 2.16 
NH3 top 3567, 3510, 3363, 1560, 1533, 
1003, 659, 324, 324, 117 
-0.50 [-0.46] 2.18 
OPH3 top -  0.03 [   -   ] 2.97 
HCOOH top-top - -0.03 [   -   ] 2.77, 3.39, 
2.47 
(0
00
1)
 
OPH2OH top-top 3290, 2385, 2347, 1172, 1103, 
1022, 995, 875, 875, 862, 745, 
557, 383, 132, 107 
-0.24 [-0.24] 2.83, 3.30, 
2.32 
Se93 H3 152, 105, 105 -3.59 [-3.57] 2.76 
Cd93 topB - -0.35 [-0.35] 2.96 
CdSe93 [T4-B2] 184, 149 -3.27 [-3.26] 2.74, 2.73 
PH3 top 2371, 2371, 2350, 1087, 1084, 
953, 268, 239, 239, 154, 104 
-0.25 [-0.20] 2.89 
NH3 top 3576, 3561, 3428, 1594, 1582, 
1091, 492, 462, 462, 200 
-0.58 [-0.52] 2.42 
OPH3 top 2349, 2348, 2344, 1198, 1096, 
1073, 1058, 800, 800, 795 
-0.31 [-0.32] 2.42 
HCOOH top-topB 3148, 3016, 1742, 1354, 1278, 
1103, 1014, 737, 737, 614, 236, 
164, 124, 104 
-0.39 [-0.40] 2.46, 3.41, 
2.40 
(0
00
1)
 
OPH2OH top-topB 2964, 2412, 2368, 1110, 1065, 
1043, 984, 886, 886, 867, 722, 
546, 378, 134, 108 
-0.62 [-0.64] 2.35, 3.55, 
3.03 
aOnly frequencies above 100 cm-1 are included 
 
 On the Se terminated ( )0001  surface, both monodentate and bidentate ligands prefer to 
bind in the top site with the bidentate acidic ligands also coordinating the nearest surface Se 
(Figure 4-3).  However, unlike adsorption on the ( )1120  surface where all ligands bind in close 
proximity to the coordinating Cd center and exhibit moderate to strong binding energies, on the 
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 ( )0001  surface, only the PH3 and the NH3 model ligands associate strongly to the surface, with 
the ZPE corrected binding energy of -0.88 and -0.46 eV, respectively (Table 4-4).  The 
OPH2OH, on the other hand, is only weakly binding, with the ZPE corrected binding energy of -
0.24 eV, which is primarily attributed to hydroxyl hydrogen coordination of the neighboring 
electron rich surface Se atom.  Consistent with weaker binding, the decrease in the frequency of 
the OH stretch is smaller on the ( )0001  surface than ( )1120  surface.  The OPH3 and HCOOH 
ligands are effectively non-binding, and as result we did not calculate ZPE corrections for these 
species.  Comparison of the binding geometries in Figure 4-3 to the ligand free surface in Figure 
4-1b reveals that surface relaxation is altered as a result of ligand binding.  In the case of the 
strongly binding ligands, the non-coordinating Se atoms move above the surface plane, while the 
nearest subsurface Cd atoms move radially outward from the coordinating center.  Conversely, 
introduction of the weakly or non-binding ligands leads to a depression of the coordinating Se.  
The almost coplanar geometry of the Se with the subsurface Cd layer in this case suggests that 
electrons are transferred from the coordinating to the three non-coordinating Se atoms in a 2 x 2 
supercell, thus leading to a change in the coordinating Se orbital hybridization from sp3 to sp2, 
making the coordinating site electron poor. 
 Ligand binding on the Cd terminated ( )0001  surface also preferentially occurs on a one-
fold top site for the monodentate and in the top-topB site for the bidentate ligands (Figure 4-3).  
Similar to the trend on the ( )1120  surface, the electron donating ligand centers (P, N, O) prefer 
to bind to the slightly electron poor Cd atop site, while the electron withdrawing hydroxyl 
hydrogen prefers to bind to the electron rich buckling Cd site.  The change in surface relaxation 
is also similar to that observed on the ( )1120  surface.  Comparison of the surface geometries in 
the presence and absence of ligands, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-1d respectively, reveals that in the 
presence of ligands, coordinating surface Cd atom moves from below the surface plane towards 
the surface assuming a more tetrahedral geometry.  The ZPE corrected binding energies on the 
( )0001  surface vary between -0.20 and -0.64 eV with the ligands arranged from the weakest to 
the strongest binding: PH3 < OPH3 < HCOOH < NH3 < OPH2OH.  The order of binding 
strengths is similar to that on the ( )1120  surface.  However, since the electron transfer from the 
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 three surface Cd atoms to the buckling Cd on the ( )0001  surface is less effective than the 
electron transfer from the surface Cd to the surface Se atoms on the ( )1120  surface, the ligand 
binding is consistently weaker on the ( )0001  than on the ( )1120  surface.  Such that the binding 
strength is 0.1-0.2 eV lower, the bond lengths from the main adsorbate atom to the coordinating 
Cd atom is 0.02-0.06 Å longer, and the decrease in the hydroxyl stretch frequency for the 
bidentate species is also slightly lower (Table 4-4). 
 Comparison of the binding preferences of the Cd and Se atoms and CdSe molecule in 
Table 4-4 reveals that in general ad-species prefer to occupy multi-fold sites, with an exception 
of the Cd atom that prefers to bind atop the buckling surface Cd on the ( )0001  surface.  In 
particular, CdSe prefers to bind in the T4-B2 site on both polar surfaces, while Cd and Se atoms 
prefer the H3 and B2 sites, respectively, on the ( )0001  surface, and Se prefers the H3 site on the 
( )0001  surface.  In all cases, the preferred atop site for monodentate ligand binding does not 
directly obstruct binding of the ad-species, while the preferred top-top or top-topB site for the 
bidentate ligands can potentially obstruct the B2, H3, and T4 sites.  However, since bidentate 
ligand binding on the ( )0001  surface is weak, ad-species adsorption on the Cd terminated 
( )0001  surface is more likely to be influenced by the competitive ligand binding than on the 
( )0001  surface.  Nonetheless, a more detailed study on the co-adsorption behavior of ligands and 
ad-species would be necessary to determine to what extent ligand binding hinders ad-species 
adsorption on the polar surfaces.      
4.3.3. Reconstructed ( )0001 V  and ( )0001 A  Surfaces 
 Based on the observation that ligand binding is preferred in the electron poor top site on 
the buckling ( )0001  Cd terminated surface, only binding in the top site furthest from the electron 
rich reconstruction center was considered on both the vacancy and ad-atom reconstructed 
surfaces.  Schematic representations of the five model ligands on these surfaces are presented in 
Figure 4-4.  The associated geometric parameters, binding energies, and normal mode vibrational 
frequencies are presented in Table 4-5.  Site labels in Table 4-5 correspond to those in Figure 4-1 
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 e, f, with the notation similar to that on the polar unreconstructed surface, with sites adjacent to 
the vacancy or the ad-atom labeled V and A respectively.  For comparison, chemisorption 
properties of the ad-species, CdSe molecule and the Cd and Se atoms93 are also included in Table 
4-5. 
 
PH3 NH3 OPH3 HCOOH OPH2OH
(0001)V
(0001)A
 
Figure 4-4. Most stable binding configurations of the five model ligands on the 
vacancy and ad-atom reconstructions of the CdSe ( )0001  surface. Top two surface 
bilayers are relaxed.  For simplicity, periodic copies of the ligands and the Se ad-
atom are not shown. 
 
 Comparison of the ligand binding energies on the reconstructed and buckling ( )0001  
surface,  Table 4-5 and Table 4-4 respectively, indicates that introduction of a vacancy in general 
decreases the strength of ligand binding, while introduction of a Se ad-atom increases the 
strength of ligand binding.  This is not surprising, since electron transfer from the coordinating 
Cd to either the vacancy site or the Se ad-atom is more effective in the later case; therefore, 
making the Cd site more reactive for ligand binding on the ( )0001 A  surface.  One exception to 
this observation is HCOOH binding on the vacancy reconstructed surface, which changes the 
order of ligand binding strengths to: PH3 ~ OPH3 < NH3 ~ HCOOH < OPH2OH.  Note that the 
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 order remains the same on the ( )0001 A  surface as on the un-reconstructed  counterpart: PH3 < 
OPH3 < HCOOH < NH3 < OPH2OH.  The corresponding ZPE corrected binding energies vary 
between -0.14 and -0.59 eV on the ( )0001 V  surface and between -0.29 and -1.01 eV on the 
( )0001 A  surface (Table 4-5).  Further comparison of the binding energies indicates that binding 
strength of OPH2OH on the ad-atom reconstructed surface is increased to a higher degree than of 
any other ligand.  This can be attributed to a strong interaction of the hydroxyl H with the surface 
Se, exhibited by a much lower OH stretch frequency and by a shift of the surface Se from the 
three fold hcp site to a neighboring two-fold site.  Comparison of the surface geometries in the 
presence and absence of ligands, Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-1 e, f respectively, indicated that on 
both the vacancy and the ad-atom reconstructed surfaces the coordinating Cd atom, which is 
almost coplanar with the sub-surface Se layer in the absence of ligands, moves closer to the 
surface plane achieving a more tetrahedral geometry.  Similar effect is observed on the 
unreconstructed surface. 
 Reconstruction of the ( )0001  surface via vacancy and ad-atom formation changes site 
preferences for the adsorption of the ad-species; such that both the CdSe molecule and the Cd 
and Se atoms prefer to bind in the vicinity of the reconstruction site (Table 4-5).  In particular, 
the V-H3V, V, and T4V sites, respectively, are favored on the ( )0001 V  surface; and the T4A-top, 
T4A, and topA sites, respectively, are favored on the ( )0001 A  surface.  Therefore, binding of the 
monodentate ligands in the top site does not block adsorption of the ad-species, with an 
exception of the CdSe on the ad-atom reconstructed surface.  However, binding of the bidentate 
ligands in the top-V or the top-A sites can partially block the binding sites of the ad-species.     
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 Table 4-5.  Vibrational frequencies, binding energies, and geometric parameters 
of the ad-species and five ligands in the most stable sites on the reconstructed 
( )0001 V  and ( )0001 A  CdSe surfaces.  Binding energy is corrected for the ZPE, 
shown in the brackets. Distance definition follows that in Table 4-3. 
 Species Site Frequency
a (cm-1) BE (eV) 
[BE+ZPEc] 
d (Å) 
Se93 T4V 215 -1.42 [-1.41] 2.34 
Cd93 V - -0.33 [-0.33] 2.96 
CdSe93 [V-H3V] 171, 119, 110 -2.85 [-2.84] 2.56, 2.76 
PH3 top 2370, 2365, 2346, 1090, 1085, 
964, 215, 213, 213, 114, 111, 107 
-0.19 [-0.14] 2.98 
NH3 top 3588, 3588, 3446, 1593, 1592, 
1059, 435, 418, 418, 217, 106 
-0.47 [-0.41] 2.48 
OPH3 top 2341, 2333, 2331, 1222, 1100, 
1075, 1075, 796, 796, 793, 110, 
107, 101 
-0.17 [-0.16] 2.52 
HCOOH top-V 3190, 3030, 1739, 1344, 1284, 
1160, 1006, 792, 792, 635, 211, 
179 
-0.46 [-0.47] 2.51, 3.97, 
3.44 
(0
00
1)
V
 
OPH2OH top-V 3090, 2369, 2345, 1182, 1121, 
1073, 999, 899, 899, 857, 758, 
550, 397, 194, 132 
-0.59 [-0.59] 2.40, 3.21, 
2.22 
Clean  151, 104, 104   
Se93 topA 265, 149, 125 -3.07 [-3.06] 2.62, 
2.79b 
Cd93 T4A 184 -0.75 [-0.75] 2.74, 2.73b
CdSe93 [T4A-top] 274, 188, 155, 145 -3.40 [-3.39] 3.35, 2.77, 
2.59b 
PH3 top 2396, 2389, 2369, 1086, 1085, 
958, 307, 285, 285, 165, 158, 101 
-0.34 [-0.29] 2.98 
NH3 top 3569, 3567, 3441, 1593, 1593, 
1138, 494, 489, 489, 221, 160 
-0.66 [-0.60] 2.41 
OPH3 top 2361, 2361, 2359, 1195, 1100, 
1066, 1066, 798, 798, 797, 147 
-0.45 [-0.46] 2.40 
HCOOH top-A 3261, 3028, 1699, 1350, 1198, 
1097, 993, 769, 769, 600, 192, 
176, 165, 144, 105 
-0.52 [-0.53] 2.43, 3.42, 
2.48 
(0
00
1)
A
 
OPH2OH top-A 2406, 2373, 2234, 1161, 1143, 
1088, 1005, 913, 913, 898, 771, 
742, 398, 216, 204, 168, 118, 109 
-0.99 [-1.01] 2.29, 3.12, 
2.06 
aOnly frequencies above 100 cm-1 are included; bDistance to the surface Se ad-atom 
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 4.3.4. Comparative Ligand Binding and Homoepitaxy 
 When considering the effect of ligands on crystal growth, we first have to address 
variations in homoepitaxy thermodynamics on different surfaces.  Therefore, chemisorption 
energetics for the adsorption of Cd and Se atoms and adsorption and dissociation of the CdSe 
molecule are summarized in Figure 4-5.  It is important to point out that the binding energy of 
ad-species is presented relative to CdSeg or Cdg and Seg.  In an actual synthetic system the 
coordination of the CdSe molecule in solution will decrease the energy of the reference state and, 
as a result, the absolute binding energy of the species making it comparable to binding energy of 
ligands.  Comparison of the ad-species adsorption thermochemistry in Figure 4-5 reveals that the 
CdSe molecule is thermodynamically more likely to adsorb and dissociate on the Se terminated 
( )0001  surface than to adsorb on the Cd terminated ( )0001  facet or the ( )1120  facet, with an 
energy difference between the two processes of -0.63 eV and -1.25 eV respectively.  
Furthermore, as discussed in sections 4.3.1-4.3.3, blocking of the binding sites by ligands is 
particularly important on the ( )1120  and ( )0001  surfaces, while blocking of the binding sites on 
the ( )0001  by the stronger binding monodentate ligands is not as effective.  Therefore, under 
reaction controlled regime, where growth by ad-species addition on the ( )0001  facet is 
thermodynamically favored, addition of ligands that are able to block reaction sites for ad-
species adsorption and also have high affinity and specificity either for the ( )1120  surface or 
both the ( )1120  and the ( )0001  surface would further enhance the preferential growth along the 
c-axis of the nanocrystals, leading to formation of nanocrystals with a high aspect ratio.  On the 
other hand, utilization of ligands with low affinity or low selectivity would aid in uniform growth 
on all surfaces. 
 Chemisorption energetics of the PH3, NH3, OPH3, HCOOH, and OPH2OH ligands on the 
relaxed ( )1120  and ( )0001  surfaces and the relaxed and reconstructed ( )0001  surface are also 
summarized in Figure 4-5.  Note that values for the ZPE corrected binding energy are not 
included for the phosphine oxide and the carboxylic acid on the ( )0001  surface, since both 
ligands are effectively non-binding.  In general, all considered ligands, with the exception of the 
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 phosphine, which prefers to bind on the Se terminated ( )0001  surface by 0.6 – 0.7 eV, all other 
ligands prefer the non-polar ( )1120  surface.  The difference in affinity between the ( )1120  and 
( )0001  surfaces is small, only 0.1 – 0.2 eV, in comparison to the difference between the ( )1120  
and ( )0001  surfaces, about 0.5 eV for the oxide and acids.  NH3 ligand is an exception, with 
approximately equal affinity for the ( )0001  and ( )0001  surfaces.  Moreover, if the ( )0001  
surface is present in the reconstructed form the driving force for binding on this surface is 
decreased in the case of vacancy reconstruction and increased in the case of the ad-atom 
reconstruction.   
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Figure 4-5. Schematic comparing the ZPE corrected binding energies of the ad-
species and the five ligands on the three relaxed and two reconstructed surfaces.  
Notice that the energy scale is different for the ad-species and the ligands. 
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 When comparing variations in the binding strengths, it is also important to consider steric 
effects.  For example, in a real growth solution a trialkyl -phosphine and –phosphine oxides are 
typically utilized, and as a result the PH3 and OPH3 represent fairly bulky ligands, which due to 
crowding effects are likely to adsorb at low coverages.  Consequently, even though PH3 is 
strongly bound on the ( )0001  surface and OPH3 is strongly bound on the ( )1120  surface and 
moderately on the ( )0001  surface, we would expect that many sites would still be available for 
ad-species addition on all of these surfaces, and, as a result, these ligands would not promote 
significant growth anisotropy.  On the other hand, NH3, HCOOH, and OPH2OH represent less 
sterically hindered monoalkyl ligands, which we would expect to pack closer on the surface.  
Hence, for these species relative binding strengths on different facets become important when 
considering growth anisotropy.  Specifically, all three ligands have higher affinity for the non-
polar ( )1120  surface that corresponds to the sides of the rod shaped nanocrystals; therefore, both 
amines and acids would likely hinder ad-species addition on the ( )1120  surface leading to 
preferential growth along the c-axis of the wurtzite crystal.  When differentiating between 
( )0001  and ( )0001  polar surfaces, HCOOH and OPH2OH have higher affinity for the ( )0001  
surface, while NH3 binds equally strongly to both; as a result, acidic species are more likely to 
promote the growth on the Se terminated ( )0001  surface while amines are not likely to 
differentiate between the two surfaces.  Moreover, out of these three ligands, OPH2OH is the 
stronger binding one with highest specificity for the ( )1120  over the ( )0001  surface (Figure 
4-5); therefore, we would expect OPH2OH type ligands to be more effective in promoting 
growth anisotropy than the NH3 and HCOOH type.  It is also worth to point out that if we 
compare binding strengths of the monodentate OPH3 to the bidentate OPH2OH on both the 
( )1120  and the ( )0001  surfaces (Figure 4-5) we observe an increase in the binding strengths of 
about 0.3 eV.  Therefore, we would expect that introducing a second hydroxyl group, in the form 
of a phosphonic acid, would lead to a ligand with higher affinity and specificity for these 
surfaces, which would be even better than OPH2OH at promoting unidirectional growth.  
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4.4. Conclusions 
 To gain insight into the influence ligand-surface interactions have on nanocrystalline 
growth, we explored binding of several model species on the non-polar ( )1120  surface, polar Se 
terminated ( )0001  surface, and Cd terminated ( )0001  relaxed and reconstructed surfaces of the 
wurtzite CdSe crystal using periodic density functional theory (DFT-GGA) calculations.  In 
particular, we explored binding of the PH3, NH3, OPH3, HCOOH, and OPH2OH species that 
mimic ligands that are traditionally employed in the synthesis of CdSe semiconductor 
nanocrystals.  For all of these species, we determined the preferred binding geometries, 
vibrational frequencies, and binding energetics on the three surfaces of interest.  We also related 
preferred binding sites for ligand binding to the preferred sites for ad-species adsorption.  
Furthermore, we linked these finding to the observed directional growth in some CdSe 
nanocrystals systems. 
 Out of all considered ligands, only PH3 preferentially binds on the Se terminated ( )0001  
surface with the ligands binding in the following order: OPH3 ~ HCOOH < OPH2OH < NH3 < 
PH3.  On the other hand, all other ligands favor the relaxed ( )1120  non-polar surface, with the 
order of binding: PH3 < OPH3 ~ HCOOH < NH3 < OPH2OH.  Binding strengths on the polar 
( )0001  Cd terminated surface follow the same trend.  We find that the model PH3 ligand has 
high affinity and high selectivity for the ( )0001  facet, NH3 has high affinity but low selectivity 
for the ( )1120  surface, OPH3 and HCOOH have intermediate affinity but high selectivity for the 
( )1120  surface, and OPH2OH has high affinity and high selectivity for the ( )1120  facet.   
Based on the strong affinity and high selectivity, we would expect OPH2OH type ligands to be 
more effective in promoting anisotropic growth on the Se terminated polar facet under reaction 
controlled regime by competitively adsorbing and selectively blocking growth sites on the 
( )1120  and ( )0001  surfaces.  This phenomenon has been noted experimentally with the frequent 
use of phosphonic acids in the synthesis of nanorods.   In contrast, the bulky trialkyl phosphine 
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 ligands (modeled with PH3) are more likely to adsorb at low coverages, and, as a result, even 
though they have high affinity and high selectivity for the Se terminated polar ( )0001  surface, 
we would not expect these ligand to strongly influence growth.  This finding explains the 
experimental use of tryalkylphosphines in the synthesis of quantum dots.  Similarly ligands with 
moderate affinities, such as phopshine oxides and carboxylic acids, have also been utilized in the 
synthesis of quantum dots. 
 Furthermore, the use of amine species that have a high affinity but a low selectivity 
between the two polar surfaces might be important when growth on both the ( )0001  and ( )0001  
facets is required.  For example, in the synthesis of composite dumbbell shaped nanocrystals that 
requires growth on both top and bottom but not the sides of the rod shaped nanocrystal seed, 
amines would play an important role in allowing the growth to proceed in both directions.  Our 
results also suggest that all traditionally used ligand types in the synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals, 
have a slightly higher affinity for the non-polar side surface than for the polar Cd terminated 
( )0001  surface, independent of affinity for the Se terminated facet.  As a result, if the desired 
shape of the nanocrystal requires preferential growth on the ( )1120  facet, for example disk 
shaped nanocrystals, new ligands must be developed that are drastically different from the 
accepted ligand types that are presently in use. 
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 Chapter 5 Heteroepitaxy: Overcoating of Nanocrystals 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 In the previous two chapters we have explored the intrinsic properties of CdSe surfaces 
and the thermodynamics of homoepitaxial growth in the presence and absence of coordinating 
ligands to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the formation of CdSe semiconductor 
nanocrystals.  Another important process is the growth of nanocrystal heterostructures.  For 
example, optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals can be significantly changed by 
growing a few monolayers of a secondary semiconductor shell on top of the existing nanocrystal.  
In particular, adding a higher band gap material with the conduction band edge above that of the 
core and the valance band edge below that of the core improves the optical stability of the 
nanocrystals and enhances their brightness6, 8, 9, 39, 86, 94.  Similarly, adding either a higher or 
lower band gap material with both the conduction and valance band edges below that of the core 
leads to a heterostructure with an effective band gap much lower than either of the two 
components95, 96.  Not only does the addition of the semiconductor shell enhance optical 
properties of nanocrystals by removing the non-radiative recombination sites for the electron 
hole pair, but it also makes the nanocrystals more chemically robust, serving as a spacer between 
the core and the surrounding medium impeding surface degradation.    
 There are several materials that have a higher band gap than CdSe, but similar lattice 
spacing.  For example, ZnS86, 97, ZnSe8, 97, 98, and CdS97, 99, 100 have all been used for the 
overcoating of CdSe.  Their bulk physical and optical properties, including both the zinc blende 
and wurtzite lattice parameters and the reported band gaps, are shown in Table 5-1.  They range 
from the highest lattice mismatch of approximately 11% and a widest band gap in the case of 
ZnS and the closest lattice spacing of about 4% and a closer band gap in the case of CdS.  
Morphological control of the shell growth over the CdSe cores is extremely important, since the 
formation of non-uniform layers can significantly diminish the optical properties.  For example, 
shells of ZnS thicker than 1.3 monolayers lead to a decrease in the quantum yield86.  Another 
interesting possibility is the growth of asymmetric shells.  For example, at low temperatures CdS 
forms a rod-shaped shell on CdSe with preferential growth along the c-axis of the wurtzite 
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 structure100.  The goal of this chapter is to gain a better understanding of heteroepitaxial growth, 
which may ultimately allow for a more rational design of heterostructures.  
 
Table 5-1.  Bulk properties of the ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe materials.  
Experimental values are given for the band-gap energy and the lattice parameters 
of the zinc blende and wurtzite structures.  Calculated values are given for the ZB 
and WZ cohesive energy (Equation 5.1) and vacuum atomization energy 
(Equation 5.5).   
 ZB  WZ   
 a83 (Å) Ec,calc (eV)  a83 (Å) c83 (Å) Ec,calc (eV) Ed,g calc (eV) Eg83 (eV)
ZnS 5.41 4.32  3.81 6.26 4.34 1.68 3.54 
ZnSe 5.67 3.95  - - 4.04 1.34 2.58 
CdS 5.83 4.00  4.13 6.75 4.12 1.31 2.40 
CdSe 6.05 3.66  4.30 7.01 3.70 1.07 1.74 
  
 
 Using periodic density functional theory calculations we explore the heteroepitaxial 
growth of ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS on the exposed surfaces of CdSe wurtzite nanocrystals, 
specifically, the non-polar ( )1120  side surface and the ( )0001  Cd terminated and the ( )0001  Se 
terminated polar surfaces.  First, we study the addition of the Zn and S atomic species and 
compare their binding strengths to those of Cd and Se on the bare surfaces of CdSe.  Second, we 
investigate addition and dissociation of the ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS molecular species and compare 
the energetics to the addition and dissociation of CdSe.  Third, we explore the formation of 
heteroepitaxial monolayers on the three surfaces.  Last, we consider binding of the atomic 
species and binding and dissociation of the molecular species atop the adsorbed monolayers.  
Furthermore, we investigate the effect of lattice mismatch on the formation of anisotropic 
core/shell structures.   
5.2. Methods 
5.2.1. Computational Details 
 Periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using DACAPO78.  
The exchange-correlation energy and potential were described self-consistently with a 
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 generalized gradient approximation using the GGA-PW91 functional67, 80. The core electrons of 
the Zn, Cd, S, and Se atoms were described with ultrasoft pseudopotentials79 and the Kohn-Sham 
one-electron valance states were described with plane wave basis sets with 25Ry kinetic energy 
cutoff.  Existing DACAPO pseudopotentials developed with the PW91 functional were used for 
Zn, Cd, and S atoms, while the Se pseudopotential was generated in-house.  The electron density 
was determined by iterative diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, Fermi population of 
the Kohn-Sham states (kBT  = 0.1eV), and Pulay mixing of the resulting electronic density81.  
The calculated total energies were extrapolated to kBT = 0 eV.  Bulk calculations for ZnS, ZnSe, 
CdS, and CdSe were performed using a 2 x 2 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack82 k-point set.  The calculated 
lattice parameters for the wurtzite and zinc blende structures of the four materials were within 
2.5% of the experimental values83.  Surface adsorption calculations were performed using a slab 
geometry with binding allowed on one of the two exposed surfaces, while the electrostatic 
potential was adjusted84 in order to decouple dipole interactions of the neighboring slabs.  An  
8 x 8 x 8 Monkhorst-Pack k-point set was employed for surface adsorption calculations. 
5.2.2. CdSe Surfaces 
 As described in the previous two chapters, the ( )0001  Cd terminated polar surface, the 
( )0001  Se terminated polar surface, and the ( )1120  non-polar surface of CdSe were 
investigated.  Each unit cell contained four CdSe bilayers, each with 4 Cd and 4 Se atoms.  The 
bottom two bilayers were fixed in the wurtzite geometry with the a lattice parameter of 4.38 Å 
and a c/a ratio of 2 .  The top two bilayers were allowed to relax.   Schematics of the unit cells 
with the labeled lattice vectors are shown in Figure 5-1.  The slabs were separated by 
approximately 12 Å of vacuum.  To verify that the neighboring slabs were sufficiently isolated, 
the number of bilayers was increased.  The calculated surface energy was within 2% for 6 
bilayers in the slab model of the polar surfaces and within 1% for 5 bilayers in the slab model of 
the smaller area non-polar surface.  Interaction of the neighboring slabs led to a significant 
surface energy decrease for 7 and 6 bilayers of the polar and non-polar surfaces, respectively.   In 
all the subsequent calculations, the thickness of the slabs was restricted to at most 5 bilayers.  
Atomic and molecular adsorbates were introduced on one of the two exposed surfaces.  Preferred 
binding sites for Cd, Se, and CdSe (Chapter 3) on the three surfaces were used as initial guesses 
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 for adsorption of Zn and S atoms and ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS molecules.   These high-symmetry 
binding sites are labeled in Figure 5-1. 
 
 
Figure 5-1.  Top view of the polar (a) ( )0001  and (b) ( )0001  and the non-polar  
(c) ( )1120  CdSe surfaces.  Unit cell vectors are labeled along with the sites for 
ad-species adsorption.  
 
5.2.3. Thermodynamic Considerations 
 The cohesive energy of the bulk ME (M=Z/Cd, E=S/Se) solid relative to the ME species 
in vacuum was calculated both for the zinc blende and wurtzite structures using the following 
expression: 
 1c v bE E En
= −  5.1 
where Ev is the total energy of the ME species in vacuum, Eb is the total energy of the bulk, and n 
is the number of ME units per irreducible unit cell in the bulk calculation.  The calculated values 
of the cohesive energies for the zinc blende and wurtzite forms of ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe are 
shown in Table 5-1.   
 The binding energy of any adsorbate (A) on a bare surface was defined as: 
 , ,A slab A slab relaxed A vBE E E E+= − −  5.2 
where Eslab is the total energy of the slab and Eslab+A is the total energy of the slab and the 
adsorbate. 
 The binding energy of any adsorbate atop a monolayer was calculated by: 
 , ,A slab ML A slab ML relaxed A vBE E E E+ + += − −  5.3 
(a) (0001) (b) (0001) (c) (1120) 
top 
H3 
T4 
B2 
top 
H3 
B2 
T1Cd  T1Se 
BU║  
BL┴  
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 where Eslab+ML is the total energy of the slab with the adsorbed monolayer. 
 Monolayer stability was obtained by calculating the binding energy per ME unit by: 
 ( ), ,1 44ML slab ML slab relaxed ME vBE E E E+= − −  5.4 
 Dissociation energy for the ME species was calculated both for the molecule in vacuum 
and on the surface by: 
 , , , ,d v M g E g ME gE E E E∆ = + −  5.5 
 , ,d a d v M E MEE E BE BE BE∆ = ∆ + + −  5.6 
 Note that all the binding energies for the ME molecules can also be defined relative to the 
corresponding bulk material.  This value can be easily obtained from the binding energy relative 
to vacuum (Equation 5.2) and the cohesive energy of ME solid (Equation 5.1) by: 
 , , ,ME b ME v c MEBE BE E= +  5.7 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. Adsorption on Bare (0001) , (0001) , and (1120)  Surfaces 
 Binding energies and geometries of the atomic Zn and S and molecular ZnS, ZnSe, and 
CdS species on the three CdSe surfaces were obtained using DFT calculations.  Initial guesses 
for the starting geometries were based on the lowest energy binding sites of Cd, Se, and CdSe on 
the (0001) , (0001) , and (1120)  surfaces presented in Chapter 3.  Note that Cd and Zn and Se 
and S have the same number of the valance electrons, and as a result, we would expect that both 
species would prefer a similar electronic environment on the surface either in atomic or 
molecular form.  Images of the bound adsorbates on the three surfaces are presented in Figure 
5-2.  Their binding energies calculated using Equation 5.8 are summarized Table 5-2.  The 
dissociation energies (Equation 5.6) of the molecular species are also reported in Table 5-2. 
 On the polar Cd terminated (0001)  surface, the topB, H3, and T4(M)-B2(E) binding sites 
were considered for Zn, S, and ME (M=Z/Cd,E=S/Se) adsorbates, respectively.  The topB is a 
one-fold site atop the bulk Cd atom, B2 is a 2-fold bridge site, H3 is a hollow 3-fold site, and T4 
is a tetrahedral 4-fold site.  Similar to Cd, atomic Zn binds  weakly to the (0001)  surface, while 
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 S binds strongly to the surface with a binding energy about 0.27 eV larger than that of Se.  The 
molecular species also bind strongly to the (0001)  surface with a narrow range (~0.12 eV) in the 
binding strengths from the strongest to the weakest: CdS~ZnS>ZnSe~CdSe.  Again, binding of 
the molecular species parallel to the surface is preferred.  Therefore, the stronger binding S atom 
determines the preferential binding of the molecular species.  On the polar Se terminated (0001)  
surface, the H3, B2, and the H3(M)-B2(E) binding sites were considered for the Zn, S, and ME 
adsorbates, respectively.   Both atomic species bind strongly on the (0001)  surface, with Zn and 
S binding stronger than Cd and Se, by 0.39 and 0.25 eV, respectively.  Unlike the (0001)  
surface, molecular species on the (0001)  surface primarily coordinate through either Cd or Zn. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the binding energies are ZnSe>ZnS>CdSe>CdS, since Zn 
binds stronger than Cd.  When comparing between the two polar surfaces, binding on the (0001)  
is preferred by the Zn/Cd while binding on the (0001)  is preferred by S/Se and the molecular 
ME species.  Furthermore, data in Table 5-2 show that dissociation of the molecular species is 
exothermic on the (0001) , but not on the (0001)  surface.   
 On the non-polar (1120)  surface the BL┴, BU||, and [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ binding sites were 
considered for the Zn, S, and ME adsorbates, respectively.  The T1 is a 1-fold site with 
coordination to either surface Se or Cd.  The BL and BU are the 2-fold bridge sites above either 
the lower or upper surface layers, oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the surface CdSe 
chains.  Similar to the (0001)  surface, Zn and Cd both bind weakly on the (1120)  surface. The 
binding strength of S is about 0.37 eV higher than that of Se, but for both atoms it is lower than 
the binding strength on the polar surfaces.  The strength of binding of the MSe species is on the 
same order as that on the (0001)  surface, while the MS  species bind stronger on the (1120)  than 
on the (0001)  surface, but still weaker than on the (0001)  surface.  The order of the strongest to 
the weakest bound species is ZnS>ZnSe~CdS>CdSe.  In addition, the ME species bind primarily 
through the Zn/Cd center with only weak coordination through the S/Se.  Therefore, it is not 
surprising that the observed trend in binding strength is the same as that observed on the (0001)  
surface.  Moreover, dissociation of all the molecular species is endothermic.   
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Figure 5-2.  Binding configurations for Zn, S, ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS on the relaxed 
CdSe polar (a) ( )0001  and (b) ( )0001  surfaces and (c) non-polar ( )1120  surface.  
The images contain periodic copies of the adsorbate species.   
 
 
Zn S
S Zn ZnSe CdS ZnS 
H3 topB T4-B2 
B2 H3 H3-B2 
(0001) 
(0001) 
(a) 
(b) 
BU||BL┴ [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ 
(1120) 
(c) 
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 Table 5-2.  Binding sites and binding energies of the Zn, Cd, S, and Se atoms and 
the ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe molecules on the relaxed ( )0001 , ( )0001  and 
( )1120  surfaces of CdSe.  Values are given relative to adsorbates in vacuum.  The 
top two surface bi-layers were allowed to relax.  Dissociation energies for 
molecular species are also shown. 
Bare Surfaces 
BE (eV) Site Zn Cd S Se 
(0001) topB(M) – H3 (E) -0.34 -0.35 -3.86 -3.59 
(0001) H3(M) – B2(E) -2.47 -2.08 -3.14 -2.90 
(1120) BL┴(M) – BU||(E) -0.30 -0.30 -2.44 -2.07 
      
BE (eV)  ZnS ZnSe CdS CdSe 
(0001) T4-B2 -3.38 -3.30 -3.39 -3.27 
(0001) H3-B2 -2.83 -2.89 -2.58 -2.63 
(1120) [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ -3.05 -2.88 -2.83 -2.66 
      
∆Ed,s (eV)  Zn+S Zn+Se Cd+S Cd+Se 
(0001) topB + H3 0.86 0.71 0.49 0.41 
(0001) H3 + B2 -1.11 -1.14 -1.33 -1.28 
(1120) BL┴ + BU|| 1.98 1.85 1.40 1.36 
 
 
5.3.2. Monolayer Stability 
 Values for the energetic stabilities of full monolayers of ME species on the ( )0001 , 
( )0001  and ( )1120  CdSe surfaces (as defined by Equation 5.4) are reported in Table 5-3.  The 
data are shown for binding energy on per ME basis of the 4 ME species contained in a 
monolayer.  On the ( )0001  surface, CdS is the most stable ML relative to CdS in vacuum, 
followed by ZnS, ZnSe, and CdSe.  The trend is similar on the non-polar ( )1120  surface, with 
the CdS monolayer stability approximately equal to that of ZnS ML.  On the ( )0001  surface the 
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 order of stabilities is CdS>ZnSe~CdSe>ZnS.    When comparing among surfaces, monolayer 
stability order is ( )1120  > ( )0001 > ( )0001 .   
 
Table 5-3.  Stability of the adsorbed monolayer of ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe on 
the ( )0001 , ( )0001  and ( )1120  surfaces of CdSe.  Values are given relative to the 
ME molecule in vacuum.  Each monolayer contains four ME species.  The BE is 
reported on a per ME basis.   
Monolayer 
BE (eV)  4.ZnS 4.ZnSe 4.CdS 4.CdSe 
(0001) per ME -3.78 -3.73 -3.95 -3.66 
(0001) per ME -3.55 -3.67 -3.80 -3.66 
(1120) per ME -3.92 -3.83 -3.92 -3.70 
 
5.3.3. Adsorption atop a Monolayer on (0001) , (0001) , and (1120)  Surfaces 
 Binding energies and geometries for the atomic and molecular ME species atop their 
corresponding monolayers were obtained.  Images of the M(Zn/Cd) and E(S/Se) atoms and the 
ME molecules atop the corresponding ME monolayer on the (0001) , (0001) , and (1120)  
surfaces of CdSe are shown in Figure 5-3, Figure 5-4, and Figure 5-5, respectively.  Binding sites 
similar to those on the bare surface were used as the initial guesses.  Binding energies relative to 
adsorbates in vacuum (as calculated by Equation 5.3) are shown in Table 5-4.   
 On the polar (0001)  surface, binding of the atomic species atop the adsorbed ML is 
weakened relative to the bare surfaces, especially atop the ZnS and ZnSe monolayers.  Binding 
of the molecular species is slightly enhanced in the case of the ZnS and ZnSe but weakened in 
the case of CdS.  On the polar (0001)  surface, binding of all atomic and molecular species is 
significantly enhanced.  This effect is especially pronounced in the case of ZnS, where Zn, S, and 
ZnS binding energies increased by 0.53, 1.44, and 1.31 eV, respectively, relative to the bare 
surfaces.  On the non-polar (1120)  surface, binding of Zn and Cd atoms is slightly weakened, 
while S/Se and molecular binding were slightly enhanced relative to binding on a bare surface.  
Again a more pronounced enhancement in the binding strength is observed on the ZnS 
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 monolayer.  As in the case of the bare surfaces, binding of the Zn/Cd atoms is favored on the 
(0001)  surface on top of the ZnS, ZnSe, or CdS monolayers.  Binding of the S/Se atoms and ME 
molecules is favored on the (0001)  surface with the exception of binding atop the ZnS 
monolayer, where the S atom and ZnS molecule prefer to bind on the (0001)  surface.  Similar to 
the bare surface binding, dissociation of the molecular adsorbates is exothermic only on the 
(0001)  surface.  Furthermore, the energy gain is higher for dissociation atop the monolayer 
relative to the bare surface, especially for the ZnS monolayer.   
 
 
Figure 5-3.  Binding configurations of atomic (M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) and molecular 
(ME) species atop their corresponding monolayer (4ME) on the polar Cd 
terminated ( )0001  surface of CdSe.  (a) Zn, S, and ZnS atop a ZnS monolayer.  
(b) Zn, Se, and ZnSe atop a ZnSe monolayer.  (c) Cd, S, and CdS atop a CdS 
monolayer.  The images contain periodic copies of the adsorbate species.   
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ZnSe 
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Figure 5-4.  Binding configurations of atomic (M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) and molecular 
(ME) species atop the corresponding monolayer (4ME) on the polar Se terminated ( )0001  surface of CdSe.  (a) Zn, S, and ZnS atop a ZnS monolayer.  (b) Zn, Se, 
and ZnSe atop a ZnSe monolayer.  (c) Cd, S, and CdS atop a CdS monolayer.  
The images contain periodic copies of the adsorbate species.   
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Figure 5-5.  Binding configurations of atomic (M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) and molecular 
(ME) species atop their corresponding monolayer (4ME) on the non-polar ( )1120  
surface of CdSe.  (a) Zn, S, and ZnS atop a ZnS monolayer.  (b) Zn, Se, and ZnSe 
atop a ZnSe monolayer.  (c) Cd, S, and CdS atop a CdS monolayer.  The images 
contain periodic copies of the adsorbate species.   
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 Table 5-4.  Binding sites and binding energies of the atomic (M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) 
and molecular (ME) species atop the corresponding monolayer (4ME) on the 
( )0001 , ( )0001  and ( )1120  surfaces of CdSe.  Values are given relative to 
adsorbates in vacuum and the CdSe surface covered by an ME monolayer.  The 
top three surface bi-layers were allowed to relax.    Dissociation energy for 
molecular species is also shown.   
Atop a Monolayer 
BE (eV) Site Zn/ZnS Zn/ZnSe Cd/CdS Cd/CdSe 
(0001) topB -0.27 -0.16 -0.26 -0.35 
(0001) H3 -3.00 -2.54 -2.38 -2.08 
(1120) BL┴ -0.24 -0.29 -0.28 -0.30 
      
BE (eV)  S/ZnS Se/ZnSe S/CdS Se/CdSe 
(0001) H3 -3.65 -3.25 -3.84 -3.59 
(0001) B2 -4.59 -3.27 -3.57 -2.90 
(1120) BU|| -2.90 -2.22 -2.45 -2.07 
      
BE (eV)  ZnS/ZnS ZnSe/ZnSe CdS/CdS CdSe/CdSe 
(0001) T4-B2 -3.49 -3.31 -3.22 -3.27 
(0001) H3-B2 -4.13 -3.07 -2.81 -2.63 
(1120) [T1Se-T1Cd]┴ -3.27 -2.86 -2.92 -2.66 
      
∆Ed,s (eV)  (Zn+S)/ZnS (Zn+Se)/ZnSe (Cd+S)/CdS (Cd+Se)/CdSe
(0001) topB + H3 1.25 1.24 0.34 0.41 
(0001) H3 + B2 -1.77 -1.39 -1.53 -1.28 
(1120) BL┴ + BU|| 1.81 1.69 1.47 1.36 
 
 
5.3.4. Implications for Heteroepitaxy 
 There are two limiting reference states that can be considered to describe heteroepitaxy: 
either the ME species in vacuum (as applied in Sections 5.3.1-5.3.3) or the ME species in the 
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 bulk phase.  The latter can serve as a predictor for the generation of the heteroepitaxial layer 
versus secondary nanocrystal nucleation.  Note that when describing solution phase growth of 
the heteroepitaxial layer or nanocrystal nucleation, complexation of the ME monomeric unit by 
ligands in solution would determine the appropriate reference state.  However, for comparison 
among different materials, a better choice of the reference state would be the ME in the bulk 
since ME species self-interact on the surface during the formation of the heteroepitaxial layers.   
Conversion between the BEv and BEb can be achieved by adding the cohesive energy of the ME 
solid, as shown in Equation 5.7.  Using cohesive energies of the more stable wurtzite structure of 
the ME (M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) species presented in Table 5-1 and the vacuum based binding 
energies of the molecular species on either bare surfaces, in the form of a monolayer, or atop an 
adsorbed monolayer on the ( )0001 , ( )0001  and ( )1120  surfaces of CdSe, values of the binding 
energies relative to the bulk state were calculated.  The obtained values for BEb for ME binding 
on bare and monolayer passivated surfaces are shown in Figure 5-6 (a) and (b), respectively.  
Binding energies of the more stable dissociated species on the ( )0001  surface are also shown in 
Figure 5-6 (a) and (b).  Stability of the ME monolayers relative to bulk is shown in  
Figure 5-6 (c).   In all cases value are plotted relative to the wurtzite lattice constant of the 
adsorbed material.   
 The data in Figure 5-6 (a) show that binding of the ME species is favored on the polar Cd 
terminated ( )0001  surface, while dissociation of the ME species on the ( )0001  surface 
significantly enhances its strength of binding.  Furthermore, there is a weak trend as a function of 
the lattice mismatch.  In particular, binding of the ZnS, which has the greatest lattice mismatch 
with CdSe, is weakest relative to ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe.  Note that the trend is not consistent for 
ZnSe and CdS, for which ZnSe has a lower lattice parameter but a higher cohesive energy.  In all 
cases for the un-dissociated species, addition atop the surfaces is not favored relative to 
formation of the bulk.  However, in the case of the dissociated species, binding is preferred to 
formation of the bulk for ZnSe and CdSe.  Moreover, we would expect the sites with ME species 
to serve as more reactive centers for further heteroepitaxial growth, suggesting that the ( )0001  
surface would be the preferential direction of growth.   
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Figure 5-6.  Lattice mismatch dependence of the binding energies relative to the 
bulk for ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe ad-species on the CdSe ( )0001 , ( )0001 , and 
( )1120  surfaces.  (a) Binding of a single ME (M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) species on the 
bare CdSe surfaces.  (b) Binding of a single ME species atop a ME monolayer.  
(c)  Binding of a full ME monolayer, with energy reported on a per ME basis.  
Values are given relative to ME species in the solid phase.  In the case of ME 
binding on the ( )0001  surface, energies for the more stable dissociated M + E 
species are also reported.   
 
 The data in Figure 5-6 (b) show that addition of the ME species is also favored on the Cd 
terminated ( )0001  surface, with the exception of ZnS, which prefers to bind on the ( )0001  
surface.  Furthermore, on the Se terminated ( )0001  surface, ME species preferentially bind in the 
dissociated form.  In general, an increase in the lattice mismatch leads to weaker binding on the 
( )0001  surface.  However, an increase in the lattice mismatch leads to stronger binding of the 
molecular species on the ( )0001  surface and, to a lesser degree, on the ( )1120  surface.  
Furthermore, binding of the dissociated species atop a monolayer on the ( )0001  surface is 
strongest for the highest lattice mismatched ZnS, and in all cases binding and dissociation are 
energetically favorable to formation of the ME bulk phase.  Therefore, nucleation of the second 
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 monolayer is favored on the Se terminated ( )0001  surface and the reactivity of that surface is 
significantly enhanced due to strain. 
 Comparison of the monolayer stabilities on different facets of CdSe, as shown in  
Figure 5-6 (c), demonstrates that ZnSe and CdS monolayer formation is slightly favored on the 
non-polar ( )1120  side surface and the polar Cd terminated ( )0001  surface and ZnS monolayer 
formation is significantly favored on the same two surfaces.  This is a reverse trend relative to 
the addition of the heteroepitaxial growth species, which favor binding in a dissociated form on 
the Se terminated polar ( )0001  facet.  In all cases, monolayer formation of ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS 
on the CdSe surfaces is unfavorable relative to the formation of their bulk phases, with an 
increase in the lattice mismatch leading to a decrease in the stability of the monolayer.   
 
5.4. Conclusions 
 To gain a better understanding of heteroepitaxial growth on CdSe nanocrystals we have 
conducted density functional theory calculations on the two polar Cd ( )0001  and Se ( )0001  
terminated surfaces and the non-polar ( )1120  surface of the wurtzite CdSe.  In particular, we 
investigated elementary reaction steps that occur during heteroepitaxial growth, including 
adsorption of the atomic species and adsorption and dissociation of the molecular ME 
(M=Zn/Cd, E=S/Se) species both on bare and monolayer passivated surfaces.  We determined 
binding energies and binding geometries of the M, E, and ME adsorbates, and the dissociation 
thermochemistry of the ME species.  Furthermore, we explored stability of the ME monolayers 
on the three surfaces.  We compared all of our findings to homoepitaxial growth of CdSe and 
explored the effect of lattice mismatch on heteroepitaxial growth.   
 Our results indicate that there are two competing effects for the growth of 
heterostructures: thermodynamic stability and surface reactivity.  The first effect, thermodynamic 
stability of a monolayer, suggests that heteroepitaxial growth of a monolayer is slightly more 
stable on the ( )1120  and the ( )0001  surfaces and that if there is a sufficient concentration of the 
precursors for nucleation of the secondary nanocrystals, their formation will be 
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 thermodynamically preferable to heterostructure formation.  The second effect, the surface 
reactivity, suggests that heteroepitaxial growth would be preferred on the Se terminated ( )0001  
surface by addition and dissociation of the ME species.  Moreover, an increase in the lattice 
mismatch between CdSe and the adsorbing ME species decreases monolayer stability and the 
reactivity of the bare surfaces.  On the contrary, surface reactivity atop the monolayer on the 
( )0001  surface is enhanced with a larger lattice mismatch due to an increase in the strain of the 
underlying layer.   Thus, once a monolayer is formed, the surface strain would in fact enhance 
nucleation of the second monolayer, leading to preferential growth on the Se terminated ( )0001  
surface and formation of anisotropic core/shell structures.   
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 Chapter 6 Kinetic Model of Nanocrystal Formation  
 
6.1. Introduction 
 Most work in the area of chemistry development for the preparation of high quality 
nanocrystals with low polydispersity and high crystallinity has required laborious trial-and-error 
approaches to finding optimal reaction conditions.  Chapters 2 through 4 have been dedicated to 
developing a comprehensive understanding of the chemistry of CdSe nanocrystal formation, by 
elucidating the elementary reactions occurring in solution and at the nanocrystal surfaces during 
early and late stages of growth, respectively.  With a better understanding of the chemistry and 
insights from experiments we can now begin to develop a general framework for studying the 
kinetics of nanocrystal formation.  This general approach can yield important insights for rational 
manipulation of the nanocrystal synthesis, which can significantly accelerate not only the 
optimization of existing routes but also the development of new material chemistries.   
 Table 6-1 summarizes the different classes of models that can be used to describe the 
formation of nanocrystals.  One of the models is classical nucleation theory (CNT), described in 
Section 1.3.1, which allows us to calculate the rate of generation of critical sized clusters.  A 
shortcoming of this approach, however, is that it lacks information about the resulting size 
distribution of the nucleated particles.  Furthermore, characteristic critical nuclei sizes considered 
by CNT are on the order of a few nanometers, which is on the same order of magnitude as the 
final size of the nanocrystals.  Moreover, CNT does not yield any information about the growth 
process.  Therefore, to describe the growth of nanocrystals, a single spherical particle first order 
reaction diffusion model (Section 1.3.2) has been utilized44, 45.  Notably, as described in Section 
1.3.2, this simple model has been used ubiquitously to support the hypothesis that size 
distribution focusing, an experimentally observed phenomenon, is due to diffusion limited 
growth38, 44, 47, 48.  However this model has some important limitations.  First, it does not take into 
account the depletion of monomers during the growth process and second, it does not provide 
any information about the particle size distribution.  Some work has also been done on 
simulating the growth of ensembles of nanocrystals using reaction-diffusion equations 
individually or in combination with CNT44.  However, this type of model requires an a priori 
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 assumption about the initial size distribution, which can significantly impact the observed model 
behavior. 
  
Table 6-1.  Different types of models of nucleation and growth of semiconductor 
nanocrystals.   
Model Type Key Findings Limitations 
Classical nucleation theory 
Nucleation flux based on 
surface energy of particles and 
monomer supersaturation 
No information about the size 
and the size distribution.   
Growth law for a single 
particle 
Evolution of the particle radius 
with time 
Ignores monomer depletion, 
i.e. lack of mass conservation. 
 
No information about particle 
concentrations or size 
distribution.    
Combination of classical 
nucleation theory and 
growth law 
Coupling of the nucleation flux 
with growth 
Requires seeding of the initial 
distribution 
 
Assumption of the initial size 
distribution, e.g. normal or 
lognormal 
Rate equation based 
models 
Evolution of the entire size 
distribution with time 
Computationally intensive 
  
 
 
 Rate equation based models can overcome some of these limitations.  Such models are 
formulated by developing expressions to describe the rates of change of different sized clusters, 
and then solving the expressions to evolve the complete size distribution as a function of time.  
Mantzaris has combined a population balance approach with a reaction diffusion model for a 
single particle to track the evolution of the size distribution with variations in supersaturation101.  
However, again in this case seeding of the initial distribution was applied.  And as a result, this 
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 model does not contain any information about the nucleation process.  Robb et al. have 
combined burst nucleation, characterized by thermal equilibration of small sized clusters, with a 
continuous master equation for clusters of sizes greater than the critical size (assuming diffusion 
limited growth)102.  In this case, the distribution was seeded either just with a thermal distribution 
for sub-critical clusters or in combination with a normal distribution for supercritical clusters.  
The objective of this thesis is to develop a model that can not only describe the evolution of a 
nanocrystal size distribution but can also accurately capture the kinetics of nucleation, with a 
single a priori assumption that only precursors are present initially.   
 In this chapter we develop a general model to describe the kinetics of the unified 
phenomena of colloidal nanocrystal nucleation and growth.  The model considers a slow 
conversion of precursors to monomers, which can then further cluster to form larger 
nanocrystals.  Both growth and dissociation of clusters are considered.  Cluster formation is 
modeled by a combination of a set of discrete rate equations and a continuous Fokker-Planck 
equation for small and large clusters, respectively.  This formalism allows us to accurately track 
the entire size distribution as a function of time with minimal computational intensity.  Non-
dimensionalization of the model reduces the number of independent variables and constants to 
only two grouped parameters.  These two grouped parameters can potentially be used to guide 
the rational modification of synthetic conditions used in experimental settings.  To do this, the 
minimum attained size distribution and the corresponding mean size are mapped for different 
parameter combinations.  The model reproduces the experimental observations of both size 
distribution focusing and defocusing.  Furthermore, the model shows that diffusion limitation is 
not essential for size focusing, and that focusing can be obtained under pure reaction control.  
Moreover, it is used to explore several routes toward the generation of small nanocrystals with 
narrow size distributions.  We show that either modulating temperature or introducing small 
concentrations of additives can lead to narrower distributions of small sized nanocrystals.  Again, 
several grouped parameters are introduced to guide experimental efforts. 
 
6.2. Model Description 
 In this section we develop a kinetic model of nanocrystal nucleation and growth.  In 
particular, we consider a well-mixed system of precursors ( )P  that can react to form monomeric 
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 species ( )1C .  For simplicity, we assume that there is only one rate-limiting step and that the 
reaction is irreversible and first order in the precursor concentration: 
 1
fkP C⎯⎯→  6.1 
where kf is the rate constant for monomer formation.  Typical binary semiconductor nanocrystals 
are generally prepared from two precursors.  However, one of the two precursors is likely to be 
less reactive, thus validating the use of Equation 6.1 for this system.  For example, in the salt 
route preparation of CdSe nanocrystals, reduction of the metal precursor is likely to be the rate 
limiting step as we have discussed in Chapter 2.   
 Once the monomeric species are formed, they can combine to form dimers, dimers can 
further react with monomers to form trimers, and so on.  In a general population balance model, 
the transformation of an ( )n -sized cluster into an ( )m -sized cluster can occur at a certain time-
dependent rate, due to attachment or detachment of other smaller sized clusters.  However, in the 
case of semiconductor nanocrystals, the stabilization of clusters by bulky ligands reduces the 
probability for cluster-cluster aggregation, and as a result, we make the simplifying assumption 
that the transformation can only occur by attachment/detachment of a unit sized monomer.  Thus, 
the concentration of an n-sized cluster depends only on the concentrations of the n-1 and n+1 
sized clusters: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1
1 1
1 1n n n n
n n n n
g C g C
d C d C
n n n− −
+ +
⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→− +←⎯⎯⎯ ←⎯⎯⎯" "  6.2 
where Cn is the concentration of the n-sized cluster, gn and dn are the time dependent rates of 
monomer attachment and detachment to and from the n-sized cluster, respectively.   
6.2.1. Growth and Dissolution Rates 
 As discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, ligands play an important role in nanocrystalline 
synthesis.  For example, ligands can bind to the growing cluster, blocking potential sites for 
subsequent monomer attachment.  Additionally ligands can also aid in the dissolution of clusters 
by strongly binding to monomeric cluster subunits.  Since the typical concentration of ligands is 
significantly higher than those of the monomers and ligand attachment and detachment are likely 
to occur at rates faster than those of monomers due to their smaller sizes, we assume that free 
ligands are at equilibrium with those bound to the clusters.  This allows us to determine the 
number of available or occupied sites for the calculation of monomer attachment and detachment 
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 rates.  Thus, in general under the kinetic control regime, the growth rate is proportional to the 
number of available sites and the concentration of the monomer while the dissociation rate is 
proportional to the number of sites occupied by ligands: 
 ' , 1
1
1n a sites n eq
g k N C
K L
= +  6.3 
 ' , 1
eq
n d sites n
eq
K L
d k N
K L
= +  6.4 
where 'ak  and 
'
dk  are the addition and dissociation rates per site, ,sites nN  is the total number of 
cluster sites, eqK  is the equilibrium constant for ligand binding to clusters, and L and C1 are the 
ligand and monomer concentrations, respectively.  The number of surface sites is proportional to 
the exposed surface area; thus, assuming that the nanocrystals are approximately spherical leads 
to: 
 ( )1/3 2/3, 2 /3 36Ssites nN nρ πρ
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  6.5 
where Sρ  is the number of sites per unit area and ρ  is the material density.  Furthermore, the 
typical concentration of ligands is several orders of magnitude higher than that of nanocrystals, 
and as a result, the total free ligand concentration remains approximately constant.  These two 
assumptions significantly simplify the expressions in Equations 6.3 and 6.4 to: 
  2 /3 1n ag k n C=  6.6 
 2/3n dd k n=  6.7 
where ka and kd  are the effective addition and dissolution rate constants, respectively:   
 ( )1/3' 2 /3 136 1Sa a eqk k K L
ρ πρ
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥ +⎣ ⎦  6.8 
 ( )1/3' 2 /3 36 1 eqSd d eq
K L
k k
K L
ρ πρ
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥ +⎣ ⎦  6.9 
6.2.2. Governing Equations 
 Based on Equation 6.2, the discrete rate equation for an ( )n -sized cluster can be written 
as: 
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  ( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1n n n n n n n n n n ndC J J g C d C g C d Cdt + − − + += − = − − −  6.10 
where nJ  is the net flux from the cluster of size n-1 to the cluster of size n.  Substituting the 
expressions for the growth and dissociation rates from Equations 6.6 and 6.7 leads to: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2/3 2/3
1 1
2 /3 2/3
1 1
1
1
n
a n d n
a n d n
dC k n C C k n C
dt
k n C C k n C
−
+
= − −
− + +
 6.11 
Based on the assumption of first order monomer generation reaction from precursors, the rate of 
change of the precursor concentration is: 
 f
dP k P
dt
= −  6.12 
Once a monomer is formed from a precursor, monomers are consumed in all of the subsequent 
growth reactions and generated in the dissociation reactions, such that the rate of change of the 
monomer concentration is: 
 
1
2 2 /31
1 1
1
2/3 2/3
2
2
( )
(2) ( )
N
f a a n
n
N
d d n
n
dC k P k C k n C C
dt
k C k n C
−
=
=
= − −
+ +
∑
∑
 6.13 
6.2.3. Non-Dimensionalization 
 The derivation in the previous section yields two dimensions for variables: concentration 
and time, and three rate constants: ka, kd, and kf.  To gain further insight into the model 
predictions, we introduce nondimensional concentration and time: 
 
0 0
;nn
C Pc p
P P
= =  6.14 
 fk tτ =  6.15 
where concentration is scaled by the initial precursor concentration, Po, and time is scaled by the 
rate of monomer generation from precursors.  Substituting these definitions into Equations 6.11-
6.13 leads to: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2/3 2/3
1 1
2 /3 2 /3
1 1
1
1
n
n n
n n
dc n c c n c
d
n c c n c
α βτ
α β
−
+
= − −
− + +
 6.16 
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  dp p
dτ = −  6.17 
 
1
2 2/31
1 1
1
2/3 2/3
2
2
( )
(2) ( )
N
n
n
N
n
n
dc p c n c c
d
c n c
α ατ
β β
−
=
=
= − −
+ +
∑
∑
 6.18 
where parameters α  and β  are defined as: 
 0a
f
k P
k
α =  6.19 
 d
f
k
k
β =  6.20 
The scaled growth and dissociation rates become: 
 2/ 3 1ng n cα=  6.21 
 2/3nd nβ=  6.22 
6.2.4. Direct Precursor Addition 
 It is also plausible that for certain chemistries, precursors may also directly and 
irreversibly react with clusters.  Thus, if either the precursors addition or activation on clusters is 
rate limiting, the rate of growth due to precursor will be proportional to the precursor 
concentration and the number of available sites, leading to a growth expression similar to that in 
Equation 6.3: 
 ,' 2 / 3, 1
eq P
p p sites n p
eq
K
g k N P k n P
K L
= =+  6.23 
 
where kp is the effective rate of precursor addition.  Introducing the growth of clusters via 
addition of precursors leads to a slight modification of the rate expressions: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 /3 2/3
1 1 1
2 /3 2/ 3
1
2 /3 2/ 3
1
1
1
( 1) ( )
n
n n
n n
n n
dc n c c n c c
d
n c n c
n c p n c p
α ατ
β β
γ γ
−
+
−
= − −
+ + −
+ − −
 6.24 
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1
2 /3
1
( )
N
n
n
dp p n c p
d
γτ
−
=
= − − ∑  6.25 
 
1
2 2/ 31
1 1
1
2/ 3 2/ 3
2 1
2
( )
(2) ( )
N
n
n
N
n
n
dc p c n c c
d
c n c c p
α ατ
β β γ
−
=
=
= − −
+ + −
∑
∑
 6.26 
  where γ  is defined as: 
 0p
f
k P
k
γ =  6.27 
6.2.5. Surface Energy 
 Note that until now we have assumed that equilibrium concentration of free monomer 
with the cluster is constant 1,eqc
β
α
⎛ ⎞=⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  and independent of size.  However, for large clusters, 
surface energy may become important.  The Gibbs free energy for surface formation is given by: 
 24fnG rπ σ=  6.28 
where σ  is the surface energy.  Expressing Equation 6.28 in terms of the cluster size leads to: 
 
2/ 3
2 /36f
nG n
π σρ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 6.29 
In general, the equilibrium concentration of the monomer with a cluster of size n is given by: 
 11, 1, exp
f
n n n
eq eq
GC C
kT
→ +⎡ ⎤∆= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 6.30 
where C1,eq is monomer concentration in equilibrium with a flat surface and 1
f
n nG → +∆  is the 
difference in the Gibbs free energy of formation between cluster of size n+1 and n.   Substituting 
Equation 6.29 into Equation 6.30 gives: 
 ( )( )2/ 3 2 /3 2/ 311, 1, 1, 6exp exp 1fn n neq eq eqGC C C n nkT kTπ σρ→ + ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤∆ ⎢ ⎥= = + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦  6.31 
 Based on these expressions, we can derive an alternative expression for the dissociation 
rate.  Since the dissociation and growth rate must be equal in equilibrium, and the dissociation 
rate is not concentration dependent, the dissociated rate can always be defined as: 
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  , 1,
n
n n eq a eqd g k C= =  6.32 
Substituting in the expression for the size dependent equilibrium concentration (Equation 6.31) 
and non-dimensionalizing yields: 
 ( )( )2/32/3 2 /3 2/3exp 1n eq effd c n n n nσα σ β⎡ ⎤= + − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  6.33 
where 
2/ 3
6
eff kT
π σσ ρ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 and the size dependent dissociation rate constant is given by: 
 ( )( )2/ 3 2/3exp 1eq effc n nσβ α σ⎡ ⎤= + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  6.34 
Note that if the surface energy is zero, the effective dissociation rate is equal to β . 
6.2.6. Diffusion Limitation 
 The derivation in Section 6.2.1 was presented for the case of the reaction controlled 
growth.  However, the model can be easily adapted to incorporate diffusion limitation.  In such a 
case the rate of growth would be proportional to the radius of the nanocrystal as opposed to the 
available area.  Thus, the scaled growth rate is given by: 
 1/ 3, 1n D Dg n cα=  6.35 
The scaled parameter for addition via diffusion and the effective addition rate are defined as: 
 , 0a DD
f
k P
k
α =  6.36 
 
1
1/3
,
34
4a D A C
k N Dπ πρ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  6.37 
where 
1C
D  is the monomer diffusivity.   
 In the more general case, to consider both reaction and diffusion, we assume that the 
concentration of the monomer at the growth interface ( )*1c  is at pseudo steady state: 
 
*
1/ 3 1/ 3 * 2 /3 2/ 3 *1
1 1 1 0D D
dc n c n c n n c
d
α α β ατ = − + − =  6.38 
such that the effective growth rate, which is proportional to the interface monomer concentration 
becomes: 
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1/3 2/3
2 /3 * 2 /3 1
1 1/ 3 2/3
D
n
D
n c ng n c n
n n
α βα α α α
+= = +  6.39 
and in the case of fast reaction, the non-dimensionless growth rate becomes: 
 1/3 2/3 1/31 ifn D D Dg n c n n
βα β α α αα≈ + −   6.40 
6.2.7. Temperature Variation 
 In most recent routes for batch synthesis of nanocrystals, injection of the precursors is 
performed into a solvent maintained at an elevated temperature relative to the ultimate growth 
condition1 as described in Chapter 1.  This hot injection growth technique can be modeled by an 
exponential decrease in temperature from 0T  toT∞ :   
 ( )o
T
T T T T Exp τ τ∞ ∞ ⎡ ⎤= + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  6.41 
where Tτ  is the non-dimensional time constant.  Note that for a well mixed fluid of initial 
temperature of 0T  in a vessel with surface temperature of T∞ , the non-dimensional time constant 
can be interpreted as: p vT f
v
C Vk
h A
ρτ = , where  ρ  is the fluid density, pC  is the heat capacity, h  
is the heat transfer coefficient, v
v
V
A
 is the volume to area ratio of the vessel.   
 We postulate that temperature primarily affects the rate of precursor conversion to 
monomer, since this like likely to be the process with the highest activation energy.  Thus, given 
the activation energy for the reaction, the rate of change of precursor consumption becomes:  
 
1 T
Tdp e p
d
ε
τ
∞∞
⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎡ ⎤= − ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 6.42 
Description of this process requires the introduction of three new non-dimensional parameters:  
scaled activation energy, ratio of final and initial temperature, and the time constant: 
 
0
; ; ;T
B
TE
k T T
ε τ∞∞
∞
=  6.43 
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 6.2.8. Additives  
 Additives can also play a large role in the chemistry of monomer formation either by 
enhancing and inhibiting the rate of precursor conversion to monomers.  For example, in the case 
of CdSe synthesis from cadmium salt precursors, as we showed in Chapter 2, the presence of di- 
and mono-alkyl phosphines significantly reduces the energy cost of cadmium reduction.  
Therefore, presence of the di- and mono-alkyl phosphines would lead to enhancement of the 
monomer formation rate.  To include the effect of rate enhancing additives (A), we consider two 
competing reactions for monomer formation:  
 1
1
f
additive
k
k
P C
P A C
⎯⎯→
+ ⎯⎯⎯→  6.44 
where kadditive is the rate of precursor conversion to monomer in the presence of an additive.  
Assuming that the precursor concentration remains approximately constant and that 
additive o fk P k>> , the effective non-dimensional rate for precursor conversion to monomer 
becomes: 
 ( )
0
0 0
0
additive
f
k P
kadditive
f
k P Adp p p e p p a e
d k P
τ δτδτ
⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= − − = − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
i  6.45 
Based on this definition, two new non-dimensional parameters become important – the 
enhancement in the rate due to additives and the relative impurity content: 
 0additive
f
k P
k
δ =  6.46 
 0
0
Ia
P
=  6.47 
6.2.9. Summary of Model Variables and Parameters 
 Table 6-2 summarizes the definition of the scaled variables and parameters defined in 
Sections 6.2.3 - 6.2.8.   
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 Table 6-2.  Summary of the scaled variables and model parameters. 
Variables 
0
n
n
Cc
P
=  Scaled cluster concentration 
 
0
Pp
P
=  Scaled precursor concentration 
 fk tτ =  Scaled time 
Primary Parameters 0a
f
k P
k
α =  Scaled growth rate parameter 
 d
f
k
k
β =  Scaled dissociation rate parameter 
Precursor Addition 0p
f
k P
k
γ =  Scaled growth rate parameter by direct 
addition of precursors 
Surface Energy 
2/ 3
6
eff kT
π σσ ρ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 
Scaled surface energy 
Diffusion Control , 0a DD
f
k P
k
α =  Scaled growth rate parameter under 
diffusion limitation 
Temperature Modulation 
B
E
k T
ε∞
∞
=  Scaled activation energy 
 Tτ  Scaled temperature decay time parameter 
 
0
T
T
∞  
Ratio of final temperature to initial 
temperature 
Additives 0additive
f
k P
k
δ =  Scaled enhancement in precursor 
conversion rate due to additives 
 0
0
Aa
P
=  Relative additive content 
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 6.3. Methods 
 The discrete rate equations presented in Section 6.2.2 can be integrated numerically.  
However, since the cluster sizes can be on the order of 105 or larger, the problem can be 
significantly simplified by approximating the discrete rate equations by a continuous partial 
differential equation.  Note that the partial differential equation is only accurate for large sizes; as 
a result, in this thesis we employ discrete rate equations for small sized clusters and the Fokker-
Planck equation for large clusters.  At the matching point (nmatch), both the concentration and the 
flux are matched.  The matching point was chosen at a cluster size of n = 10 to maintain 
sufficient accuracy.  Values of greater than 10 did not significantly improve the evolution of the 
size distribution.  Derivation of the Fokker-Planck Equation and methods for discretization are 
presented in the following sections.   
6.3.1. Fokker-Planck Equation (FPE)  
The scaled discrete rate equation derived in Section 6.2.2 is: 
 ( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1n n n n n n n n n n ndc J J g c d c g c d cdt + − − + += − = − − −  6.10 
where the scaled growth and dissociation rates are given by Equations 6.21 and 6.22.   
 To obtain the Fokker-Planck continuous approximation to this equation103, we perform a 
Taylor series expansion to the second order on 1 1n ng c− −  and 1 1n nd c+ +  terms yielding: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
2
1 1 2
2
2
11 1
2
1
2
n n n n
n n
n n
n n
g c g c gc n n gc n n
n n
g c gc gc
n n
− −
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎡ ⎤≈ + − − + − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎡ ⎤= − + ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 6.48 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2
2
1 1 2
2
2
11 1
2
1
2
n n n n
n n
n n
n n
d c d c dc n n dc n n
n n
d c dc dc
n n
+ +
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎡ ⎤≈ + + − + + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂⎡ ⎤= + + ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 6.49 
Substituting Equations 6.48 and 6.49 into Equation 6.10  yields: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 22 21 12 2n n nn n
dc gc gc dc dc
dt n n n n
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − + + +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 6.50 
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  ( ) ( )( )1
2
n
n
dc d g c g d c
dt n n
∂ ∂⎡ ⎤= − + +⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦  6.51 
Transforming a discrete concentration into a continuous function (f) of size and time leads to the 
final expression for the Fokker-Planck equation103: 
 f fAf B
t n n
∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠  6.52 
where –A is the drift velocity and B is the diffusion coefficient defined as: 
 ( )1
2
A d g g d
n
∂= − + +∂  6.53 
 ( )1
2
B g d= +  6.54 
 Introducing the use of the FPE changes the conservation expression for monomers, such 
that the differential form of the scaled monomer concentration becomes: 
 
max
1
1
match
match
nn
n
n n
dcdc fp n n dn
d dτ τ τ=
∂= − − ∂∑ ∫  6.55 
6.3.2. Discretization of the Fokker-Plank Equation 
 We apply a finite difference scheme to solve the size dependent part of the FPE that 
yields a non-negative solution and particle conservation.  Below, the CC70 finite difference 
scheme is outlined104, 105. 
 First, the central difference approximation is applied to the total flux in n-space:     
 m 1/ 2 m 1/ 2I Im
m
df
dt n
+ −−= ∆  6.56 
where: 
 1 1
2
m m
m
n nn + −−∆ =  6.57 
and the discretized flux is: 
 1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
m m m m
m
fI A f B
n+ + + + +
∂= + ∂  6.58 
The intermediate value of the negative of the drift velocity is given by: 
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  ( )1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
1
2m m m m
A d g g d
n+ + + +
∂= − + +∂  6.59 
Specifically, using central difference for the derivative of the diffusion coefficient, the negative 
of the drift velocity becomes: 
 ( ) 1 11/ 2 1 1
1
1 1
2 2
m m m m
m m m m m
m m
g g d dA d g d g
n n
+ +
+ + +
+
⎡ ⎤− + −= − + − + ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
 6.60 
Similarly, the intermediate value of the diffusion coefficient is: 
 ( )11/ 2 1 112 4m mm m m m m
B BB g g d d++ + +
+= = + + +  6.61 
The size derivative of the concentration is evaluated using central differencing as: 
 1
1/ 2 1/ 2
m m
m m
f ff
n n
+
+ +
−∂ =∂ ∆  6.62 
where: 
 1/ 2 1m m mn n n+ +∆ = −  6.63 
 The main idea of CC70 comes in the evaluation of the intermediate value of f in  
Equation 6.58.  In particular, if central differencing is applied to f — 11/ 2 2
m m
m
f ff ++
+⎛ ⎞=⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ —as the 
flux term becomes small or as n becomes large, fm becomes negative.  To overcome this, the 
CC70 method introduces a variable differencing scheme: 
 ( )1/ 2 11m m m m mf f fδ δ+ += − +  6.64 
where mδ  can be adjusted anywhere between centered ( )1/ 2mδ =  and forward ( )0mδ =  
differencing.  Specifically, mδ  is obtained by requiring that the numerical flux approach the 
exact solution for flux as the system approaches equilibrium (the condition of zero net flux). 
 Therefore, substituting Equations 6.64 and 6.62 into Equation 6.58 and setting the 
numerical value of flux equal to zero gives: 
 ( ) 1/ 2 1/ 21/ 2 1 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2 1/ 2
0 1 m mm m m m m m m
m m
B BI f A A f
n n
δ δ+ ++ + + +
+ +
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = − + − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∆ ∆⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 6.65 
We can calculate the ratio of 1m
m
f
f
+  as: 
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( )
1/ 2
1/ 2
1 1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1
m
m m
m m
mm
m m
m
B A
f n
Bf A
n
δ
δ
+
+
+ +
+
+
+
−∆=
− + ∆
 6.66  
Similarly, the exact equilibrium solution is given by:  
 0fAf B
n
∂+ =∂  6.67 
 1 lnf f A
f n n B
∂ ∂= = −∂ ∂  6.68 
Integrating both sides of Equation 6.68 between (m) and (m+1) and approximating the right hand 
integral using the midpoint value of A
B
yields:  
 
11 ln m
m
nm
m n
f Adn dn
n B
++ ∂⎛ ⎞ = −⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠∫ ∫  6.69 
 1 1/ 2
1/ 2
ln m m
mm
f A n
f B
+
+
+
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞≈ − ∆⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 6.70 
We can approximate the exact value of 1m
m
f
f
+  as: 
 ( )1 1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
exp expm m m m
m m
f A n w
f B
+ +
+ +
+
⎡ ⎤≈ − ∆ = −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 6.71 
where: 
 1/ 21/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
m
m m
m
Aw n
B
+
+ +
+
= ∆  6.72 
Equating exact and numerical values of 1m
m
f
f
+  (Equation 6.71 and 6.66) give:  
 ( ) ( )1/ 21/ 2 1/ 2
1exp
1 1
m m
m
m m
ww
w
δ
δ
+
+
+
−− = − +  6.73 
Solving for mδ  gives: 
 ( )1/ 2 1/ 2
1 1
exp 1m m mw w
δ
+ +
= − −  6.74 
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 Substituting the definition of 1/ 2mw +  and the expression for mδ  into Equation 6.65, m 1/ 2I +  
becomes: 
 ( )( ) ( )1/ 21/ 2 1/ 2 1 1/ 2
1/ 2
1 1 1mm m m m m m m
m
BI w f w f
n
δ δ++ + + +
+
⎡ ⎤= − + − −⎣ ⎦∆  6.75  
 
1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2 1
1/ 2 1 1m m
m m m
m m mw w
m
B w wI f f
n e e+ +
+ + +
+ +−
+
⎡ ⎤−⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∆ − −⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦  6.76  
Defining a new variable 1/ 2mW
±
+  and substituting Equation 6.76 back into the FPE  6.56 gives: 
 
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2 1 m
m
m w
wW
e +
± +
+
±= − ∓  6.77 
 
1/ 2
1/ 2 1 1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2 1/ 2 1
1/ 2
1
1
m m
m m m m
m m
m
m m m m
m m
df B W f W f
dt n n
B W f W f
n n
+ −+
+ + +
+
+ −−
− − −
−
⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦∆ ∆
⎡ ⎤− −⎣ ⎦∆ ∆
 6.78 
Thus, the discretized FPE can be written in the tri-diagonal form similar to the discrete rate 
equations: 
 1 1m m m m m m
f a f b f c f
t − +
∂ = − +∂  6.79 
where: 
 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
1 m
m m
m m
Ba W
n n
−−
−
−
= ∆ ∆  6.80 
 1/ 2 1/ 21/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2 1/ 2
1 1m m
m m m
m m m m
B Bb W W
n n n n
− ++ −
+ −
+ −
= +∆ ∆ ∆ ∆  6.81 
 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
1 m
m m
m m
Bc W
n n
++
+
+
= ∆ ∆  6.82  
6.3.3. Boundary and Initial Conditions  
 Discrete rate equations are used for clusters of size matchn n<  and the discretized FPE is 
used for clusters of size maxmatchn n n< < .  Both concentration and fluxes are matched at matchn : 
 
match matchn n
f C=  6.83 
 1/ 2
match
m
n
m
I J
n
− =∆  6.84 
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 Thus, the time derivative of the matchn  cluster concentration is expressed as: 
 [ ]1/ 2 1/ 2 1 1/ 2 1 1
1/ 2
1
match match
m
m m m m n n n n
n m m n
Bf W f W f g c d c
t n n
+ −+
+ + + − −
+
∂ ⎡ ⎤= − − −⎣ ⎦∂ ∆ ∆  6.85 
or equivalently: 
 1match na g −=  6.86 
 1/ 2 1/ 2 1
1/ 2
1
match
match
m
match m n
m m n
Bb W d
n n
−+
+ −
+
= +∆ ∆  6.87 
 1/ 2 1/ 2
1/ 2
1
match
m
match m
m m n
Bc W
n n
++
+
+
= ∆ ∆  6.88 
A no flux boundary condition is applied at maxn : 
 
max
1/ 2 0m
m n
I
n
+ =∆  6.89 
Such that: 
 
max
1/ 2
max 1/ 2
1/ 2
1 m
m
m m n
Ba W
n n
−−
−
−
= ∆ ∆  6.90 
 
max
1/ 2
max 1/ 2
1/ 2
1 m
m
m m n
Bb W
n n
+−
−
−
= ∆ ∆  6.91 
 max 0c =  6.92 
The initial value of the scaled precursor concentration is set to unity and the scaled cluster 
concentrations are set to zero.  
6.3.4. Finite Difference Mesh Selection and Time Integration  
 Since we are interested in simulating cluster sizes that differ by several orders of 
magnitude, the mesh spacing has to vary with size.  In particular, we use a power law expression 
for mesh spacing of the FPE:   
 ( )1 1 mm mn n λ+ = + +            6.93 
where λ  can be varied depending on the number of the desired mesh points.    
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  All of the results presented in this chapter were obtained for a maximum cluster size 
equal to 50,000, with matching point at n = 10, and the total number of mesh points, including 
discrete rate equations, equal to 500.  This corresponds to 0.0133987λ = .  Integration in time 
was performed using variable-coefficient ordinary differential equation solver – VODE106 
available through the ODEPACK Fortran library.      
 
6.4. Results 
 The basic model described in Section 6.2.3 is too complex to be solved analytically.  A 
numerical solution, on the other hand, can be easily obtained for the reduced set of differential 
equations that combine discrete and FP formulation.  The evolution of the concentration profile 
with time for a given set of two main parameters, 810α =  and 110β = , is presented in Figure 
6-1.  The color of the 2-D plot corresponds to the log of the concentration.  The vertical cross 
sections allow us to visualize the change in the concentration of a cluster of a given size as a 
function of time, while the horizontal cross sections show the size distribution of clusters at any 
given time point.  Several snapshots of the concentration profile at different times are shown in 
Figure 6-1 (b).  For reference, a normal distribution fit to the size distribution and the equilibrium 
profile are also shown.   It is frequently assumed that nucleation leads to normally distributed 
particles; however, based on the data shown in Figure 6-1 (b), the normal distribution 
significantly underestimates the concentration of the smaller sized clusters and does not 
accurately represent the left side of the size distribution curve.   
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Figure 6-1.  (a) Typical concentration profile as a function of cluster size and 
scaled time ( )8 110 , 10α β= = .  The solid and the dashed black lines are the 
mean ( )nµ  of the size distribution and one standard deviation around the mean 
( )n nµ σ± .  The dashed blue line is the cluster size of highest concentration in the 
peak of the size distribution.  (b) Snapshots of the size distribution, nc  vs. n, at 
time points between 10-5-104.    The dashed red line is the normal distribution fit 
and the dashed black line is the equilibrium size distribution. 
 
 There are several experimentally relevant quantities that can be computed based on the 
concentration profile: mean number and radial size, number and radial variance, reaction yield, 
and total number of clusters.  Mean sizes are calculated by: 
 nn
n
nc dn
n
c dn
µ = = ∫∫  6.94 
( )log nc (b) (a) 
τ 
n 
cn 
cn,eq 
cn,norm 
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1/3 1/ 3 1/3
1/33 3
4 4
n
r
n
n c dn
r n
c dn
µ πρ πρ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∫
∫  6.95 
where ρ  is the number density of the material.  Variances are computed by:  
 
( )22 n
n
n
n n c dn
c dn
σ −= ∫ ∫  6.96 
 
( )21/3 1/32 /32 3
4
n
r
n
n n c dn
c dn
σ πρ
−⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
∫
∫  6.97 
 
Note that the percent deviation in radius r
r
σ
µ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 is material independent, while the mean radius 
for any other material can be obtained by 
1/3
CdSe
CdSe
r r ρρ
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ .  In addition, for a normal 
distribution, 1
3
nr
r n
σσ
µ µ= . 
There are two equivalent ways of computing reaction yield: 
 nY nc dn= ∫  and 1Y p= −  6.98 
The total number of clusters is obtained by: 
 tot nc c dn= ∫       1 1
n
at Yµ =  6.99 
 Temporal evolution of the mean number size and one standard deviation above and 
below the mean are shown in Figure 6-1.  Evolution of the mean radius and the percent radial 
distribution are shown in Figure 6-2 (a).  Evolution of the monomer and the total cluster 
concentration along with reaction yield are shown in Figure 6-2 (b).  There are several distinct 
regions that emerge. In region I, the monomer concentration increases almost linearly with time 
until it reaches a maximum which defines the boundary between region I and II.  Note that the 
precursor concentration is effectively unchanged in region I (Y ~ 0%), the cluster concentration is 
much smaller than the monomer concentration, and the dissociation is much slower than growth.  
Therefore, Equation 6.18 can be simplified to: 
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  21 11 2
dc c
d
ατ ≈ −  6.100 
 
 
Figure 6-2.  (a) Mean radius computed for CdSe and percent radial distribution as 
a function of time for the same set of parameters shown in Figure 6-1.  (b) Total 
concentration of clusters, concentration of monomers, and reaction yield as a 
function of time.  The color variation along the evolution of the yield corresponds 
to the first absorption peak wavelength of the CdSe nanocrystals at the mean 
nanocrystal size.  Values are based on the sizing curve presented in Chapter 1. 
 
The maximum monomer concentration can be estimated as 1,max
1
2
c α= .  Furthermore, since the 
concentration is low, 1 ~c τ  and the scaled time at which monomer concentration reaches a 
maximum is approximately equal to 1
2α .  In region II, the size distribution broadens and the 
(b) 
(a) I II IV V III
c1
ctot 
Y%
R
R
σ
µ
Rµ
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 mean size increases.  The boundary between region II and III is defined by the maximum in the 
percent size distribution, which corresponds to the inflection point in the size distribution.  
Region III is characterized by the increase in the mean size, focusing of the percent size 
distribution, and decrease in the precursor concentration.  In region IV, the system reaches a 
pseudo steady state with almost invariant monomer concentration, mean size, and size 
distribution.  Finally, in region V, the mean size begins to increase and the percent size 
distribution broadens until the system reaches equilibrium.  A summary of different regions is 
presented in Table 6-3.    
 
Table 6-3.  Description of the evolution of the concentration profile presented in 
Figure 6-1 with different regions defined in Figure 6-2. 
Region Observables Rates 
I-Generation of monomers 1c τ∝  1 1~ 1; 0
g d
dc dcp
d dτ τ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− >⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ∼  
II-Small cluster formation, broadening  1c ↓  ( ) 1 1~ 1 ; 0
g d
dc dcp
d dτ τ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞< −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ∼  
III-Focusing due to precursor depletions r
r
σ
µ ↓  1c ↓  ( ) 1 10 ;g d
dc dcp
d dτ τ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞→ < − ↓ ↑⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  
IV-Invariant size and size distribution r
r
σ
µ  rµ  1c  pss 
1 1~ 0; 0
g d
dc dcp
d dτ τ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞< − ≈⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  
V-Increase in size and size distribution r
r
σ
µ ↑  rµ ↑  
1 1
g d
dc dc
d dτ τ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− ↓ ≈ ↓⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠  
 
6.4.1. Parameter Variation 
 Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 illustrate the dependence of the model behavior on the value of 
the two parameters: α  and β .  In particular, the evolution of the mean size and percent size 
distribution, Figure 6-3 (a-b), are shown for order of magnitude variation in α  from 104 to 109 at 
two values of parameter β : 10-2 and 101.  In general, an increase in the scaled growth rate 
parameter α  leads to larger nanocrystal sizes, smaller size distributions in the pseudo steady 
state regime, and consequently lower scaled total concentration of clusters.  Furthermore, by 
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 increasing the scaled growth parameter α , the time onset of the focusing regime is reduced, 
while the time onset of the defocusing region is delayed.   Increase in scaled dissociation rate 
parameter β  on the other hand, does not affect the onset of the focusing regime, but does 
accelerate the time onset of defocusing.  As a result, for large values of β  and small values of α  
the pseudo steady state regime is never reached, the minimum attained size distribution is 
increased, and the corresponding mean size is decreased.  This is demonstrated in Figure 6-4 for 
percent radial (a) and number (b) distributions.  A best fit to the time onset of defocusing, 
defined by a 10% increase in the percent radial size distribution, shows that  1
8defocusing
ατ β= .   
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Figure 6-3.  Evolution of the mean cluster size and the percent size distribution at 
different values of the growth rate parameter α , ranging from 104 to 109 for (a) 
310β −=  and (b) 110β = .  Evolution of the mean cluster size and the percent size 
distribution at different values of the direct precursor addition rate parameter γ , 
ranging from 101 to 104, (c) for 6 310 10α β −= =  and (d) for 8 310 10α β −= = .  
The color variation along the evolution of the percent size distribution 
corresponds to the first absorption peak wavelength of the CdSe nanocrystals at 
the mean nanocrystal size.  Values are based on the sizing curve presented in 
Chapter 1. 
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Figure 6-4. The effect of the dissociation rate parameter β  (a-b) and the direct 
precursor addition rate parameter γ  (c-d) on the minimum attained size 
distribution and the corresponding mean size at different values of the growth rate 
parameter α : (a, c) Percent in the radial size distribution computed for CdSe, (b, 
d) Percent in the number distribution.  Variation of γ  was performed at constant 
value of 310β −= .  
 
6.4.2. Direct Precursor Addition 
 It is plausible that precursors can add directly to the clusters by bypassing the monomer 
state, such that clusters effectively act as catalytic centers to enhance the rate of monomer 
conversion.  Figure 6-3 (c-d) illustrates the behavior of the altered model described in  
Section 6.2.4 at different values of the direct precursor addition rate parameter γ .  The mean 
cluster size and percent size distribution are shown for γ  values ranging from 101 to 104 at two 
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 values of the growth rate α , (c) 106 and (d) 108, and a dissociation rate β  of 10-3.  Figure 6-3 (c-
d) shows that a moderate increase in γ  leads to a faster approach to the pseudo steady state 
behavior without a significant influence on the mean size and the mean size distribution.  
However, fast rates of addition of precursors lead to smaller total numbers of clusters, larger 
mean size, and broader percent size distributions.  This effect is demonstrated in Figure 6-7 (c) 
and (d) for number and radial distributions as a function of α  and γ , respectively.  The value of 
γ  that leads to an increase in the size distribution is increased with α .   Therefore, the primary 
contribution of direct precursor addition is to change the rate of precursor consumption and rate 
of focusing, and therefore, the observed kf from experiments is likely to overestimate the real 
value for precursor conversion to monomers. 
 
6.4.3. Size Dependent Dissociation 
 As was discussed in Section 6.2.5, we have assumed that the rate of dissociation of 
nanocrystals is independent of size, such that the concentration of monomers in equilibrium with 
any sized cluster is the same.  This assumption is valid only if the surface energy of nanocrystals 
is either small or varies linearly with size.  Equivalently, this can also happen if the energy of 
formation of clusters varies linearly with size, as we have shown in Chapter 2 for small clusters, 
n < 8.  However, to make our analysis complete, we consider the effect of surface energy model 
behavior.  In particular, the dissociation rate was modified to describe faster dissociation of 
smaller clusters relative to larger ones.  The derivation is presented in  
Section 6.2.5.  A single parameter, σ, describing an effective surface energy relative to thermal 
energy was included.  The evolution of the concentration profile with time at 810α =  and 
110β = , and at different values of σ is shown in Figure 6-5.  An increase in σ leads to a decrease 
in the concentration of small clusters, making more monomers available for reaction with larger 
clusters, thus leading to an increase in the mean size and narrowing of the size distribution.  It is 
worth noting that the decrease in concentration is especially prominent for clusters of size < 10 
units, which is the exact region where the energy of cluster formation varies linearly with size. 
 Figure 6-6 shows the effect of surface energy on the minimum attained cluster size and 
size distribution at different values of the growth and dissociation rate parameters.  In particular, 
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 data for α  equal to 105, 107, and 109 and β  equal to 10-3 and 10-1 are shown.  In general, an 
increase in σ leads to larger mean radii and narrower percent distributions.  At larger values of 
the dissociation parameter β , smaller values of σ lead to a more pronounced effect.  This is 
expected, as the total contribution from dissociation would increase with an increase in β .  
Variation in the growth rate α  has the opposite effect, such that larger values of σ are necessary 
to have a more pronounced decrease in the mean size and size distribution.   
 
 
Figure 6-5.  The effect of surface energy on the evolution of the size distribution 
presented for: 8 110 , 10α β= =  with black – 0σ = , blue – 5σ = , and red – 
10σ = .  Snapshots of the size distribution, nc , are shown at time points ranging 
between 10-4 and 101.  4 110 10− − . 
 
10σ =
5σ =
0σ =
.nc vs n
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Figure 6-6.  The effect of surface energy on the minimum attained radial size 
distribution and the corresponding mean radius (CdSe) at different values of 
growth rate parameter α  and surface energy parameter σ .  Values are shown at 
two effective dissociation rates: (a) 310β −=  and (b) 110β −= .   
 
6.4.4. Reaction versus Diffusion Control 
 As described earlier, a simple first order reaction and diffusion model for single particle 
growth has been extensively applied to describe the growth of nanocrystals44, 45.  Specifically, the 
experimental observation of focusing in the size distribution has been attributed to the diffusion 
limited growth regime using this simple model.   To test this hypothesis, we first estimate the 
rate of growth under diffusion limitation and compare it to the experimental observations.    
 As derived in Section 1.3.2, under diffusion limitation, the flux of monomers to the 
cluster must equal the rate of cluster growth: 
 
24 4d m
m
r dr J DrC
V dt
π π= =  6.101 
where Vm is the molar volume of the incorporated monomer, D is the monomer radius, Cm is the 
monomer concentration.  Such that the radial growth rate can be computed by: 
 m m
Dk V C
r
=  6.102 
 There are two ways to estimate the experimental rate of growth.  For example, the rate of 
change in monomer concentration can be estimated by: 
 [ ] 20 1 4m
m
dC drN r
dt V dt
π= −  6.103 
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 where [No] is the number of clusters per unit volume. Therefore, if the cluster concentration is 
known, the rate of growth can be estimated by: 
 [ ] 20 4
m mC Vr
t t N rπ
∆ =∆ ∆  6.104 
Otherwise, the rate can be estimated directly, by taking the final radius of the nanocrystal and the 
approximate time it took to reach that size.   
 Typical values for monomer diffusivity in an organic solvent are on the order of 
2
11 9 m10 10
s
− −− , estimated using Stokes-Einstein relation. For CdSe, the volume per monomeric 
unit is 29 35.7 10 m−⋅  and typical nanocrystal radii are on the order of 10-9 m.  Typical precursor 
concentrations are on the order of 10 mM or 1025 m-3 and final nanocrystal concentrations on the 
order of 1022 m-3.  Using these values, order of magnitude estimates for diffusion controlled and 
experimental growth rates are shown in Table 6-4.  The experimental estimates show growth 
rates on the order of nm
s
, while diffusion limited growth rate is on the order of 3 4 nm10 10
s
− .  
Therefore, under typical experimental conditions, it is unlikely that growth is limited by 
diffusion. 
 
Table 6-4.  Estimates of the diffusion controlled and experimental rates of 
nanocrystalline growth.   
Diffusion m m
D V C
r
 
2
11
28 3 25 3 5
9
10
~ 10 10 10
10
m
ms m m
m s
−
− − −
− =i i  
Experiments 
r
t
∆
∆  
[ ] 20
1
4
m mC V
t N rπ∆  
9~ 1 10nm m
s s
−=  
( )
28 3 25 3
8
222 3 9
10 10~ 10
1 10 4 10
m m m
ss m mπ
− −
−
− −
=i
i i
 
     
 To further explore this issue, we compared the behavior of the model under reaction and 
diffusion limitation.  The modification to the model under diffusion control is presented in 
Section 6.2.5.  In general, the model behavior is similar, and can be separated into the same five 
regions: precursor conversion to monomers, decay in monomer concentration, focusing, pseudo 
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 steady state, and defocusing regimes.  Figure 6-7 shows the minimum attained number (a) and 
radial (b) size distributions and the corresponding mean sizes as a function of the scaled growth 
parameters α  and Dα  for reaction and diffusion controlled conditions, respectively.  The data 
show that for small mean cluster sizes, diffusion limitation does lead to narrower size 
distributions, with an improvement of at about 5% in the radial distribution.  However, for larger 
clusters (in the size region where diffusion limitation is likely to be of primary concern), reaction 
control leads to narrower distributions.   
 
 
Figure 6-7.  Minimum attained size distribution and the corresponding mean size 
at different values of the growth rate parameter α  under reaction ( )2/3ng n∝  and 
Dα  under diffusion ( )1/3ng n∝  control:  (a) Percent in the number distribution, 
(b) Percent in the radial size distribution computed for CdSe.  
 
6.4.5. Temperature Modulation 
 Temperature plays an important role in the synthesis of nanocrystals.  For example, 
synthetic routes incorporating a hot solvent injection method have become widely accepted since 
the first demonstration by Murray et al. in 19931.  To model this behavior, we modify the model 
to include temperature-induced variation in the rate of precursor conversion to monomer.  We 
assume that the temperature is exponentially decaying from an initial value of T0 to a final value 
of T∞.  Furthermore, we assume that the temperature effect on the cluster growth and dissociation 
rates is small relative to the effect on the monomer formation rate from precursors.  Based on this 
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 assumption, the modified model is presented in Section 6.2.7 that incorporates three new 
parameters: scaled activation energy, ratio of final to initial temperatures, and the decay time of 
high temperature.   
 The evolution of the concentration profile with time for the same set of two main 
parameters as in Figure 6-1, 810α =  and 110β = , with 30ε∞ = , 410Tτ −= , and 
0
0.8T
T
∞ =  is 
shown in Figure 6-8 (a).  The evolution of the monomer and total cluster concentration and the 
reaction yield with and without temperature modulation are shown in Figure 6-8 (b).   The 
evolution of the mean size and size distribution are shown in Figure 6-8 (c).  Comparison of 
Figure 6-1 (a) and Figure 6-8 (a) and the curves in Figure 6-8 (b-c) reveals that temperature 
modulation leads to a faster increase in the monomer concentration with the maximum monomer 
concentration being an order of magnitude larger with only a small decrease in the precursor 
concentration.  Furthermore, once the temperature starts to decay, the monomer concentration 
stabilizes, leading to an emergence of a new regime with almost invariant cluster concentrations.  
Further generation of monomers at the reduced final temperature leads to focusing of the size 
distribution and an increase in the mean size.  Once the precursor is depleted, the system 
approaches the pseudo steady state regime with the mean cluster size and percent size 
distribution at lower values than in the system with no temperature modulation.  With the faster 
onset of the defocusing regime with temperature modulation, the system approaches the same 
equilibrium state as without temperature modulation.   
 Figure 6-9 demonstrates how, for a given activation energy, the choice of the magnitude 
and duration of the temperature increase affects the observed minimum radial size distribution 
and the mean size.  Values are shown at two different growth rates of α  equal to 107 and 109.  
The data show that for short temperature pulses, the observed mean radial size and size 
distribution remain approximately unchanged.  As shown in Figure 6-8, intermediate values of 
the time duration lead to smaller sizes and size distributions.  However, if the temperature 
remains high for too long, the precursor is depleted much faster and the duration of the focusing 
regime is greatly diminished, thus leading to a greater total number of clusters of smaller size 
with a broader distribution.  Comparison of Figure 6-9 (a-d) shows that higher growth rate, 
activation energy, and initial temperature all lead to a more pronounced decrease in the size and 
the size distribution that can be achieved at shorter high temperature duration.   
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Figure 6-8.  The effect of temperature modulation on the evolution of the size 
distribution presented for: 8 1 4
0
10 , 10 , 30, 10 , 0.8T
T
T
α β ε τ − ∞∞= = = = = .  (a) 
Concentration profile as a function of cluster size and scaled time.  The solid and 
the dashed black lines are the mean ( )nµ  of the size distribution and one standard 
deviation around the mean ( )n nµ σ± .  The dashed blue line is the cluster size of 
highest concentration in the peak of the size distribution.  (b) Total concentration 
of clusters (green), concentration of monomers (black), and reaction yield (blue) 
as a function of time. (c) Mean radius computed for CdSe and percent in the radial 
distribution as a function of time with (dashed) and without (solid) temperature 
modulation. 
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Figure 6-9.  The effect of temperature modulation on the minimum attained radial 
size distribution and the corresponding mean radius (CdSe) at different values of 
the activation energy parameter ε∞  and the mean temperature decay time 
parameter Tτ .  Values are shown at two growth rates: (a, c) 710α =  and (b, d) 
910α =  and at two temperature ratios: (a, b) 
0
0.8T
T
∞ =  and (c, d) 
0
0.9T
T
∞ = .  
 
6.4.6. Additives  
 For a given chemistry, purity of chemicals plays an important role in nanocrystal 
synthesis.  For example, impurities in trioctylphosphine (TOP) in the synthesis of CdSe have a 
strong effect on controlling reaction kinetics.  As discussed previously, certain additives can lead 
to much faster rates of precursor conversion to monomeric species.  Assuming the concentration 
of additives is much smaller than that of precursors, and that the rate of conversion is much faster 
in the presence of additives, a modification to the model was derived in  
Section 6.2.8.  Two new parameters were introduced: percent impurity content relative to 
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 precursor, a, and the scaled rate enhancement factor, δ.  The evolution of the concentration 
profile with time at 810α =  and 110β = , with 1%a =  and 210δ =  is shown in Figure 6-10(a).  
Comparison of the monomer and total cluster concentration and the reaction yield in the presence 
and absence of additives  is shown in Figure 6-10(b).   The evolution of the mean size and size 
distribution is shown in Figure 6-10(c).  Comparison of the concentration profiles between 
Figure 6-1(a), Figure 6-8(a), and Figure 6-10(a) shows that the effect of additives is similar to 
that of temperature decay.  Both lead to the pseudo steady state with mean cluster size and 
percent size distribution at a lower value than in the system with no temperature modulation and 
no additives.  To further illustrate how the effect of additives is similar to that of temperature 
modulation, Figure 6-11 compares the respective concentration profiles at different time points.   
 For a given intrinsic growth rate, α , the relative concentration and the enhancement in 
rate due to additives have a strong impact on the mean radial and number size and size 
distribution that can be achieved (Figure 6-12).  The data show that low concentrations of 
additives do not significantly change the observed mean radial size and size distribution.  
However, slightly higher concentrations of additives lead to smaller sizes and size distributions.  
Similar to the effect of long high temperature duration, high concentrations of additives can lead 
to significant depletion of precursors, thus reducing the duration of the focusing regime, leading 
to a greater total number of clusters of smaller size with broader distribution.  Comparison of 
Figure 6-12 (a) and (b) shows that at higher growth rates smaller impurity concentrations can 
achieve a significant decrease in both mean size and size distribution.  Furthermore, increasing 
the strength of impurity enhances the focusing for intermediate concentrations of additives; 
however, at higher impurity concentrations it can also lead to smaller sizes and broader 
distributions.  
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Figure 6-10.  The effect of additives on the evolution of the size distribution 
presented for: 8 1 2 210 , 10 , 10 , 10aα β δ −= = = = .  (a) Concentration profile as a 
function of cluster size and scaled time.  The solid and the dashed black lines are 
the mean ( )nµ  of the size distribution and one standard deviation around the mean 
( )n nµ σ± .  The dashed blue line is the cluster size of highest concentration in the 
peak of the size distribution.  (b) Total concentration of clusters (green), 
concentration of monomers (black), and reaction yield (blue) as a function of 
time. (c) Mean radius computed for CdSe and percent in the size distribution as a 
function of time with (dashed) and without (solid) additives.  
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Figure 6-11.  Snapshots of the size distribution, nc  vs. n, presented in Figure 6-1, 
Figure 6-8, and Figure 6-10 at time points between 3 410 10− − .   Blue – 
temperature modulation.  Red – additives. 
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Figure 6-12.  The effect of additives on the minimum attained size distribution 
and the corresponding mean size at different values of the impurity rate 
enhancement parameter δ  and impurity content a.  Values are shown at two 
growth rates: (a, c) 710α =  and (b, d) 910α = .  Both the radial (a, b) and number 
distributions (c, d) are shown.  
 
6.5.  Discussion 
 In this chapter we have developed a kinetic model of nucleation and growth that can be 
applied to describe the liquid phase synthesis of nanocrystals.  The model assumes that following 
a slow process of precursor conversion to monomers, monomers combine to form dimers, then 
trimers, then larger and larger clusters.  Non-dimensionalization of the model allows us to reduce 
the number of independent variables and constants to two non-dimensional parameters, α  and 
β , that correspond to scaled growth and dissociation rates, respectively.  Thus, a single set of 
values of α  and β  can be used to describe a variety of experimental conditions. Furthermore, 
combining discrete rate equations for small sized clusters and discretization of the corresponding 
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 continuous Fokker-Planck equation for larger sized clusters significantly reduces the 
computational intensity of the problem, while at the same time retaining a maximum amount of 
information.  For example, interpolation of the results allows us to track the concentration of 
every sized cluster as a function of time.  Thus, it not only gives information about the evolution 
of the mean and the variance of nanocrystal sizes, but also the exact shape of the size 
distribution.   
 To compare the phenomenological observations of the model with experiments,  
Figure 6-13 shows the time evolution of the mean size, percent size distribution, and total 
number of clusters in the synthesis of MnO107.  First, at short times, the model corroborates the 
experimental observation of an increase in the mean nanocrystal size and a simultaneous 
focusing of the percent size distribution.  The observed radial size distributions are shown to be 
on the order of 10-20%, which are similar to the results obtained experimentally at the most 
favorable experimental conditions.  Second, the focusing region is followed by an almost 
invariant region of mean size and size distribution.  Again, this has also been observed 
experimentally both for MnO107 and CdSe49.  Finally, at long times the distribution shifts to 
larger sizes with a simultaneous increase in the percent size distribution and a decrease in the 
total number of nuclei.  This explains why, to achieve a narrow size distribution, the synthesis of 
nanocrystals is thermally quenched once the desired size is attained.  Note that similar 
comparisons can be made for the synthesis of CdSe.  However, for nanocrystal materials such as 
CdSe that are characteristically made with final radial sizes on the order of 5 nm, growth solution 
post processing makes it is difficult to extract kinetic information on the entire size distribution, 
especially for small clusters.  For larger nanocrystals this information is much more readily 
available, as demonstrated in the case of MnO107. 
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Figure 6-13.  MnO nanoparticle synthesis.  Reproduced from Chen, et al. JACS, 
129 (35), 10937 -10947, 2007 
 
 As discussed earlier, the model has two main adjustable parameters, 0a
f
k P
k
α =  and 
d
f
k
k
β = , that can be tuned to achieve the desired nanocrystalline size and size distribution.   For 
example, by increasing α , we can increase the mean size and decrease the minimum in the size 
distribution achieved during focusing.  Also, by decreasing β  or by increasing α , we can 
extend the duration of the stable region in the size distribution.  There are several ways these 
parameters can be adjusted experimentally.  First, the concentration of precursors can be 
increased to increase α .  Second, the rate of monomer addition, ka (Equation 6.8), can be 
increased by decreasing the molar mass and the size of the monomer or by decreasing the ligand 
concentration or introducing weaker binding ligands.  Since monomers are stabilized by ligands, 
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 decreasing the monomer size can be done by shortening the hydrocarbon chain lengths on the 
ligands.  Third, the rate of dissociation, kd, can be decreased by introducing lingands that bind 
weaker to monomers than to nanocrystal surfaces.  Equivalently, prior to cluster surface 
saturation, 1eqK L < , the rate of dissociation can be decreased by decreasing ligand concentration 
(Equation 6.9) or by utilizing weaker binding ligands.  Lastly, the rate of precursor conversion to 
monomers, kf, can be increased by using more reactive precursors or more reactive additives (e.g. 
di-alkyl phosphines in the case of CdSe synthesis).   
 It is worth reiterating that time is scaled by the rate of precursor conversion to monomers.  
As a result, for the same values of the α  and β  parameters and the same value of τ, the real 
time of the experiment can vary greatly depending on the reactivity of precursors.  The simplest 
way to extract the value of kf is from measuring the time required to decrease the concentration 
of precursors by a factor of 2, or equivalently a reaction yield of 50%: 
 ( )
1/ 2
ln 2
fk t
−=  6.105  
In addition, if the precursors can add directly to the clusters without going through the 
monomers, the estimate of kf from experiments might be too high. 
 The Arrhenius form of kf can be obtained from experimental values of t1/2 at different 
temperatures.  For example, for the synthesis of CdSe in the method described by Yen et al.51, 
the activation energy for the precursor conversion reaction is approximately 20 kcal/mol with 
pre-exponential factor of 4x105 s-1.  Also for the range of temperatures considered, 220 – 320 oC, 
there is at most an order of magnitude change in kf.  Note that at a given time, the system reaches 
approximately 70% and 20% conversion at high and low temperatures, respectively.  Therefore, 
at low temperatures only a fraction of the focusing has been achieved in comparison to high 
temperatures.  Figure 6-14 (a) shows the real time evolution of the radial mean and percent size 
distribution predicted by the model at different values of α , with lower values corresponding to 
high temperatures and higher values to low temperatures.  Figure 6-14 (b) shows experimental 
results51 at a given time point with variation of temperature.  By comparing the two, it is evident 
that indeed, as temperature increases, the mean size also increases and the size distribution 
decreases.  However, the model predicts that this is only true at short times.  At longer times, if 
at both temperatures the pseudo steady state regime has been reached, the trend would be 
inverted. 
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(a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 6-14.  Comparison of the (a) model predictions and (b) experimental 
results for the dependence of the mean radius and radial percent size distribution 
as a function of temperature.  Model results are shown for 710α =  (high T, high 
kf) and 810α =  (low T, low kf),  310β −= .  Experimental results reproduced from 
Yen et al., Advanced Materials 15 (21), 200351.   
 
 One of the simplifying assumptions of the model is that dissociation rate is independent 
of size.  To test whether this is important, we incorporated a surface energy dependent 
dissociation rate, such that smaller clusters would dissociate faster than larger ones.  For larger 
relative surface energy, σ, and a large pre-exponential factor for the rate of dissociation, the 
modification does lead to a faster decrease in the small cluster concentration, freeing up 
monomer for reaction with larger clusters.  Thus, the mean size is increased and the percent size 
distribution is decreased.  However, there are several concerns about this formulation.  First, it is 
unclear whether a single constant value of the surface energy can be used for the entire range of 
cluster sizes, especially for small ones (n<10).  Second, our first principles calculations for CdSe 
clusters of small sizes show that energy of cluster formation varies linearly with number of 
monomeric units, such that if the surface energy is replaced by the change in the energy of 
formation (n → n+1), that change would be independent of size.  As a result, this modification 
might not be appropriate to describe the kinetics of the nanocrystalline nucleation.   Nonetheless, 
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 even without introducing surface energy, the model predicts both focusing and defocusing of the 
size distribution. 
 Much importance in the experimental literature is placed on the necessity of the diffusion 
limitation to observe size focusing.  However, our simple estimates of the growth rate under 
reaction and diffusion control, shown in Table 6-4, suggest that for typical experimental 
conditions the rate of diffusion is many orders of magnitude faster than that observed 
experimentally.  Furthermore, our model indicates that focusing of the size distribution can be 
achieved under pure reaction control, where the growth rate is proportional to the surface area 
(~n2/3).  To our knowledge, this is the first time that this has been demonstrated.  Furthermore, 
the assumption of the diffusion limit only leads to moderate improvements in the predicted size 
distribution (<5%) at smaller cluster sizes and at larger mean sizes (n > 4000, rCdSe > 4 nm); 
reaction control actually leads to narrower distributions.   Note that the ratio of reaction to 
diffusion increases with cluster size: 
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α α
α α= =  6.106 
Therefore, diffusion is more likely to be a limiting factor for large sizes, but this is the specific 
region where reaction control leads to narrower size distributions. 
 As mentioned earlier, the model predicts that larger nanocrystals with narrow size 
distributions can be prepared by increasing the growth rate parameter, α .  At the same time, it is 
not obvious how to prepare small nanocrystals with narrow size distributions.  This has also been 
the case experimentally.  The smaller the desired final size of the nanocrystal, the more difficult 
it is to find the optimal conditions for their synthesis.  In Section 6.4.5 and 6.4.6 we show that 
generation of small and narrowly distributed nanocrystals can be achieved using either 
temperature modulation or targeted introduction of additives.  In the first approach, the idea is to 
start the reaction at high temperature, inducing fast generation of small clusters and depletion of 
monomers, and then to let the temperature decay to allow for slow growth as more monomers are 
produced from precursors.  For a given chemistry, duration of high temperature, growth rate, and 
ratio of initial to final temperature can be optimized to achieve a desired size and minimize the 
size distribution.  This is similar to the idea of the hot solvent injection method used for the batch 
synthesis of nanocrystals.  However, this technique gives little control over the temperature 
profile; as a result, a better platform for optimization is to use continuous synthesis in 
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 microfluidic devices, where temperature gradients can be introduced by differential heating of 
the reactor walls along the reaction channel.  The second approach is to introduce small 
quantities of additives that lead to faster rates of precursor conversion, making more monomers 
and inducing fast formation of small clusters.  As the impurity is depleted, the reaction slows 
down, leading to larger total concentration of smaller sized nanocrystals with narrower 
distributions.  Again, the impurity content and strength can be systematically varied to produce 
the desired size and size distribution.  In practice, the impurity effect would also explain why, for 
the same synthetic route yielding CdSe under the same conditions, different batches of tri-octyl-
phosphine produce drastically different results.   
 
6.6. Summary 
 In summary, we have developed a kinetic model to describe the combined phenomena of 
nucleation and growth of nanocrystals.  The model is extremely general and can be applied to 
describe synthesis of many different types of nanocrystals under a variety of experimental 
conditions.  Furthermore, the simplicity of the non-dimensional model allows for the direct, 
rational modification of experimental conditions to achieve desired sizes and size distributions.  
The model also shows that, contrary to the common hypothesis, diffusion limitation is not 
essential for size focusing, and that even under pure reaction control size focusing occurs.  The 
model also allows us to test different schemes for generation of small nanocrystals with narrow 
size distributions, for example, by either modulating temperature or by targeted introduction of 
additives.   In the future, the model can be expanded to test different hypotheses.  For example, 
strong coordination of monomers by ligands can significantly decrease the number of available 
monomers for growth.  Therefore, one addition to the model can be an introduction of several 
different monomers of varying reactivity, corresponding to different ligand coordination.  In 
addition, incorporating surface faceting with different rates of growth can be interesting for 
understanding shape anisotropy.  Coupling the model with a detailed description of the precursor 
activation chemistry, based on first-principles calculations, can yield a better understanding of 
what role different species have on nucleation and growth.   
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 Chapter 7 Conclusions and Outlook 
7.1. Conclusions  
 Due to their unique size dependent optical properties, semiconductor nanocrystals are 
emerging as promising materials for use in a variety of nanotechnology applications.  Much of 
the work in the area has focused on developing adaptable chemistries; however, details of the 
reaction mechanisms and kinetics of nanocrystal formation are still poorly understood.  This 
thesis provides deeper insight into the chemistry of CdSe nanocrystal synthesis using first-
principles calculations and develops a general framework to model the kinetics of nanocrystal 
formation.  It explores the underlying solution phase reactions that occur during early stages of 
nanocrystal nucleation and the chemistry of homoepitaxial and heteroepitaxial growth in the 
formation of the nanocrystal core and core/shell structures.  Furthermore, it explores the role 
ligands have in controlling the solution and surface reactions and compares the findings to the 
experimental observations.  Moreover, using the insight gained from the first principles 
calculations and experiments, the thesis puts forth a comprehensive model of nucleation and 
growth kinetics that both agrees with experiments and serves to elucidate some poorly 
understood phenomena.    
7.1.1. Solution Phase Chemistry 
 The analysis of nucleation chemistry includes the understanding of the mechanism for the 
reduction of the Cd(II) precursor, the monomer formation via labile ligand coordination, and 
monomeric clustering in the presence of different ligands.  Investigation of the reduction 
mechanism shows that reduction of the cadmium precursor is endothermic both in the presence 
of phosphine and phosphine selenide, but the energy cost can be substantially reduced in the 
presence of di- and mono-alkyl phosphines.  Investigation of the monomer stability shows that 
coordination by ligands significantly stabilizes the monomer; however, highly coordinated 
species are likely to be too sterically hindered to participate in growth.  Comparison among 
different ligands shows that phosphine oxides and acids bind strongly to monomers reducing the 
available concentration for growth while primary amines that have binding strengths similar to 
that of phosphines but are less bulky can significantly enhance the clustering process.  
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 Investigation of the clustering process shows that clusters are likely to be formed with either 
equal ratio of Cd and Se atoms or be slightly Se rich with the energy gain per monomeric unit for 
the bare clusters approximately equal to the energy cost of cadmium reduction, thus making 
nanocrystal formation unfavorable in that case.  In contrast, cluster stabilization via ligand 
binding or presence of di-alkyl phosphines can promote cluster formation by either increasing 
the energy gain per monomer or decreasing the energy cost of Cd(II) reduction.    Furthermore, 
the linear increase in energy of formation with cluster size suggests that the rate of cluster 
dissociation is size invariant.  Similar to monomer stabilization, phosphonic acid type ligands act 
as growth inhibitors while primary amines act as growth accelerators.    
7.1.2. Surface Chemistry of CdSe  
 The analysis of the homoepitaxial growth chemistry was performed using periodic 
density functional theory calculations with a special focus on the exposed surfaces of the 
wurtzite CdSe: the polar Cd terminated ( )0001  and Se terminated ( )0001  facets and the non-
polar ( )1120  facet.  The investigation of the surface relaxation and reconstruction and surface 
stability shows that the ( )1120  surface is overall the most thermodynamically stable surface, the 
relaxation greatly stabilizes all surfaces, and the reconstruction of the polar surfaces either via 
vacancy formation or ad-atom adsorption are preferred on the Cd terminated ( )0001  surface.  
The analysis of the growth species addition shows that binding and dissociation of the CdSe 
molecules is thermodynamically favored on the Se terminated ( )0001  surface.  These findings 
suggest that under surface reaction controlled conditions, the rate of homoepitaxy will vary 
among surfaces, with faster growth on the ( )0001  surface, leading to formation of rod shaped 
nanocrystals.   
 The role of ligands on homoepitaxial growth on different surfaces of CdSe was 
investigated using periodic density functional theory calculations.  Binding affinities and 
specificities were computed for five different types of ligands: phosphines (PH3), amines (NH3), 
phosphine oxides (OPH3), carboxylic (HCOOH) and phosphinic (OPH2OH) acids.  Comparison 
of the binding geometries shows that ligands directly obstruct binding sites on the non-polar 
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 ( )1120  surface and only indirectly on the two polar facets.  Furthermore, preferential binding of 
the bulky phosphine-type ligands on the ( )0001  surface and the non-bulky phosphinic acid-type 
ligands on the ( )1120  and the ( )0001  surfaces with high affinity and high selectivity 
corroborates the experimental observation that phosphonic acids are frequently employed in the 
synthesis of nanorods.  In addition, the strongly bound either bulky or multidentate ligands, such 
as phosphine oxides and acids, would in general inhibit the growth process, while the non-bulky 
and monodentate ligands with moderate affinities would enhance the growth process. 
 Three aspects of the heteroepitaxial growth of ZnS, ZnSe, and CdS on different surfaces 
of CdSe were considered: addition of the growth species, monolayer stability, and addition atop a 
monolayer.  Comparison of the energetics for the three processes shows that there are two 
competing effects that control the growth of heterostructures.  Based on the thermodynamic 
stability of monolayers, we would expect heteroepitaxial layers to have a slight preference for 
formation on the  ( )1120  and the ( )0001  surfaces.  However, binding and dissociation of the 
molecular ad-species is energetically more favorable on the Se terminated ( )0001  surface, thus 
under reaction controlled conditions we would expect this surface to be the primary location for 
heteroepitaxial growth leading to asymmetric shell growth.  Furthermore, the findings indicate 
that once the first monolayer is formed increase in the surface strain due to higher lattice 
mismatch, would actually enhance the nucleation of the second monolayer.   
7.1.3. Microscopic Model of Nanocrystal Formation  
 A unified model of nanocrystal formation was developed that can be applied to describe 
the formation of many different types of nanocrystals.  Combining the activation mechanism for 
precursor conversion to monomers and the discrete rate equations for small sized clusters and 
continuous Fokker-Planck equation for large sized clusters allows us to track the temporal 
evolution of the entire cluster size distribution.  The model identifies two non-dimensional 
parameters that can be controlled experimentally, to yield a more rational approach to synthesis 
modification.  Contrary to the common hypothesis that diffusion is essential for size focusing, 
the model shows that focusing can be achieved under pure reaction control.  In addition, the 
model yields new insights into the synthesis of small nanocrystals with narrow size distributions.  
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 The first approach is variation of temperature over the duration of nanocrystal growth, and the 
second is introduction of small quantities of additives that enhance the rate of precursor 
conversion to monomers.  Furthermore, the model shows that for a given set of reaction 
parameters, there is an optimum in the duration of high temperature and impurity concentration 
to yield the narrowest size distributions. 
 
7.2. Outlook 
7.2.1. Model Improvement 
 The model can be further refined in several ways: including a more detailed description 
of kinetics, geometric information, and aggregation.  For example, density functional theory 
calculations can be performed to determine the activation energies for various reactive processes 
or equivalently, rate constants from experiments can be incorporated where the data are 
available.  Furthermore, binding energies of ligands calculated via density functional theory can 
be incorporated in the evaluation of the growth and dissociation rates.  This would not only allow 
for the model to be used qualitatively as a guide for experiments, but also as a quantitative 
predictor of the nanocrystal formation behavior.   
 Another aspect of nanocrystal growth is formation of “magic size” clusters at low 
temperature growth.  These clusters are defined by a particular number of atoms which leads to 
an especially stable geometric structure.  We would anticipate for these clusters that the growth 
rates are unlikely to be substantially different, however, the scaled dissociation rates for clusters 
of one unit larger than the magic size would probably be significantly enhanced.  Thus 
incorporating a more detailed description for size dependent dissociation rates would give a more 
accurate representation of the growth process.   
 As described in detail in Chapter 3 and 4, growth anisotropy becomes important for the 
formation of nanorods.  Thus expanding the model to a two- or a multi-dimensional population 
balance and incorporating variation in the growth and dissociation rates with the direction of 
growth can yield new insights into the synthesis of anisotropic nanocrystals.  This can be 
achieved by combining the model with a Wulff construction for surfaces of a desired crystal 
structure. 
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  Another model assumption that can be removed is that aggregation is not an important 
factor in nanocrystal formation.  There are some systems that show oriented attachment of 
smaller sized, almost-spherical nanocrystals to form elongated rod-shaped structures.  Thus 
including aggregation in the model can aid in understanding those processes.  Furthermore, 
formation of other material particles that are either much larger or not as well stabilized and also 
show aggregation, such as silica and titania, could also be described using the augmented model.   
 
7.2.2. Experimental Validation 
 It would be interesting to have a direct comparison with experiments.  One platform that 
has been developed in the Jensen and Bawendi groups is synthesis of nanocrystals in 
microfluidic devices.  This approach allows for a more precise control of the temperature and 
mixing and the ability to perform multiple experiments in a short amount of time.  Thus, finding 
the optimal temperature profile to yield the narrowest size distribution for small sized 
nanocrystals could be achieved by combining model predictions with microfluidic experiments.  
Furthermore, a similar evaluation can be done for testing different additives to determine the 
optimal impurity content in the synthesis of small nanocrystals.   
 Developing experimental methods to obtain mechanistic understanding of the nanocrystal 
growth chemistry would also be of considerable interest.  Some work can be done on utilizing 
soft ionization mass spectrometry methods to look at the temporal evolution of small clusters.  
As mentioned in Chapter 2, one problem with this method is that thus far only pure clusters have 
been studied.  Therefore, combining separation techniques with mass spectroscopy would be a 
fruitful area of research.   
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 Appendix A:  Fortran Code for the Microscopic Model 
 
 
1. Program:      Growth – Specifies a list of model parameters and calls on the main program 
to run a simulation 
2. Subroutine: ClusterGrowth – Main simulation program that first initializes the 
concentrations obtains model parameters and then calls on the dVode integrator.  Saves time 
integration steps. 
3. Subroutine:  dCdt – Calculates the time derivative of precursor and cluster concentration 
4. Subroutine:  gd – Calculates growth and dissociation rates for the system without FPE 
5. Subroutine: abc – Calculates Fokker-Planck Equation rates based on CC70 finite 
difference scheme 
6. Subroutine:  Cinit – Specifies initial values of concentration  
7. Subroutine: modelp – Specifies size space discretization and the corresponding total 
number of reaction sites 
8. Subroutine:  tpoint – Specifies intermediate points for time integration 
9. Subroutine:  odepar – Specifies parameters for the dVode integrator 
10. Subroutine:  str – Converts integers into strings 
11. Function:     string – Converts integers into strings 
12. Subroutine:  FileNames – Generates subfolder names for different values of parameters 
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1      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2      c     Main Program
3      c     Specify an array of model parameters
4      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
5           program Growth
6      
7      c Model parameters
8           integer NoCl, Nm
9           double precision alpha(6), beta(6), gamma(7), lambda
10           data Nm /10/
11           data NoCl/500/
12           data lambda /0.0133987/
13           data alpha /1.0D4,1.0D5,1.0D6,1.0D7,1.0D8,1.0D9/
14           data beta /1.0D−3,1.0D−2,1.0D−1,1.0D0,1.0D1,1.0D2/
15           data gamma /0.0,1.0D0,1.0D1,1.0D2,1.0D3,1.0D4,1.0D5/
16      c Counter Variables
17           integer i, j, k
18      c File Name
19           character*60 basefile, basedir, comand
20           character*40 FolA, FolB, FolG
21           character*10 string, tstr1, tstr2
22      
23      c Loop over different parameter values
24           do 100 i=1,6
25            do 200 j=1,6
26             do 300 k=1,7
27              basefile(:)=’’
28              basedir(:)=’’
29              comand(:)=’’
30              call FileNames(Nm,NoCl,alpha(i),beta(j),gamma(k),
31          1                  FolA,FolB,FolG)
32              tstr1=string(Nm,10)
33              tstr2=string(NoCl,10)
34              basefile=’Nm_’//tstr1(1:len_trim(tstr1))//’_Nc_’
35          1        //tstr2(1:len_trim(tstr2))//’_’//FolA(1:len_trim(FolA))
36          2        //’_’//FolB(1:len_trim(FolB))
37          3        //’_’//FolG(1:len_trim(FolG))
38              basedir=’Output\’//FolA(1:len_trim(FolA))//’\’
39          1        //FolB(1:len_trim(FolB))//’\’
40          2        //FolG(1:len_trim(FolG))
41      
42              print *, basedir
43              comand=’mkdir tempout’
44              call system(comand)
45              comand=’mkdir ’//basedir
46              call system(comand)
47              call ClusterGrowth(Nm,NoCl,alpha(i),beta(j),gamma(k),
48          1                      lambda,basedir)
49              print *, basefile
50      300    continue
51      200   continue
52      100  continue
53           stop
54           end
55      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
56      
57      
58      
59      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
60      c     Main Simulation 
61      c Specify number of equations (NEQ = NoCl+1)
62      c Specify data formating (NoCl+2)
63      c −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
64           subroutine ClusterGrowth(Nm,NoCl,alpha,beta,gamma,lambda,basedir)
65           external dCdt
66           integer NEQ
67           parameter (NEQ=1+500)
68      
69      c Model parameters
70           character*60 basedir, command 
71           integer NoCl, Nm
72           double precision alpha, beta, gamma, lambda
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73           double precision NSize(NoCl+1),NSites(NoCl)
74           double precision Czero(NoCl+1)
75      c Counter Variables
76           integer i, j, k
77      
78      c Variables returned from abc subroutine
79           double precision a, b, c, as, bs, cs
80           dimension a(NoCl),b(NoCl),c(NoCl)
81           dimension as(NoCl),bs(NoCl),cs(NoCl)
82      
83      c Variables for the integrator
84           integer itol, itask, istate, iopt, lrw, iwork, liw, mf,ipar(2)
85           double precision Conc, Cdot, time, tout, rtol, atol, rwork,rpar(4)
86           dimension Conc(NoCl+1), Cdot(NoCl+1)
87           dimension rwork(22+9*NEQ+2*NEQ**2)
88           dimension iwork(30+NEQ)
89      c      dimension atol(NEQ) (if given as an array, i.e. itol=2)
90      
91      c Time points for evaluation
92           double precision lgtmin, lgtmax, dlgt
93           integer itime
94      
95      
96      c Converting integer to a string 
97           character*20 numstr
98           integer numsiz
99      
100      c Data output formats, should be equal to NoCl+1 (column for time)
101      6    format (2000(E12.5,’, ’))
102      8    format (2000(E12.5,’, ’))
103      5    format (3(I5,’, ’),3(E10.3,’, ’),E10.3)
104      
105      c Initial values for concentration and time
106           call Cinit(NEQ,Czero)
107           do 10 j=1,NEQ
108              Conc(j)=Czero(j)
109      10   continue
110      c Start time and time points for report
111           time=0.0D0
112           call tpoint(lgtmin,lgtmax,itime,dlgt)      
113      c Specify ode solver parameters
114           call odepar(NEQ,itol,itask,istate,iopt,lrw,liw,mf,rtol,atol)
115      c Specify model parameters
116           NoCl=NEQ−1
117           rpar(1)=alpha
118           rpar(2)=beta
119           rpar(3)=gamma
120           rpar(4)=lambda
121           ipar(1)=Nm
122           ipar(2)=NoCl
123           call modelp(NEQ, NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,lambda,NSize,NSites)
124      c Open ouput files
125           open(unit=11,file=’tempout/output_conc.txt’)
126           open(unit=12,file=’tempout/output_a.txt’)
127           open(unit=13,file=’tempout/output_b.txt’)
128           open(unit=14,file=’tempout/output_c.txt’)
129           open(unit=15,file=’tempout/output_as.txt’)
130           open(unit=16,file=’tempout/output_bs.txt’)
131           open(unit=17,file=’tempout/output_cs.txt’)
132           open(unit=18,file=’tempout/output_modelp.txt’)
133      
134           write(18,5) NEQ,NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,lambda
135      
136           write(11,6) time, (NSize(j),j=1,NEQ)
137           write(11,6) time, (flval(Conc(j)),j=1,NEQ)
138      
139           if (lambda.GT.0.0) then 
140      c     Call function to return rates
141               call abc(Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
142          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
143           else
144      c     Call function to return rates
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145                 call gd(Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
146          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
147           endif 
148      
149           write(12,8) (flval(a(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
150           write(13,8) (flval(b(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
151           write(14,8) (flval(c(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
152           write(15,8) (flval(as(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
153           write(16,8) (flval(bs(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
154           write(17,8) (flval(cs(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
155      
156      c     Loop over the end time points
157           do 20 i=0,itime
158      
159              tout=10.0D0**(i*dlgt+lgtmin)
160      
161      c     Call the DVODE integrator
162              call dvode(dCdt,NEQ,Conc,time,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itask,
163          1               istate, iopt,rwork,lrw,iwork,liw,jac,mf,rpar,ipar)
164              print 7, time,i,itime,istate
165      7       format(’time= ’,D12.2,’ −  ’,I3,’ of ’,I3,’ ISTATE=’,I3)
166      c     Write output for concentrations
167              write(11,6) tout, (flval(Conc(j)),j=1,NEQ)
168      
169              if (lambda.GT.0.0) then 
170      c     Call function to return rates
171                 call abc(Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
172          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
173              else
174      c     Call function to return rates
175                 call gd(Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
176          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
177              endif 
178      c     Write output for rates
179              write(12,8) (flval(a(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
180              write(13,8) (flval(b(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
181              write(14,8) (flval(c(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
182              write(15,8) (flval(as(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
183              write(16,8) (flval(bs(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
184              write(17,8) (flval(cs(j)),j=1,NEQ−1)
185      
186      20   continue
187      
188           close(11)
189           close(12)
190           close(13)
191           close(14)
192           close(15)
193           close(16)
194           close(17)
195           close(18)
196      
197           command=’copy tempout\output_*.txt ’//basedir//’\’
198           call system(command)
199      
200           return
201           end
202      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
203      
204      
205      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
206      c Subroutine for calculating the time derivative
207      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
208           subroutine dCdt (NEQ,time,Conc,Cdot,rpar,ipar)
209      
210      c Model parameters
211           integer NoCl, Nm
212           double precision alpha, beta, gamma, lambda
213           double precision NSize, NSites
214           dimension NSize(NEQ),NSites(NEQ−1)
215      c Input/Output variables
216           double precision Conc, Cdot,time,rpar(4)
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217           integer NEQ, ipar(2)
218           dimension Conc(NEQ), Cdot(NEQ)
219      
220      c Local Variables
221           integer j
222      
223      c Variables returned from abc subroutine
224           double precision a, b, c, as, bs, cs
225           dimension a(NEQ−1),b(NEQ−1),c(NEQ−1)
226           dimension as(NEQ−1),bs(NEQ−1),cs(NEQ−1)
227      c Extract the passed model parameters
228           alpha=rpar(1)
229           beta=rpar(2)
230           gamma=rpar(3)
231           lambda=rpar(4)
232           Nm=ipar(1)
233           NoCl=ipar(2)
234      
235           call modelp(NEQ,NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,lambda,NSize,NSites)
236      
237      c Check that Nmatch<NoClusters
238           if (lambda.GT.0.0) then 
239      c     Call function to return rates
240              call abc(Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
241          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
242           else
243      c     Call function to return rates
244              call gd(Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
245          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
246           endif 
247      
248      
249      c     Calculate time derivatives
250              Cdot(NoCl+1)= −Conc(NoCl+1)+bs(1)*Conc(1)−cs(1)*Conc(2)
251          1            −NSize(NoCl)*
252          2            (as(NoCl)*Conc(NoCl−1)−bs(NoCl)*Conc(NoCl))
253              Cdot(1)=  Conc(NoCl+1)−bs(1)*Conc(1)+cs(1)*Conc(2)
254          1            −NSize(NoCl)*
255          2            (a(NoCl)*Conc(NoCl−1)−b(NoCl)*Conc(NoCl))
256              Cdot(NoCl)=(a(NoCl)+as(NoCl))*Conc(NoCl−1)
257          1              −(b(NoCl)+bs(NoCl))*Conc(NoCl)
258      
259           do 100 j=2,NoCl−1
260               Cdot(NoCl+1)=Cdot(NoCl+1)−NSize(j)*(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j))*
261          1            (as(j)*Conc(j−1)−bs(j)*Conc(j)+cs(j)*Conc(j+1))
262      
263               Cdot(1)=Cdot(1)−NSize(j)*(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j))*
264          1            (a(j)*Conc(j−1)−b(j)*Conc(j)+c(j)*Conc(j+1))
265      100  continue
266      
267           do 110 j=2,NoCl−1
268               Cdot(j)=(a(j)+as(j))*Conc(j−1)
269          1            −(b(j)+bs(j))*Conc(j)
270          2            +(c(j)+cs(j))*Conc(j+1)
271      110  continue
272      
273           return
274           end
275      
276      c End:Subroutine for calculating the time derivative
277      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
278      
279      
280      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
281      c Subroutine for calculating reaction rate
282      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
283           subroutine gd (Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
284          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
285      c Common variables
286           integer NoCl, Nm
287           double precision NSize(NoCl+1), NSites(NoCl), alpha, beta, gamma
288      
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289      c Input/Output variables
290           double precision Conc
291           dimension Conc(NoCl+1)
292           double precision a, b, c, as, bs, cs 
293           dimension a(NoCl),b(NoCl),c(NoCl),as(NoCl),bs(NoCl),cs(NoCl)
294      
295      c Local Variables
296           integer j
297           double precision g, d, gs
298           dimension g(NoCl), d(NoCl), gs(NoCl)
299      
300      c Calculate g, d, gs
301           do 200 j=1,NoCl
302              g(j)=alpha*NSites(j)*Conc(1)
303              gs(j)=gamma*NSites(j)*Conc(NoCl+1)
304              d(j)=beta*NSites(j)
305      200  continue
306      
307      c Calculate a, b, c, as, bs, cs
308           a(1)=0.0D0
309           b(1)=g(1)
310           c(1)=d(2)
311           as(1)=0.0D0
312           bs(1)=gs(1)
313           cs(1)=0.0D0
314           do 210 j=2,NoCl−1
315              a(j)=g(j−1)
316              b(j)=g(j)+d(j)
317              c(j)=d(j+1)
318              as(j)=gs(j−1)
319              bs(j)=gs(j)
320              cs(j)=0.0D0
321      210  continue
322           a(NoCl)=g(NoCl−1)
323           b(NoCl)=d(NoCl)
324           c(NoCl)=0.0D0
325           as(NoCl)=gs(NoCl)
326           bs(NoCl)=0.0D0
327           cs(NoCl)=0.0D0
328      
329           return
330           end
331      
332      c End: Subroutine for calculating reaction rates
333      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
334      
335      
336      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
337      c Subroutine for Fokker−Planck calculation of reaction rates
338      c Employ CC70 for a, b, c
339      c Central difference for as, bs, cs
340      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
341           subroutine abc (Conc,a,b,c,as,bs,cs,
342          1               NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,NSize,NSites)
343      c Common variables
344           integer NoCl, Nm
345           double precision NSize(NoCl+1), NSites(NoCl), alpha, beta, gamma
346      
347      c Input/Output variables
348           double precision Conc
349           dimension Conc(NoCl+1)
350           double precision a, b, c, as, bs, cs 
351           dimension a(NoCl),b(NoCl),c(NoCl),as(NoCl),bs(NoCl),cs(NoCl)
352      
353      c Local Variables
354           integer j
355           double precision g, d, gs, wpot
356           dimension g(NoCl), d(NoCl), gs(NoCl), wpot(NoCl)
357      
358      c Calculate g, d, gs
359           do 300 j=1,NoCl
360              g(j)=alpha*NSites(j)*Conc(1)
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361              gs(j)=gamma*NSites(j)*Conc(NoCl+1)
362              d(j)=beta*NSites(j)
363      300  continue
364      
365      c Calculate a, b, c, as, bs, cs
366           a(1)=0.0D0
367           b(1)=g(1)
368           c(1)=d(2)
369           as(1)=0.0D0
370           bs(1)=gs(1)
371           cs(1)=0.0D0
372           
373           do 310 j=2, Nm−1
374             a(j)=g(j−1)
375             b(j)=g(j)+d(j)
376             c(j)=d(j+1)
377             as(j)=gs(j−1)
378             bs(j)=gs(j)
379             cs(j)=0.0D0
380      310  continue
381           if (beta.EQ.0.0) then
382              if(Conc(1).EQ.0.0) then
383                 do 301 j=Nm,NoCl
384                    a(j)=0
385                    b(j)=0
386                    c(j)=0
387      301        continue
388              endif
389           else
390      
391              do 305 j=2, NoCl−1
392                 wpot(j)=(g(j+1)+g(j)−d(j+1)−d(j)−(g(j+1)−g(j)+d(j+1)−d(j))
393          2           /(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j)))/(g(j+1)+g(j)+d(j+1)+d(j))
394          3           *(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j))
395      305     continue
396           
397              do 320 j=Nm+1, NoCl−1
398                 a(j)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
399          1        *(g(j)+d(j)+g(j−1)+d(j−1))
400          1        /(NSize(j)−NSize(j−1))
401          1        *wpot(j−1)*2.0D0/(1.0D0−dexp(−2.0D0*wpot(j−1)))
402                 b(j)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
403          1        *(g(j)+d(j)+g(j−1)+d(j−1))
404          1        /(NSize(j)−NSize(j−1))
405          1        *wpot(j−1)*2.0D0/(Dexp(2.0D0*wpot(j−1))−1.0D0)
406          2       +1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
407          1        *(g(j+1)+d(j+1)+g(j)+d(j))
408          1        /(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j))
409          1        *wpot(j)*2.0D0/(1.0D0−dexp(−2.0D0*wpot(j)))
410                 c(j)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
411          1        *(g(j+1)+d(j+1)+g(j)+d(j))
412          1        /(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j))
413          1        *wpot(j)*2.0D0/(dexp(2.0D0*wpot(j))−1.0D0)
414      
415      320     continue
416           endif
417      
418                 a(Nm)=g(Nm−1)         
419                 b(Nm)=d(Nm)
420          2       +1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm−1))
421          2       *(g(Nm+1)+d(Nm+1)+g(Nm)+d(Nm))/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm))
422          1       *wpot(Nm)*2.0D0/(1.0D0−dexp(−2.0D0*wpot(Nm)))
423                 c(Nm)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm−1))
424          1       *(g(Nm+1)+d(Nm+1)+g(Nm)+d(Nm))/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm))
425          1        *wpot(Nm)*2.0D0/(dexp(2.0D0*wpot(Nm))−1.0D0)
426      
427                 a(NoCl)=1.0D0/2.0D0/((NSize(NoCl+1)−NSize(NoCl−1)))
428          1       *(g(NoCl)+d(NoCl)+g(NoCl−1)+d(NoCl−1))
429          2       /(NSize(NoCl)−NSize(NoCl−1))
430          1        *wpot(NoCl−1)*2.0D0/(1.0D0−dexp(−2.0D0*wpot(NoCl−1)))
431                 b(NoCl)=1.0D0/2.0D0/((NSize(NoCl+1)−NSize(NoCl−1)))
432          1       *(g(NoCl)+d(NoCl)+g(NoCl−1)+d(NoCl−1))
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433          2       /(NSize(NoCl)−NSize(NoCl−1))
434          1        *wpot(NoCl−1)*2.0D0/(dexp(2.0D0*wpot(NoCl−1))−1.0D0)
435          9       +0.0D0
436                 c(NoCl)=0.0D0
437      
438      
439           do 330 j=Nm+1, NoCl−1
440              as(j)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
441          1        *(gs(j)+gs(j−1)+(2.0D0*gs(j−1))/(NSize(j)−NSize(j−1)))
442              cs(j)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
443          1        *(−gs(j+1)−gs(j)+(2.0D0*gs(j+1))/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j)))
444              bs(j)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j−1))
445          1        *(−gs(j)−gs(j−1)+(2.0D0*gs(j))/(NSize(j)−NSize(j−1))
446          1        +gs(j+1)+gs(j)+(2.0D0*gs(j))/(NSize(j+1)−NSize(j)))
447      330  continue
448             as(Nm)=gs(Nm−1) 
449             bs(Nm)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm−1))
450          1       *(gs(Nm+1)+gs(Nm)+(2.0D0*gs(Nm))/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm)))
451             cs(Nm)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm−1))
452          1       *(−gs(Nm+1)−gs(Nm)+(2.0D0*gs(Nm+1))
453          1       /(NSize(Nm+1)−NSize(Nm)))
454      
455             as(NoCl)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(NoCl+1)−NSize(NoCl−1))
456          1       *(gs(NoCl)+gs(NoCl−1)+(2.0D0*gs(NoCl−1))
457          2       /(NSize(NoCl)−NSize(NoCl−1)))
458             bs(NoCl)=1.0D0/2.0D0/(NSize(NoCl+1)−NSize(NoCl−1))
459          1       *(−gs(NoCl)−gs(NoCl−1)+(2.0D0*gs(NoCl))
460          2       /(NSize(NoCl)−NSize(NoCl−1))
461          3        +0.0D0)
462             cs(NoCl)=0.0D0
463      
464      
465           return
466           end
467      c End: Subroutine for Fokker−Planck calculation of reaction rates
468      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
469      
470      
471      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
472      c    Initial Values of Concentrations
473      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
474           subroutine Cinit(NEQ,Czero)
475           integer NEQ, j
476           double precision CZero(NEQ)
477           
478           do 60 j=1,NEQ−1
479              Czero(j)=0
480      60   continue
481              Czero(NEQ)=1.0D0     
482           return
483           end
484      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
485      
486      
487      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
488      c     Model Parameters and Calculation of cluster size
489      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
490           subroutine modelp(NEQ,
491          1                  NoCl,Nm,alpha,beta,gamma,lambda,NSize,NSites)
492           integer NoCl, Nm, NEQ
493           integer j
494           double precision NSize(NEQ), NSites(NEQ−1)
495           double precision alpha, beta, gamma, lambda
496      
497           NSize(1)=1.0D0
498           do 101 j=2,Nm+1
499               NSize(j)=NSize(j−1)+1.0D0
500      101  continue
501           do 201 j=Nm+2, NoCl
502               NSize(j)=NSize(j−1)+(1.0D0+lambda)**(j−Nm−2.0D0)
503      201  continue
504               NSize(NoCl+1)=NSize(NoCl)+1.0D0
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505           do 351 j=1,NoCl
506              NSites(j)=NSize(j)**(2.0D0/3.0D0)
507      351  continue
508           return
509           end
510      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
511      
512      
513      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
514      c     Time points for output
515      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
516           subroutine tpoint(lgtmin,lgtmax,itime,dlgt)
517           double precision lgtmin, lgtmax,dlgt
518           integer itime
519           lgtmin=−10.0D0
520           lgtmax=4.0D0
521           itime=140
522           dlgt=(lgtmax−lgtmin)/itime
523           return
524           end
525      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
526      
527      
528      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
529      c     ODE solver parameters
530      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
531           subroutine odepar(NEQ,itol,itask,istate,iopt,lrw,liw,mf,rtol,atol)
532           integer itol, itask, istate, iopt, lrw, liw, mf
533           double precision rtol, atol
534           itol=1
535           itask=1
536           istate=1
537           iopt=0
538           lrw=22+9*NEQ+2*NEQ**2
539           liw=30+NEQ
540           mf=22
541           rtol=1.0D−10
542           atol=1.0D−17
543           return
544           end
545      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
546      
547      
548      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
549      c Subroutine converting integers into strings
550      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
551             subroutine str(number, string, size)
552             integer number, size
553             character*8 string
554             character*100 temp
555             integer local, last_digit, i
556      
557             local = number
558             i = 0
559      
560      c       strip digits off starting with least significant      
561      c       do−while loop                                       
562      
563      100    last_digit = mod(local,10)
564             local = local/10
565             i = i + 1
566             temp(i:i) = char(last_digit + ichar(’0’))
567      
568             if (local.ne.0) then
569                 go to 100
570             endif
571      
572             size = i
573      
574      c        reverse digits                                 
575             do 200 i = 1, size
576               string(size−i+1:size−i+1) = temp(i:i)
175
577      200    continue
578      
579             return
580             end
581      c End of str subroutine
582      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
583      
584      
585      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
586            double precision function flval(yval)
587            double precision yval
588            if (dlog10(abs(yval)).lt.−99) then
589               flval=0
590            else
591               flval=yval
592            endif
593            return
594            end
595      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
596      
597      
598      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
599      c Subroutine for Generating File Names
600      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
601      
602           subroutine FileNames(Nm,NoCl,alpha1,beta1,gamma1,FolA,FolB,FolG)
603           integer Nm,NoCl
604           integer tempA, tempB,tempG
605           integer p1A,p1B,p1G
606           integer p2A,p2B,p2G
607      
608           double precision alpha1, beta1, gamma1
609           character*40 FolA, FolB, FolG,tA,tB,tG,tA1,tB1,tG1
610           character*10 string, sA,sB,sG
611      
612           if (alpha1.ne.0) then
613              tempA=nint(log10(alpha1))
614              if (int(alpha1/10.0**tempA+0.0000001).LT.1.0) then
615                 tempA=tempA−1
616              endif
617           else
618              tempA=0
619           endif
620      
621           if (beta1.ne.0) then
622              tempB=nint(log10(beta1))
623              if (int(beta1/10.0**tempB+0.0000001).LT.1.0) then
624                 tempB=tempB−1
625              endif
626           else
627              tempB=0
628           endif
629      
630           if (gamma1.ne.0) then
631              tempG=nint(log10(gamma1))
632              if (int(gamma1/10.0**tempG+0.0000001).LT.1.0) then
633                 tempG=tempG−1
634              endif
635           else
636              tempG=0
637           endif
638           
639           p1A=int(alpha1/10.0**tempA+0.0000001)
640           p1B=int(beta1/10.0**tempB+0.0000001)
641           p1G=int(gamma1/10.0**tempG+0.0000001)
642      
643      c     Note only do truncation after the 1st decimal, not rounding
644           p2A=int((alpha1/10.0**tempA−p1A)*10.0)
645           p2B=int((beta1/10.0**tempB−p1B)*10.0)
646           p2G=int((gamma1/10.0**tempG−p1G)*10.0)
647      
648              sA=string(p1A,2)
176
649              tA=’A_’//sA(1:len_trim(sA))//’.’
650              sA=string(p2A,2)
651           if (tempA.lt.0) then
652              tA1=tA(1:len_trim(tA))//sA(1:len_trim(sA))//’E−’
653           else
654              tA1=tA(1:len_trim(tA))//sA(1:len_trim(sA))//’E’
655           endif
656              sA=string(abs(tempA),2)
657              FolA=tA1(1:len_trim(tA1))//sA(1:len_trim(sA))
658      
659              sB=string(p1B,2)
660              tB=’B_’//sB(1:len_trim(sB))//’.’
661              sB=string(p2B,2)
662           if (tempB.lt.0) then
663              tB1=tB(1:len_trim(tB))//sB(1:len_trim(sB))//’E−’
664           else
665              tB1=tB(1:len_trim(tB))//sB(1:len_trim(sB))//’E’
666           endif
667              sB=string(abs(tempB),2)
668              FolB=tB1(1:len_trim(tB1))//sB(1:len_trim(sB))
669      
670              sG=string(p1G,2)
671              tG=’G_’//sG(1:len_trim(sG))//’.’
672              sG=string(p2G,2)
673           if (tempG.lt.0) then
674              tG1=tG(1:len_trim(tG))//sG(1:len_trim(sG))//’E−’
675           else
676              tG1=tG(1:len_trim(tG))//sG(1:len_trim(sG))//’E’
677           endif
678              sG=string(abs(tempG),2)
679              FolG=tG1(1:len_trim(tG1))//sG(1:len_trim(sG))
680      
681           return
682           end
683      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
684      
685      
686      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
687      c Subroutine converting integers into string
688      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
689             character*10 function string(number, size)
690             integer number, size, size1
691             character*100 temp
692             integer local, last_digit, i
693             local = number
694             i = 0
695             string(:)=’’
696      c       strip digits off starting with least significant      
697      c       do−while loop                                       
698      
699      100    last_digit = mod(local,10)
700             local = local/10
701             i = i + 1
702             temp(i:i) = char(last_digit+ ichar(’0’))
703             if (local.ne.0) then
704                 go to 100
705             endif
706      
707             size1 = i
708      
709      c        reverse digits                                 
710             do 200 i = 1,size1
711               string(size1−i+1:size1−i+1) = temp(i:i)
712      200    continue
713      
714             return
715             end
716      c End of string function
717      c−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
end      
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 Appendix B:  MATLAB Data Analysis Code 
 
1. FortranConvert – Calls on a function to read and analyze Fortran output for different 
values of the input parameters.  Compresses output. 
2. Filename_all – Generates directory and file names for a given set of model parameters 
3. FortranREAD_Norm_FP – Reads in, converts, and analyzes Fortran output for the 
discrete/FPE based model. 
4. FortranPLOT – Plot model output 
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 1 function FortranConvert(subdir,action,N,ext,p)
 2 % Call FortranREAD_Norm_FP function to convert fortran output to .mat format for different values of parameters
 3 % Input: 
 4 % 1. Subdirectory folder name
 5 % 2. Action: (1) Convert and zip (0) Zip only (2) Analize only
 6 % 3. Number of variables
 7 % 4. Variable names
 8 % 5. Set of 5 variable values (if less, use blank [])
 9 % Example: FortranConvert('ABG-par-scan',2,3,{'A';'B';'G';},{10.^[4 5 6 7 8 9];10.^[-3 -2 -1 0 1 2];10.^[-inf 0 1 2 3 4 5]; 10.^[]; 10.^[]});
10 
11 % Default values
12 if nargin<3
13     N=3; % number of parameters
14     ext={'A';'B';'G';};
15     p={10.^[4 5 6 7 8 9];...
16        10.^[-3 -2 -1 0 1 2];...
17        10.^[-inf 0 1 2 3 4];...
18        10.^[];...
19        [];...                          % leave with [] if not in use
20       };
21 end
22 
23 % Use matching point of Nm=10 and total number of points of Nc=500
24 Nm=10;
25 Nc=500;
26 
27 dirname=['C:\Documents and Settings\Jane Rempel\My Documents\Work\Jacobian\Fortran\TestProgram\'];
28 dirout=[dirname subdir '\Output\'];
29 
30 % Loop over all parameter values
31 for i1=1:max(1,length(p{1}))
32     for i2=1:max(1,length(p{2}))
33         for i3=1:max(1,length(p{3}))
34             for i4=1:max(1,length(p{4}))
35                 for i5=1:max(1,length(p{5}))
36                     [i1 i2 i3 i4 i5]
37 
38                     for j=1:N
39                         tempi=eval(['i' int2str(j)]);
40                         par(j)=p{j}(tempi);
41                     end
42                     % Obtain file name and directory
43                     [filename dir]=filename_all(N,par,ext);
44                     dir=[dirout dir];
45                     filename=['Nm_' int2str(Nm) '_Nc_' int2str(Nc) '_' filename];
46                     if exist([dir filename '.mat']), load([dir filename '.mat']); end
47                     
48                     if exist(dir)
49                         if action
50                             if action==1
51                                 if ~exist([dir 'output_conc.txt'])
52                                     unzip([dir 'output.zip'],dir);
53                                 end
54                                 % Read and analyze data
55                                 FortranREAD_Norm_FP(1,filename,dir,dir);
56                                 FortranREAD_Norm_FP(0,filename,dir,dir);
57                                 filename
58                             else
59                                 % Analyze data
60                                 FortranREAD_Norm_FP(0,filename,dir,dir);
61                                 filename
62                             end
63                         end
64                         % Zip text files
65                         if exist([dir 'output_conc.txt'])&~exist([dir 'output.zip'])
66                            zip([dir 'output.zip'],'output_*.txt',dir);
67                         end                     
68                         if exist([dir 'output.zip'])
69                            delete([dir 'output_*.txt']);
70                         end 
71                         
72                     end 
73                     
74                 end
75             end
76         end
77     end
78 end 180
 1 function [file dir]=filename_all(N,par,ext)
 2 % Generate file and directory name (A_x.yEz)
 3 % Inputs
 4 %   1. Number of parameters
 5 %   2. Parameter values
 6 %   3. Parameter labels
 7 % Sample input: filename_all(3,[10^8 10^-1 0],{'A';'B';'G';})
 8 
 9 dir='';
10 file='';
11 for i=1:N
12     if par(i)~=0
13         temp=round(log10(par(i)));
14         if fix(par(i)/10^temp+0.005)<1, 
15             temp=temp-1;
16         end
17     else
18         temp=0;
19     end
20 
21     p1=fix(par(i)/10.0^temp+0.005);
22     p2=fix((par(i)/10.0^temp+0.005-p1)*10.0);
23     s=int2str(p1);
24     t=[ext{i} '_' s '.'];
25     s=int2str(p2);
26     if temp<0
27         t=[t s 'E-'];
28     else
29         t=[t s 'E'];
30     end
31     s=int2str(abs(temp));
32     Fol=[t s];
33     if i==1
34         file=[Fol];
35     else
36         file=[file '_' Fol];
37     end
38     dir=[dir Fol '\'];
39 end
40 
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  1 function FortranREAD_Norm_FP(action,filename,dirR,dirS)
  2 % Input Variables: 
  3 % 1. Action:
  4 %    1-> Convert Fortran output into matlab file
  5 %    0-> Analyze
  6 % 2. Saved file name
  7 % 3. Directory to read from
  8 % 4. Directory to save to
  9 
 10 sfile='output';
 11 
 12 if nargin==2       % if dir not passed.
 13      dirR=['C:\Documents and Settings\Jane Rempel\My Documents\Work\Jacobian\Fortran\TestProgram\Output\'];
 14      dirS=dirR;
 15 end
 16 
 17 if nargin==3
 18     dirS=dirR;
 19 end
 20 
 21 if action
 22 % Convert file to matlab
 23     file=[dirR sfile '_conc.txt']; ConcMat=csvread(file);
 24     file=[dirR sfile '_a.txt']; a=csvread(file);
 25     file=[dirR sfile '_b.txt']; b=csvread(file);
 26     file=[dirR sfile '_c.txt']; c=csvread(file);
 27     file=[dirR sfile '_as.txt']; asf=csvread(file);
 28     file=[dirR sfile '_bs.txt']; bsf=csvread(file);
 29     file=[dirR sfile '_cs.txt']; csf=csvread(file);
 30     file=[dirR sfile '_modelp.txt']; modelp=csvread(file);
 31 
 32     % Read in parameter values
 33     NEQ=modelp(1);
 34     NoClusters=modelp(2);
 35     Nmatch=modelp(3);
 36     alpha=modelp(4);
 37     beta=modelp(5);
 38     gamma=modelp(6);
 39     lambda=modelp(7);
 40     
 41     % Read in the rates
 42     a=a(:,1:NoClusters);     asf=asf(:,1:NoClusters);    
 43     b=b(:,1:NoClusters);     bsf=bsf(:,1:NoClusters);
 44     c=c(:,1:NoClusters);     csf=csf(:,1:NoClusters);
 45     
 46     % Read in concentrations
 47     [Mrow,Mcol]=size(ConcMat);
 48     Conc=ConcMat(2:Mrow,NEQ+1);      %Monomer
 49     ConcC=ConcMat(2:Mrow,2:(NEQ));   %Clusters
 50     time=ConcMat(2:Mrow,1);          %Time
 51     NSize=ConcMat(1,2:(NEQ))';       %N - spacing
 52     clear ConcMat
 53 
 54     % Save values in .mat file    
 55     outdir=dirS; 
 56     save([outdir filename '.mat'],'time','Conc','ConcC','a','b','c','asf','bsf','csf','NSize','Nmatch','NoClusters','alpha','beta','gamma','lambda');
 57 
 58 else
 59 % Analize file    
 60     outdir=dirS; 
 61     load([outdir filename '.mat']);
 62     
 63     RSize=rofn(NSize); % Radius in nm, for CdSe @ density = 4/6.08^3 #/Ang^3
 64     tr=zeros(size(ConcC,1),1);
 65     
 66     % Calculate Fluxes 
 67     Nm=Nmatch;
 68     for i=1:size(ConcC,1)
 69         C1Gen(i)=Conc(i,1);
 70         NFluxNm(i)=(a(i,Nm)+asf(i,Nm))*ConcC(i,Nm-1)-c(i,Nm-1)*ConcC(i,Nm);
 71         GsFluxNm(i)=-Nm*asf(i,Nm)*ConcC(i,Nm-1)...
 72             +sum((NSize(Nm+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nm:NoClusters-1))...
 73             .*(NSize(Nm:NoClusters-1).*(asf(i,Nm:NoClusters-1).*ConcC(i,Nm-1:NoClusters-2)-bsf(i,Nm:NoClusters-1).*ConcC(i,Nm:NoClusters-1)...
 74             +csf(i,Nm:NoClusters-1).*ConcC(i,Nm+1:NoClusters))'))...
 75             -NSize(NoClusters)*(asf(i,NoClusters)*ConcC(i,NoClusters-1)-bsf(i,NoClusters)*ConcC(i,NoClusters)); 
 76         GFluxNm(i)=-Nm*a(i,Nm)*ConcC(i,Nm-1)+Nm*c(i,Nm-1)*ConcC(i,Nm)...
 77             +sum((NSize(Nm+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nm:NoClusters-1))...
 78             .*(NSize(Nm:NoClusters-1).*(a(i,Nm:NoClusters-1).*ConcC(i,Nm-1:NoClusters-2)-b(i,Nm:NoClusters-1).*ConcC(i,Nm:NoClusters-1)...182
 79             +c(i,Nm:NoClusters-1).*ConcC(i,Nm+1:NoClusters))'))...
 80             -NSize(NoClusters)*(a(i,NoClusters)*ConcC(i,NoClusters-1)-b(i,NoClusters)*ConcC(i,NoClusters)); 
 81     end
 82     dCdn=(diff(ConcC')./(diff(NSize)*ones(1,size(ConcC,1))))';
 83     dn=diff(NSize);
 84     d2Cdn2=(diff(ConcC',2)./(dn(1:length(NSize)-2,:)*ones(1,size(ConcC,1))).^2)';
 85     NdCdn=dCdn./ConcC(:,1:size(dCdn,2));
 86 
 87     % Find the peak and the mean of the distribution
 88     Navg=zeros(1,length(time));
 89     Ravg=zeros(1,length(time));
 90     Cavg=zeros(1,length(time));
 91     Nstd=zeros(1,length(time));
 92     Rstd=zeros(1,length(time));
 93     Nstdp=zeros(1,length(time));
 94     Rstdp=zeros(1,length(time));
 95     indmax=ones(1,length(time));
 96     indbot=ones(1,length(time));
 97     indtop=ones(1,length(time));
 98     areapdf=ones(1,length(time));
 99 
100     pdfC=ones(size(ConcC));
101     pdfC2=pdfC;
102     pdfCc=ones(size(ConcC));
103     pdfCc2=pdfC;
104     pdfR=pdfC;
105 
106     CoCb=zeros(1,length(time));
107     CoCt=zeros(1,length(time));
108 
109     icount=2; indprev=0;
110     for i=1:length(time)
111         % Mean, std, and skew for the entire size distribution
112         NavgD(i)=trapz(NSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*NSize)/trapz(NSize,ConcC(i,:)');
113         NstdD(i)=sqrt(trapz(NSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*(NSize-NavgD(i)).^2)/trapz(NSize,ConcC(i,:)'));
114         NskewD(i)=(trapz(NSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*(NSize-NavgD(i)).^3)/trapz(NSize,ConcC(i,:)'))/NstdD(i)^3;
115 
116         RavgD(i)=trapz(RSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*RSize.*RSize.^2)/trapz(RSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*RSize.^2);
117         RstdD(i)=sqrt(trapz(RSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*RSize.^2.*(RSize-RavgD(i)).^2)/trapz(RSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*RSize.^2));
118         RskewD(i)=(trapz(RSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*RSize.^2.*(RSize-RavgD(i)).^3)/trapz(RSize,ConcC(i,:)'.*RSize.^2))/RstdD(i)^3;
119         
120    % Find location of the peak maximum
121         % Find all points where the derivative changes sign
122         ind=find((dCdn(i,1:NoClusters-2).*dCdn(i,2:NoClusters-1))<0&(abs(dCdn(i,1:NoClusters-2)))>10^-18);
123         ind2=nonzeros((sign(dCdn(i,ind))>0).*ind)+1;
124         if ~ind2
125             ind2=indprev;
126         end
127 
128         if ind2
129             if (length(ind2)>1)&(i>1)
130                 if icount>2
131                     [mval iind]=min(abs(ind2-indmax(icount)));
132                     if mval<(indmax(icount)-30)
133                         [maxval ind3]=max(ConcC(i,max(indmax(icount)-5,1):NoClusters));
134                         indmax(i)=max(indmax(icount)-5,1)+ind3-1;
135                     else
136                         indmax(i)=ind2(iind);
137                     end
138                 else
139                     indmax(i)=ind2(length(ind2));
140                 end
141             else
142                 if ind2(1)<(indmax(icount)-10)
143                     if icount>2
144                         [maxval ind3]=max(ConcC(i,max(indmax(icount)-5,1):min(indmax(icount)+40,NoClusters)));
145                         indmax(i)=max(indmax(icount)-5,1)+ind3-1;
146                     else
147                         [maxval ind3]=max(ConcC(i,max(indmax(icount)-5,1):NoClusters));
148                         indmax(i)=max(indmax(icount)-5,1)+ind3-1;
149                     end
150                 elseif ind2(1)>(indmax(icount)+40)
151                     [maxval ind3]=max(ConcC(i,max(ind2-5,1):min(ind2+40,NoClusters)));
152                     indmax(i)=max(ind2-5,1)+ind3-1;
153                 else
154                     [maxval ind3]=max(ConcC(i,max(ind2-5,1):min(indmax(icount)+40,NoClusters)));
155                     indmax(i)=max(ind2-5,1)+ind3-1;                  
156                 end 183
157             end
158             
159             [minval indmin]=min(ConcC(i,1:indmax(i)));
160             indmin=indmin+1;
161             if (icount==2)&(indmin-1==1)
162                 indmax(i)=1;
163             else
164                 indprev=indmax(i);
165                 
166                 pquad=polyfit(NSize(max(indmax(i)-4,1):min(indmax(i)+4,NoClusters)),ConcC(i,max(indmax(i)-4,1):min(indmax(i)+4,NoClusters))',2);
167                 Navg(1,i)=-pquad(2)/2/pquad(1);
168 
169                 Cavg(1,i)=pquad(1)*Navg(1,i)^2+pquad(2)*Navg(1,i)+pquad(3);            
170 
171                 [topval indtop(i)]=min(abs(ConcC(i,indmax(i):NoClusters)-(1/20*(ConcC(i,indmax(i))-min(abs(ConcC(i,indmax(i):NoClusters))))+min(abs
(ConcC(i,indmax(i):NoClusters))))));
172                 indtop(i)=indtop(i)+indmax(i)-1;
173     % Fix if indecies are off
174                 if indmax(i)==NoClusters
175                     indmax(i)=indmax(i)-1;
176                 end
177                 if indtop(i)<=indmax(i)
178                     indtop(i)=min(indmax(i)+1,NoClusters);
179                 end
180 
181                 areapdf(i)=trapz(NSize(indmax(i):indtop(i)),ConcC(i,indmax(i):indtop(i))');        
182 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
183                 fit=polyfit(-1/2*(NSize(indmax(i):indtop(i))-Navg(i)).^2,log(ConcC(i,indmax(i):indtop(i)))',1);
184                 Nstdp(1,i)=1/sqrt(fit(1));
185 
186                 
187                 Ravg(1,i)=rofn(Navg(i))*(1/2+1/2*sqrt(1+8/3*(Nstdp(i)/Navg(i))^2))^(1/3);
188                 [rmax irmax]=min(abs(RSize-Ravg(i)));
189                 pquad=polyfit(RSize(max(irmax-4,1):min(irmax+4,NoClusters)),...
190                                ConcC(i,max(irmax-4,1):min(irmax+4,NoClusters))'.*RSize(max(irmax-4,1):min(irmax+4,NoClusters)).^2,2);
191                 Ravg(1,i)=-pquad(2)/2/pquad(1);
192                 Crmax=pquad(3)-pquad(2)^2/4/pquad(1);
193                 
194                 fit=polyfit(-1/2*(RSize(irmax:indtop(i))-Ravg(i)).^2,log(ConcC(i,irmax:indtop(i))'.*(RSize(irmax:indtop(i))).^2),1);
195                 Rstdp(1,i)=1/sqrt(fit(1));
196                 pdfR(i,:)=sqrt(2*pi)*Rstdp(1,i)*Crmax*normpdf(RSize,Ravg(1,i),Rstdp(1,i));
197  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
198                 [minval indbot(i)]=min(abs(NSize-(NSize(indmax(i))-1.5*Nstdp(1,i))));
199                 indbot(i)=max(indbot(i),indmin);
200 
201                 fit=polyfit(-1/2*(NSize(indbot(i):indtop(i))-Navg(i)).^2,log(ConcC(i,indbot(i):indtop(i)))',1);
202                 Nstd(1,i)=1/sqrt(fit(1));
203 
204                 fit=polyfit(-1/2*(RSize(indbot(i):indtop(i))-Ravg(i)).^2,log(ConcC(i,indbot(i):indtop(i)))'.*(RSize(indbot(i):indtop(i))).^2,1);
205                 Rstd(1,i)=1/sqrt(fit(1));
206 
207                 pdfC(i,:)=sqrt(2*pi)*Nstd(1,i)*ConcC(i,indmax(i))*normpdf(NSize,Navg(1,i),Nstd(1,i));
208                 pdfC2(i,:)=sqrt(2*pi)*Nstdp(1,i)*ConcC(i,indmax(i))*normpdf(NSize,Navg(1,i),Nstdp(1,i));
209                 pdfCc(i,:)=min(pdfC(i,:),ConcC(i,:));
210                 pdfCc2(i,:)=min(pdfC2(i,:),ConcC(i,:));
211 
212             icount=i;
213             end
214         end
215     end
216 
217     % Find where peak in Cn vs. n emerges
218     indpos=find(Navg>0);
219     if indpos
220         [tnuc indnuc]=min(time(find(Navg>0)));
221         indnuc=indnuc+min(find(Navg>0))-1;
222         Nnuc=Navg(indnuc);
223     else
224         tnuc=0;
225         indnuc=1;
226         Nnuc=1;
227     end
228     
229     for i=1:size(ConcC,1)
230         CdCons(i,1)=Conc(i,1)+ConcC(i,1:Nmatch-1)*NSize(1:Nmatch-1,1)...
231                +(ConcC(i,Nmatch:NoClusters-1).*NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1)')*(NSize(Nmatch+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1))+ConcC
(i,NoClusters)*NSize(NoClusters);
232     end 184
233     
234     Yld=zeros(1,length(time));
235     Yld2=Yld;
236 
237     for i=find(Navg>0)
238         Yld(1,i)=pdfCc(i,1:Nmatch-1)*NSize(1:Nmatch-1,1)...
239                         +(pdfCc(i,Nmatch:NoClusters-1).*NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1)')*(NSize(Nmatch+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1))
+pdfCc(i,NoClusters)*NSize(NoClusters);
240         Yld2(1,i)=pdfCc2(i,1:Nmatch-1)*NSize(1:Nmatch-1,1)...
241                         +(pdfCc2(i,Nmatch:NoClusters-1).*NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1)')*(NSize(Nmatch+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1))
+pdfCc2(i,NoClusters)*NSize(NoClusters);
242     end    
243     
244     % Calculate absorption spectrum
245     lam=350:700;
246     Abs=zeros(length(time),length(lam));
247     Abspdf=zeros(length(time),length(lam));
248 
249     eps=zeros(length(NSize),length(lam));
250     for i=1:length(NSize)
251         eps(i,:)=Epsilon(NSize(i),lam);
252     end
253     for i=1:length(time);
254         Abs(i,:)=ConcC(i,1:Nmatch-1)*eps(1:Nmatch-1,:)...
255                        +(ConcC(i,Nmatch:NoClusters-1).*((NSize(Nmatch+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1))')*eps(Nmatch:NoClusters-1,:))
+ConcC(i,NoClusters)*eps(NoClusters,:);
256         Abspdf(i,:)=pdfCc(i,1:Nmatch-1)*eps(1:Nmatch-1,:)...
257                        +(pdfCc(i,Nmatch:NoClusters-1).*((NSize(Nmatch+1:NoClusters)-NSize(Nmatch:NoClusters-1))')*eps(Nmatch:NoClusters-1,:))
+pdfCc(i,NoClusters)*eps(NoClusters,:);
258     end
259         
260     % Save computed quantities
261     save([outdir filename '-data.mat'],'time','Conc','ConcC','NSize','Nmatch','NoClusters',...
262          'Abs', 'Navg','Nstdp','NavgD','NstdD','NskewD','RavgD','RstdD','RskewD','Ravg','Rstdp','RSize','tnuc','Nnuc',...
263          'NFluxNm','GsFluxNm','GFluxNm','Yld','indmax','pdfC2','pdfR','Cavg');
264   
265     % Mass conservation and non-negativity
266     disp(['Range [Cd]: ',num2str(range(CdCons)/max(CdCons)*100),'%'])
267     disp(['Minmum Concentration: ', num2str(min(min(ConcC)))])
268     disp(['Minmum A Concentration: ', num2str(min(min(Conc)))])
269     disp(['Largest cluster size: ', num2str(NSize(NoClusters))])
270 end
271 return;
272 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
273 function f=lognres(x,nval,cval)
274     mu=x(1); sig=x(2); A=x(3);
275     f=sum(sum((A*exp(-(log(nval)-mu).^2/2/sig^2)./nval-cval).^2));
276 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
277 function f=lognres1(x,nval,cval,nmax)
278     sig=x(1); A=x(2);
279     f=sum(sum((A*exp(-(log(nval/nmax)-sig^2).^2/2/sig^2)./nval-cval).^2));
280 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
281 function f=rofn(n)
282     f=1/10*(3/4/pi*n*6.08^3/4).^(1/3);
283     
185
 1 function [eps]=Epsilon(n,l)
 2 % Calculates epsilon for different wavelengths based on cluster size (n)
 3     
 4     l1=lmax(n);
 5     if n>100
 6        ratio=0.03;
 7        mu=l1; sig=ratio*l1;
 8        for i=1:length(l)
 9            eps1=1.91e6*n*exp(-1/100*(l(i)-350));
10            eps2=ratio*(1.4594e11*n^(1/3) - 5.6497e11)/(sqrt(2*pi)*sig)*exp(-(l(i)-mu)^2/2/sig^2);
11            if l1<687.441
12                if l(i)<l1
13                    eps(i)=max(eps1,eps2);
14                else
15                    eps(i)=eps2;
16                end
17            else
18                eps(i)=eps1;
19            end
20            
21        end
22 
23     else
24        for i=1:length(l)
25            eps(i)=1.91e6*n*exp(-1/100*(l(i)-350));
26        end
27     
28     end
29 
30     if l1~=0
31         [xmax, indmax]=min(abs(l-l1));
32         [emin indmin]=min(eps(1:indmax));
33         emax=eps(indmax);
34         b=1/10*(emax-emin);
35         [e2 ind2]=min(abs(eps(indmin:indmax)-(emin+b)));
36         ind2=ind2+indmin-1;
37         [e1 ind1]=min(abs(eps(1:indmin)-(emin+b)));
38         ind=min(ind2-indmin,indmin-ind1);
39         xo=l(ind2)-1/2*(l(ind2)-l(ind1));
40         yo=eps(ind2);
41         ao=1/2*(l(ind2)-l(ind1));
42       
43          for i=2*indmin-ind2:ind2
44              efit(i)=eps(2*indmin-ind2)+(eps(ind2)-eps(2*indmin-ind2))/((l(ind2)-l(2*indmin-ind2)))*(l(i)-l(2*indmin-ind2));
45          end
46          
47          for i=2*indmin-ind2:ind2
48              if efit(i)>0
49                 eps(i)=1/2*efit(i)+1/2*eps(i);
50              end
51          end
52     end
53     
54     
55     
56     
57     function l1=lmax(n)
58 % Calculate the wavelength of the first absorption peak
59        l1=0;
60        if n>100
61            
62            if n<1989
63                 l1=54.583*log(n)+205.27;
64            elseif n<9790
65                 l1=19.753*log(n)+470.92;
66            else
67                 l1=12.822*log(n)+534.62;
68            end
69        end
70 
71 
186
  1 function FortranPLOT(subdir,ext,par)
  2 % Input:
  3 % 1. Subdirectory
  4 % 2. Array of parameter names: {'';'';''}
  5 % 3. Array of parameter values: {[];[];[]}
  6 
  7 dirname=['C:\Documents and Settings\Jane Rempel\My Documents\Work\Jacobian\Fortran\TestProgram\'];
  8 dirout=[dirname subdir '\Output\'];
  9 
 10 % color values
 11 colors(1,:)=[0,0,1]; colors(2,:)=[0,1,0];colors(3,:)=[1,0,0];colors(4,:)=[0,1,1];colors(5,:)=[1,0,1];colors(6,:)=[1,1,0];
 12 colors(7:12,:)=colors(1:6,:)*0.75;
 13 for k=13:1000, colors(k,:)=colors(k-12,:); end
 14 
 15 N=length(ext);
 16 Nm=10;
 17 NoCl=500;
 18 
 19 % Parameter labels
 20 for i=1:length(ext)
 21   if size(ext{i},2)>2
 22     if ext{i}=='Ceq', gext{i}='C_{eq}'; end
 23   else          
 24     if ext{i}=='A', gext{i}='\alpha'; end
 25     if ext{i}=='B', gext{i}='\beta'; end
 26     if ext{i}=='G', gext{i}='\gamma'; end
 27     if ext{i}=='D', gext{i}='\delta'; end
 28     if ext{i}=='t', gext{i}='\tau'; end
 29     if ext{i}=='ti', gext{i}='\tau_i'; end
 30     if ext{i}=='I', gext{i}='A/I'; end
 31     if ext{i}=='S', gext{i}='\sigma'; end
 32   end
 33 end
 34 
 35 % Load in data
 36 [filename dir]=filename_all(N,par,ext); 
 37 dir=[dirout dir];
 38 filename=['Nm_' int2str(Nm) '_Nc_' int2str(NoCl) '_' filename];
 39 load([dir filename '-data.mat']);
 40 load([dir filename '.mat']);
 41 
 42 % Calculate Ctot = Nuclei concentration
 43 nuclei=trapz(NSize,ConcC')';
 44 nuclei2=trapz(NSize(10:length(NSize)),ConcC(:,10:length(NSize))')';
 45 
 46 % Calculate PSS or minimum values in % size distribution
 47 [Nindmin Ndistmin Navgmin]= min_dist(time, NavgD, NstdD);
 48 [Rindmin Rdistmin Ravgmin]= min_dist(time, RavgD, RstdD);
 49 
 50 % Calculate the steady state solution 
 51 [zss c1ss navgss nstdss]=Polylog(par(1)/par(2));
 52 Css=zss.^NSize./NSize.^(2/3)/par(1)*par(2);
 53 
 54 
 55 I=10;
 56 imax=NoClusters;
 57 NPmax=NSize(imax);
 58 Rmax=6.25;
 59 Rmin=RSize(1);
 60 
 61 tmin=max(time(2),10^-6);
 62 if max(time)>10^4, tmax=max(max(time),10^7); else tmax=max(max(time),10^4); end
 63 
 64 tpoints=logspace(log10(tmin),floor(log10(max(time))),max(floor(log10(min(time)))-log10(tmin)+1,11));
 65 
 66 if max(time)>10^4
 67     ti=2+10*8:10:length(time);
 68 %    ti=2+10*2:10:length(time);
 69 else
 70     ti=2+10*5:10:length(time);
 71 end
 72 
 73 tpoints=time(ti);
 74 tival=time(ti);
 75 
 76 for i=1:length(time), lgnd{i}=['\tau = ' num2str(time(i),'%5.1e')]; end
 77 
 78 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%187
 79 % if we want to plot vs. real time:
 80                 %time=time*par(1)/10^5;
 81                 %tmax=10^8;
 82                 tnew=zeros(size(time));
 83                 tnew(1)=0;
 84                 for tind=2:length(time)
 85                     tnew(tind)=trapz(time(1:tind),par(1)*ConcC(1:tind,1));
 86                 end
 87 %                time=tnew;
 88 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%                
 89 
 90 
 91 tmax=max(time);
 92 
 93 % Generate movie of Cn vs. n as a function of time
 94 figure('Position',[100 100 900 550]);
 95 i=1;
 96 mov = avifile([filename '.avi'],'compression','Cinepak','quality',100,'fps',6);
 97         for j=2:2:length(time)
 98             loglog(NSize, ConcC(j,:),'r','LineWidth',2); axis ([1 NPmax 1E-10 1E-4]);
 99             set(gca, 'xscale','log'); set(gca,'yscale','log'); set(gca,'FontSize',14);
100             set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]);
101             ylabel('c_n','FontSize',14); xlabel('n','FontSize',14);
102             title(['\tau = ' scinot_1(time(j))],'FontSize',18);
103             F = getframe(1);
104             mov = addframe(mov,F);
105         end
106 mov = close(mov);
107 close(1);
108 
109 % Generate movie of radius, % radial distribution, [Monomer], [Ctot], and Yield as a function of time
110 figure('Position',[1 1 800 800]);
111 mov = avifile([filename '-1.avi'],'compression','Cinepak','quality',100,'fps',6);
112         for j=2:2:length(time)
113             subplot(2,2,1); semilogx(time(2:j),RavgD(2:j),'r','LineWidth',2); axis([tmin tmax 0 5]); set(gcf, 'color',[1 1 1]); 
114                 title(['\tau = ' scinot_1(time(j))]); ylabel('\mu_R','FontSize',12); xlabel('\tau','FontSize',12);  
115             subplot(2,2,2); semilogx(time(2:j),RstdD(2:j)./RavgD(2:j)*100,'b','LineWidth',2); axis([tmin tmax 0 40]); set(gcf, 'color',[1 1 1]); 
116                 ylabel('\sigma_R/\mu_R (%)','FontSize',12); xlabel('\tau','FontSize',12); 
117             subplot(2,2,3); loglog(time(2:j),ConcC(2:j,1),'r',time(2:j), nuclei(2:j),'b','LineWidth',2); axis([tmin tmax 10^-7 10^-2]); set(gcf, 'color',[1 1 1]); 
118                 ylabel('c_1 and c_{tot}','FontSize',12); xlabel('\tau','FontSize',12);  
119             subplot(2,2,4); semilogx(time(2:j),(1-Conc(2:j))*100,'b','LineWidth',2); axis([tmin tmax 0 100]); set(gcf, 'color',[1 1 1]); 
120                 ylabel('% Yield','FontSize',12); xlabel('\tau','FontSize',12); 
121             F = getframe(1);
122             mov = addframe(mov,F);
123         end           
124 mov = close(mov);
125 close(1);
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 % Colormap of log(Cn) vs. t & n
131 % Snapshots of Cn at different times
132 fig2=figure(2);
133 subplot(5,7,[1:5,8:12,15:19,22:26,29:33]); 
134     pcolor(NSize,time,log10(ConcC.*(ConcC>0)+1E-30)); hold on;
135     plot(NavgD,time, 'k-',NavgD-NstdD,time,'k:', NavgD+NstdD,time,'k:',...
136     Navg(find(Navg>0)),time(find(Navg>0)),'b--','LineWidth',1); hold on;
137     plot([min(NSize) max(NSize)],[tnuc tnuc],'w--');
138     xlabel('n','FontSize',14); 
139     ylabel('\tau','FontSize',14);
140 
141     set(gca,'XScale','log','YScale','log');
142     set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
143     axis([1 max(NSize) tmin max(time)]);
144     caxis([-10 round(log10(max(max(ConcC))))]);
145     set(gca,'XTick',10.^[0 1 2 3 4 5]);
146     set(gca,'YTick',10.^[-6:2:6]);
147     set(gca,'FontSize',14);  set(gca,'XMinorTick','on');  set(gca,'YMinorTick','on'); set(gca,'TickDir','in');
148     shading interp; 
149     colorbar;
150     hold on;
151     plot([min(NSize) max(NSize)],[tnuc tnuc],'w--');
152     plot([min(NSize) max(NSize)],[tnuc tnuc],'w--');
153     plot([min(NSize) max(NSize)],[tnuc tnuc],'w--');
154     
155     for i=1:10
156         hold on; 188
157     if i<=length(ti)
158             subplot(5,7,[1:5,8:12,15:19,22:26,29:33]); 
159             plot([min(NSize) max(NSize)],[time(ti(i)) time(ti(i))],'w:');  
160             hold on;
161         if mod(i,2)
162             subplot(5,7,7*(ceil(i/2)-1)+6); loglog(NSize, ConcC(ti(i),:),'-','LineWidth',1); hold on;
163                     loglog(NSize, pdfC2(ti(i),:),'r--'); hold on;         
164                     loglog(NSize, Css,'k--'); hold on;         
165         else
166             subplot(5,7,7*(ceil(i/2)-1)+7); loglog(NSize, ConcC(ti(i),:),'-','LineWidth',1); hold on;
167                     loglog(NSize, pdfC2(ti(i),:),'r--'); hold on;
168                     loglog(NSize, Css,'k--'); hold on;                             
169         end
170             text(5000,10^(ceil(log10(max(ConcC(ti(i),:))))-0.4),scinot(time(ti(i))),'FontSize',10,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]);
171             set(gca,'XTick',10.^[0 1 2 3 4 5]); set(gca,'XMinorTick','on');
172             set(gca,'YTick',10.^[-12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1]); set(gca,'YMinorTick','on'); set(gca,'TickDir','in');
173             axis ([1 NPmax 10^(ceil(log10(max(ConcC(ti(i),:))))-3) 10^ceil(log10(max(ConcC(ti(i),:))))]);
174             set(gca,'FontSize',8); 
175     end
176     end
177 
178 % Plot of mean R and % radial distribution 
179 % Plot of monomer and nuclei concentration and rxn yield
180  figure(3); hold on;
181      subplot(2,1,1); hold on;
182     [AX,H1,H2]=plotyy(time,RstdD./RavgD*100,time, RavgD,'plot'); hold on;
183     
184     set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','\mu_R');
185     set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','\sigma_R/\mu_R (%)');
186     set(H2,'LineStyle','-'); set(H1,'LineStyle','--'); 
187     set(AX(2),'YLim',[0 6.25]);    set(AX(1),'YLim',[0 50]);
188     set(AX(2),'XLim',[tmin max(time)]); set(AX(1),'XLim',[tmin max(time)]);
189     set(AX(2),'XScale','log'); set(AX(1),'XScale','log');
190     set(AX(2),'YTick',[0:6.25/5:6.25]);
191     set(AX(1),'YTick',[0:10:50]);
192     set(AX(2),'XTick',10.^[-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6]);
193     set(AX(1),'XTick',10.^[-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6]);
194     set(AX(1),'YGrid','on'); 
195     xlabel('\tau = t*k_f  ','FontSize',10);
196     hold on;
197 
198     subplot(2,1,2); hold on;
199     [AX,H1,H2]=plotyy(time,(1-Conc)*100,time, nuclei,'plot'); hold on;
200     tempc1=-(log10(ConcC(:,1))+2)*100/5;
201     plot(time,tempc1,'k');   hold on;
202     plot(time,-(log10(nuclei)+2)*100/5,'Color',[0, 0.5, 0]);   hold on;
203 
204     set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Yield (%)');
205     set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','[Nuclei]');
206     set(H2,'LineStyle','-'); set(H1,'LineStyle','--'); 
207     set(AX(2),'YLim',[10^-7 10^-2]);    set(AX(1),'YLim',[0 100]);
208     set(AX(2),'XLim',[tmin max(time)]); set(AX(1),'XLim',[tmin max(time)]);
209     set(AX(2),'XScale','log'); set(AX(1),'XScale','log');
210     set(AX(2),'YScale','log'); set(AX(1),'YScale','linear');
211     set(AX(1),'YDir','reverse');
212     set(AX(2),'YTick',10.^[-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2]);
213     set(AX(1),'YTick',[0:20:100]);
214     set(AX(2),'XTick',10.^[-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6]);
215     set(AX(1),'XTick',10.^[-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6]);
216     set(AX(1),'YGrid','on'); 
217     xlabel('\tau = t*k_f  ','FontSize',10);
218     hold on;
219     
220 % Interpolate results
221     n=1:20000;
222     cn=interp1(NSize,ConcC',n,'pchip');
223     if min(subdir(1:4)=='Diff')>0, gn=(par(1)*((n.^(1/3))')*cn(1,:))'; else
224                                    gn=(par(1)*((n.^(2/3))')*cn(1,:))'; end
225                                    dn=ones(length(time),1)*n.^(2/3)*par(2);
226 
227     dc1dn=dn'.*cn;
228     dc1gn=gn'.*cn;
229     dc1dn(2,:)=2*dc1dn(2,:);
230     dc1dn(1,:)=zeros(1,length(time));
231     dc1gn(1,:)=2*dc1gn(1,:);
232     dc1g=sum(dc1gn);
233     dc1d=sum(dc1dn);
234     dc1p=Conc';    189
235 % Rate of monomer gen/cons due to growth, dissociation, formation from prec
236 figure(4);
237     loglog(time,dc1g,'b',time,dc1d,'g',time,dc1p,'r',time,ConcC(:,1),':'); hold on;
238     legend('Growth','Dissociation','Precursor Activation');
239 
240     
241 % Absorption spectrum
242 figure(5);
243     nump=50;
244     lam=350:700;
245     lm=lmax(max(Navg));
246     [mval ilm]=min(abs(lam-lm));
247     for j=1:nump;
248         i=floor(length(time)/nump)*(j-1)+1;
249         plot(lam,Abs(i,:));%,lam,Abspdf(i,:),'r'); 
250         hold on;
251         xlabel('\lambda (nm)'); ylabel('Absorbance');
252         axis([min(lam) max(lam) 0 min(Abs(length(time),ilm)*2,Abs(length(time),1))]);
253     end
254 
255 
256 % Normalized radial distribution
257     figure(6);
258     [Nindmin Ndistmin Navgmin]= min_dist(time, NavgD, NstdD);
259     for i=1:length(tpoints)
260         plot(RSize,ConcC(ti(i),:)/max(ConcC(ti(i),:))+i-1,'Color',rgbconvert(lmax(Navgmin))); hold on;
261         axis ([Rmin Rmax 0 length(tpoints)+2]);
262         lgnd10(i,1)={['\tau = ' scinot(time(ti(i)))]}; %10^{' int2str(log10(time(ti(i)))) '}']};%' num2str(time(ti(i)), '%10.2g')]};
263         hold on;
264     end
265     legend(lgnd10','FontSize',8);
266 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    
267 
268 
269 function rgbval=rgbconvert(wl)
270 % Convert wavelength (nm) into rgb value
271 
272 rgbval=[0 0 0];
273 factor=0;
274 
275 if wl>=380&wl<=439, rgbval=[-(wl-440)/(440-380), 0, 1 ]; end
276 if wl>=440&wl<=489, rgbval=[0, (wl-440)/(490-440), 1 ]; end
277 if wl>=490&wl<=509, rgbval=[0, 1, -(wl-510)/(510-490)]; end
278 if wl>=510&wl<=579, rgbval=[(wl-510)/(580-510), 1, 0 ]; end
279 if wl>=580&wl<=644, rgbval=[1, -(wl-645)/(645-580), 0]; end
280 if wl>=645&wl<=780, rgbval=[1, 0, 0]; end
281 
282 if wl>=380&wl<=419, factor=0.3+0.7*(wl-380)/(420-380); end
283 if wl>=420&wl<=700, factor=1; end
284 if wl>=701&wl<=780, factor=0.3+0.7*(780-wl)/(780-700); end
285 
286 gamma=0.8;
287 rgbval=(rgbval*factor).^gamma;
288 
190
 1 function [pminI pdistmin Navgmin]= min_dist(time, NavgD, NstdD)
 2 % Calculates the PSS or minimum value in the % size distribution
 3 
 4 perD=NstdD./NavgD*100;
 5 dpdt=(diff(perD')./(diff(time)*ones(1,size(perD,1))))';
 6 ind=find((dpdt(1:length(time)-2).*dpdt(2:length(time)-1))<0&(abs(dpdt(1:length(time)-2)))>10^-7);
 7 ind2=nonzeros((sign(dpdt(ind))>0).*ind)+1;
 8 
 9 if length(ind2)>1
10     [minval mini]=min(perD(ind2(1):ind2(2)));
11     pminI=mini+ind2(1)-1;
12     if max(NavgD)>7
13         if NavgD(pminI)<10
14             ind2(1)=ind2(2);
15         end
16     else
17         if NavgD(pminI)<(1/10*(3/4/pi*10*6.08^3/4).^(1/3));
18             ind2(1)=ind2(2);
19         end
20     end
21 end
22 
23 if ind2
24     [minval mini]=min(perD(ind2(1):length(time)));
25     pminI=mini+ind2(1)-1;
26 else
27     pminI=1;
28 end
29 
30 pdistmin=perD(pminI);
31 Navgmin=NavgD(pminI);
32 if isnan(pdistmin)
33     pdistmin=0;
34 end
35 if isnan(Navgmin)
36     Navgmin=1;
37 end
38 
191
 1 function [zopt, C1, Navg, Nstd]=polylog(aovb)
 2 % Calculate an optimal value of z=a/b*C given a/b 
 3 % Equilibrium solution given by a polylogarithm
 4 
 5     format long e;
 6     a=2/3;
 7 
 8     lgP=round(log10(aovb));
 9     if mod(log10(aovb),lgP)<0.01 & lgP<14 & lgP>0 
10         zss=[    8.520475165468042e-001    9.714271826840349e-001    9.948486594992618e-001    9.990818270249613e-001    
9.998366550874719e-001    9.999709469951760e-001    9.999955286204830e-001    9.999999757672559e-001    9.999999757672559e-001    
9.999999757672559e-001    9.999999757672559e-001    9.999999757672559e-001    9.999999757672559e-001];
11         navgss=[    3.952892008039114e+000    1.592064596782508e+001    7.661608704533082e+001    3.982299091264032e+002   
2.147838201471865e+003    1.180707511705600e+004    6.366379647549008e+004    4.256335462640447e+005    4.256335462640447e+006    
4.256335462640446e+007    4.256335462640447e+008    4.256335462640447e+009    4.256335462640447e+010];
12         nstdss=[     4.262331459789578e+000 2.192741271255619e+001  1.179619703441829e+002  6.476521778783496e+002 
3.594016280892668e+003  2.005816266254536e+004 9.422741619043452e+004 0 0 0 0 0 0];      
13         c1ss=[    8.520475165468042e-002    9.714271826840350e-003    9.948486594992618e-004    9.990818270249612e-005    
9.998366550874719e-006    9.999709469951761e-007    9.999955286204830e-008    9.999999757672558e-009 9.999999757672558e-010    
9.999999757672558e-011    9.999999757672558e-012    9.999999757672558e-013 9.999999757672559e-014]; 
14         zopt=zss(lgP);
15         Navg=navgss(lgP);
16         Nstd=nstdss(lgP);
17         C1=c1ss(lgP);
18     else
19         options=optimset('MaxIter',500,'TolFun',aovb/10^15,'TolX',1/aovb/10^15);
20         zopt=fminbnd(@(z)abs(func(z,1-a)-aovb),0.5,1,options);
21         Navg=1/func(zopt,-a)*aovb;
22         N2avg=func(zopt,2-a)/func(zopt,-a);
23         Nstd=sqrt(N2avg-Navg^2);
24         C1=zopt/aovb;
25     end
26     
27 function f=func(z,n)
28     i=1:500000;
29     f=sum(z.^i.*i.^(n));
30 
31 return;
32 
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 1 function str=scinot(par)
 2 % Returns a string of the number in scientific notation x.y 10^z
 3 
 4 if par~=0
 5     temp=round(log10(par));
 6     if fix(par/10^temp+0.005)<1, 
 7         temp=temp-1;
 8     end
 9 else
10     temp=0;
11 end
12     t='';
13     p1=fix(par/10.0^temp+0.005);
14     p2=fix((par/10.0^temp+0.005-p1)*10.0);
15 if p2==0
16     if p1==1
17         str=['10^{' int2str(temp) '}']; 
18     elseif p1==0
19         str=['0'];
20     else
21         str=[int2str(p1) ' 10^{' int2str(temp) '}']; 
22     end
23 else
24         str=[int2str(p1) '.' int2str(p2) ' 10^{' int2str(temp) '}']; 
25 end
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 function str=scinot_1(par)
31 % Generate a string of the number in scientific notation 
32 
33 if par~=0
34     temp=round(log10(par));
35     if fix(par/10^temp+0.005)<1, 
36         temp=temp-1;
37     end
38 else
39     temp=0;
40 end
41     t='';
42     p1=fix(par/10.0^temp+0.005);
43     p2=fix((par/10.0^temp+0.005-p1)*10.0);
44 if p2==0
45     if p1==1
46         str=['1.0 10^{' int2str(temp) '}']; 
47     elseif p1==0
48         str=['0.0'];
49     else
50         str=[int2str(p1) '.0 10^{' int2str(temp) '}']; 
51     end
52 else
53         str=[int2str(p1) '.' int2str(p2) ' 10^{' int2str(temp) '}']; 
54 end
55 
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